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The National_Center,for Research in Vocational
Educaion's mission is to inorease the ability,
of diverse agencies, institutions, and orwkni-'.
zati6ns, 'to solve educatioklal problems relatifig
to individpal career planning, preparation, ahd'
progression. The National Center fuafills its'
mission by; J $

Generating knowledge through research

* Developing educational programs and'
products

)

* Evaluating individua1 'uogriml,nee4
and outcqmas ,

A

* fnstalling educationaprograms and
products

4

Operating information syseems,and
set-vices

0
.* Cohducting leaddrship develdpmene

1 and, training programs

0 1

orhis publication was preparedpursilant to'
a'acontraot withthc U.S..Office Of
tion, Department df Health, Educfetion, and
Welfare. Contractors.undertaking imoh pro-
jects undergovernmerit sponsordhip are .

enoouragoid td f.reely expmss their judg-
ment in pro4esklional.and techqical matters.
PoiAs of view br opinions do noto, therefore,
necessarily represent offici0141. S, Office
of Education position or'policy
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-FOREWORD-
.

In a nation that permits and encourages freeflom of
oicel-public school guidance and counseling becomes an

essential service% It functions bp help individuals identify
personal goals, analyze alternativOls, contemplatd .ctinsequetices,
choose spl4ns of,action to follów, and to cope,With various
conditions presedted igelife.%Compelors, whO a're the \-->

principar agents for'peoyiding career 4Alidanceand counseling,
., are trained to diagnose pAbIems ofhuman adjustflent,.to

understand t'he opportunities and constraints different decisions
,may offer, and to be sensitive ,to the ways in Which individuals
I Yespohd to the pkoblems they face. Schools provide comprehensive,
vrograms of guidance that include, in addition to counselkng
servi4es, a wide variety of resources and assistance to meet '

the needs of their students: Hopefully,,school guidance pro-'.
4rams are linked with a variety of community agencies,to aSstirA.
'continuity of vsistance to young perple.

Because school populations all/individuals differ/ the
work of counselors as well as the Overall guidanbe,setvices
must be atiapted to particular situations. ThLis althougfl
counseling techniques and guidance programs may be )5aSically
allike in all fundamental respects as sote authorities claim,
thley will differ in specialized applications., The irariations
may be so great,that a program of guidande4n, a 1,34.ge urban
school might be subptantially'unlike one in a suburban situation.
F4rthermove, 'an effective'counselor in one type orprogram -might.
be A failure in the other. A. groWing awareness of the relation-
ships between guidance programs as well as colinseling strategies.
and the olients served is currently focusing attention on the
need to adapf guidance Pro9rams to 4rban schools in.ways that
tap aggregation of talent lorth in the AchoOl and in the community.

Traditonally, guidance programs tume flourished ih
suburbanschools where 'their major mission hlis been to..help
young people to make carder plans.and to choose high school
apd collegiate programd for study. In such Situations, phere
life styles,and individual responses are considerably more '
predidtable, counseling,approaches and strategies have
established horms that.end.-'to prescribe standard practice.
In contrast., urban,sChaols'present -entirely.different -variables
that make new demandson guidance services.and pesonnel.
Consider, for example; the multicurtural characteristics of
most inner-city schools., Ethhic, ratcial, lariguage, religious,
,arat economic factors typically generate.ccintrasting values
and.hmfilan responOt.

;
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It was because of this multiplicity of issues, conditioni,
and needs that this study was undertakenfocusing primarily .

---an the current st-ste-zr-cATeef counseling adtIVities ih the
large, urban schools of Amexiba. The goal has been to firit -
identify what is And then what.should be the major goals, .

preoccupatifts and activities of career guidance And
counseling 'services ih the major urban schools, keeping
mind that tho-jinal and most urgent goaL of our schools must
continue 6440 themaximiation of career guidance and .

counseling -svices to the youth of America.

Special commendation is extended to Dr.'Keith Barnps_for_
his outstahaing.work'in the preparation of both this Monograph
and the resourcejlandbookS which:were'produced as a.direct
'result of the findings of hib investigatibn. These resource
handbooks effectively present procedures to assist urban school
educators in as'sessing and improving school communication,
appraisingischool guidance and counseling services, and in
establishing A plan of action for estiblishing urban school '

career counseling programs. Specific reference to,them apPears
in the bibliography of this monograph.

We also, wish to give recognition to the members of the
2 National' Task ForCe for Research in School Career Counseling

for theik support,and assistance in this endeavor. SPecifici-.
cally'they are: 91T. James Wigtil, Associate Professor of
tducationl.The Ohio ptate Univexsity; Dr. Anthony Riccio,
Professor of Education, The Ohio State qnflrersity; Mr. Jerry
Fry, School Counselor, the Columbus Public'Schools; Dr. Mary

.

Clayton, Supervisor of Counselors, the,Columbus Public
and Dr. Frank Burnett, Associate Direótoe, the American

,

% Personnel add Guidance Association, Washington', D.C.
.

,

Fplally, the staff of the Advanced Study Center of the National
Center for Research in Vocational Edgcation,-under the leader-
ship of Dr. Earl Russell; are to be commended for thp,con- , f°

tributions they made in assuring the successful completion of '

this important work.
!

It is hoped tht this mon4raph and the accompanying
materials will serve as useful tresourCes for educators in the
field as they work daily to imPiove and expand these.criticAlly
important sobool career guidance and counseling services.

%.
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Roblert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The..Natiorial Center for
Research in Vocational
Education.
The Ohio State University

1980
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Following an intensive year-long study of career-guidance çJ
and counseling services in the Urban School Systems.of America,
four documents were prepared.

STI;TE THE ART

The first was a comprehensive analysis of the State of
the Art o-f-current school gui-dance practice. -This ducumwmt
examined past and current practicbs in the field'ot school
guidanCe and counseling with special emphasis given to career
guidanae and counseling pursuits% Areas of investigation

T. Introduction,

Procedure's and Methodology

IV.

,ff

The Urban Environment

"Oareer Guidance and Counseling Servicqp
Urban Schools: A Review of Past Practices

V. Models for the Delivery of Career Counseling Services
in the Urban Schools: A Review of Past Practices

VI. The Current State of the-grt of Career Ceiunseling
Services in the-Ali-ban Schools of America

VIT. Conclusions, Rel,mmendations, and Future Projections
for Growth and Reffhement4of Career Counseling

JP.
Servicds in the Urban Schools of America

--A national survey of the 112 largest public school
systems was performed during the winter of 1979. The data
collected-An this-,.investigation provided substantive current
information regarding current practices.; significant barriers
to the delivery of school guidance and counseling services .

and other useful fact?.

4 Themajor issues and/or problems facing urbaa school,s, as
identrified by the survey data, were as follows:

1 0
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THE STATE OF THE ART - 1979

Caredr counseling services is probably the single most
significant point of attack of educators in working to
minimi4e the continuipg disparities which continue to exist in
the.three arenas of education, employment and environment.
Thus, a number 'of-important questions beg to be answered
before any substantive changes can be made ln urbanr gui4ance
services. They are as f9llows: r-,

.* What common barriers exist, if any,,to block the
delivery of effect#ve iareer guidance- and services?

* Alhat are the major problems and issues.confronting
the urban community, school staff, administrators,
'teachers, counselors and students?

* Are adequate funds being made available to urban
g.uidance and counseling programs to carry out their
planned progrfms?

Are there sufficient numbers.of counselors being
staffed in our urban schools to assure a workable
student-counselor rat*o?

* What changes in counselor role and function are seen
as important in strengthening existing guidance and
counseling programs? What duties should be dropped?

4* Do unique.programs exlAt in Obr *ban schools which
'should be shared with other school districts for
possible pilot testing?

* Are counselors effectikrely designing systemittic programs
of student evaluation and career counseling for
prospective_vocational education students?

* Does the present state of the art of urban career
guidance and counseling, as described in this
investigation, suggest cettain courses of action for -

future expansion, growth and refinement in the total
career guidance and counselinscprocess?

* Wo4d the establishment of nationar prioricties and,
coordinated urban school efforts in planning for
positive changes in urban career guidance and
counseling services make a significant difference in the
manner,in which these serv.ices will be delivered in
the future?

.,
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These and other questions have arisen quite naturally
from -ap-- analysis-of -the -data go rte-cre-cr i-nz The
Assessment of Urban Qareer Counseling Services conducted
during the winter of 1978-79.

THE NATIONAL SURVEY
(

Understanding that current data relative to the general
state of-the art of "large cit," guidance and counseling
seVvices had not Ien systematically c lleCted for a number
of years, the_wri r met with a g ou if concerned counselor
educators and pub ic school administra ors to formallx organize
an ad hoc "Nalltiona Task Force For Res rch in Sphool.
Career Counseling." .1

The task force hei.d, as its primary miSSion,
construction of'a comprehensive supicy instrlifnent,entftled
The National Sut7ey of Large-Cfty Citieer, CounselingWwices.
Questions posed in the'survey werecarefully designed'to
answer' the major research questions prepared by the task ,

force.

Major recommendations generated by this investigation.
were as follows: .

1. Resolution of the.funding problems facing urban
school guidance and counseling should be given
priority treatment by national, state and local
pubkic and private sector leaders.

2. The counselin' profession must begin to forMulate
more systemat and objectively measurable programs
of career development and career guidance and
counseling service based on the collabbrative,
aggregational efforts of the total community.'

3. State departgents of education'should eatablish
enforceable standards for school guidance and
counseling, including explicit student-counstilor
ratios,.role and function mininfum standardsjand
funding allocations. These standards'sho6ld be
closely tied to fundifig sanCtions when departuies
from these standards are detected.

-

4.- Quality program materials and guidelines need tO
developed at the national level to assist counselors
in improving suCh conditions as school communications ^,

qkills, guidanCe and counseling program evaluation,
the development ofhquality programs of inservice
education and staff development, student evaluatioll

-x-
12
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. strategies And formats,: upgiltding Qr establishment
.

. . ofstudele jobsplacement.and etddent followiAlp
actkvitilii, he increased Utilization orcounselor

.,

. 1 eXPertise In school human relations matiters, afid: .., .

Cr .other r'suph progam involVements.
.

1
,

,

'5._,Recent tachnological advances must be adaptecl by
the more urban schools fully exploited by oui.'urban
scbools to keeP pace with the rapidity'of change.
Computer-assisted guidance information, media 1

learning techniques, closed circuit telev,ision uies,
and the like are just a feW of the resources that
must be'.made available to school counselOrs if,they .

are to keep pace wit the explosion of information
that students so de erately nded in making sound
educational, perAooal and career decisions.

6. A national conference of large-city suberintendents
needs to "be commenced to discuss possible; common.
strategies for improving career guidance and
counseling services and to formulate recommendations
to be presented to the Congress and their respective
state legislative bodies that will effectively
resolve the financial plight'of urban school
counselors.

7. Standards of school counselor competency 'need to be
pxepared and applied in the evaluation of cOunselor
performance. Every attempt should be mede to identi-
fy the counselors whose performance is deemed below.
acceptable levels of competence. The policing of
counselor ranks of ineffective and/or incompetent
counselors would open.the door for some of the
growing number of teachers who have received state
certification as counselors but have found it
impossible to obtain a counseling position.

8., Students must be incluclell in the decisionh.making,
processes-ef urban schools. Counselors in their role
as student advocates should take the lead in -

advancing this movement. Student involvement in
school planning and decision-making is imperative if
the schools are to resolve the problems of youth
apathy, vandalism, truancy, and other related student
problem8.

9. A number of urban school leaders have developed and
successfully put into place exemplary programs°and
student services. These ,activities should be shared
regularly with all urban school leaders.. The
importance of on-going interchange and sharing of



innovative concepts along urban-school leaders
should\k,e guaranteed through the establishment'ot an
-urban education'inforMttion clearinghduse. This, of
course, would include the sharing of recdnt dey414p-'

A
ment in career gUidance and counseling woik and ir

Ak relatediactivities. .

,

. .
. ..

And, finally, considerable attention must be given tc
the whole process of change within the urban schools .

Models for change used In 'the past. typically have
focused on the notiorl of specialization where aA
given textbook is adapted or a packaged program is
accepted for-dee-in the-school system. A more
suitable and functional model for change in-todiay's
urbap schools would appear.to be one that focuses on
the total range of tesources to which the schools
have access. An aggregaticinal model would seek to
redefine the authorityt.and,the roles of-counselors,
teachers, administrators, students and parenes in
kelation to one another. It wodld repognize the
media-through which students learn are many and
diffuse, and would eMPhasize the coordination of all
the exp4riences of the aggregatioA within a well-
defined but open educational organization. There is
nothing n w about thisevartizular.course ot action

ri
except t'at it iscrarely-useit in our schools. It is
appare t from the data obtained in this investigation
that it is an idea whose time has come. -The,
materals prepared as companion documents to this
study each have utilized major features of this mOdel
and I call them to the reader's attention for
possible field testing and/or personal examination.

IMPROVING SCHOOL HUMAN RELATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS

t'4)".*., A seccand document w'as produced by this investigation. It
is a handbook for urban school staff use in "Assessing, and

.

Improving School Human Relations and Communications." The
handbook provides guidelines and resource materials for
implementing school needs assessment and staff/community
comuuriications efforts.

Topics covei'ed in the handbook include:-
* Establtshing and Conducting a School Needs

AsseS80,1ent

,
* Proceddres and Techniques for Effective Group

Activities

S.
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Impr,oving YOur chool Public Relation Activities

. ". ) 4' .
14 . . I .

*' Working .?i,,th Peopld ,

.
.

..
,... ,

The handbook describes field-te§ited.methoals Which'have. .

.been utilizea tn a number of Ameri,ca's'largest public school
'districts. .

.

4

THE APPRAISAL OF GUIDANCE AN9.COUNSELING SERVICES

This roource bbbklet contains an operational appraisal
instrument to be.useld in evaluating ihe- program-illec-eiveness .
ofsecondarx school guidance and counseling!activities.
.Evaluative areas of programs appraised by this instrugent
;include the wpraisal of staff, facilities, prbfessional
preparation, .supporkservicest and the like. Users may.

,obtain quantitative measurement of a guidance and counseling
/ program's s.treilgtfis and identify areas in-need of

improvement.

AN AGGREGATION ACTION-BASED MODEL AND DELIVERY SYSTEM
FOR

CAREER COUNSELING SERVICES IN URBAN -SCHOOLS_

A final publicatibn produced'in this study was one dbal-
ing with a program model (for urban school career Oidance and
counseling services. ,Itis based on aggregational techniques
and systems. Its primaiy purpose is-to facilitate collaborra-
tive efforts.by school Staff, parents, Students and the i

community at large in building career guidance and counseil.ing
services, not solely from the school as its basal but to
draw upon the rich human and material resources bf the urban
center itself. 4

Theipodel.details an elakorate and systematic plan by
which school personnel may encorage and give leadership to
the active participation dt all'interested members of the
urban community in the building of a truly aggregational
career guidance and Counseling

S.
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pHAPTER

between 177Cland 1976 the world PopUlation has ifil6reased six
times; reN1 gross world,produbts eighty times, the distance
a Man can tralFel in a day a hundred times, and if you want to
include 8p/ice travel, a thoUsand times;.the destructive --
'potential,'of our weapons a million times;-the amdUnt of energy
that dan be releard from a pound bf matter 50 million times; -
and the range and volume of information technology several
billion (-Se-an-lonj 19-7-6)

t.

INTRODUCTION

Youth unemPloyment, student-apathy, declining interest in

traflitional\ly structured secondary education programs, absenteeism,

.class-cuttincil'vandalism, and,continuing grgth in youth-related

crime are all pimply outward manifestations of the growing pro= ,

11,

blems existing in urban secondary education in America,t0day. .J

Thisjpaper will examine thOse conditions with which urban

schbol students, teachers, administration, parents, and interest-

ed community meMbers must cope ,daily. It will also describe how

theSb factors operate to iorm barriers to effective goal-directed

learning in'the urban schools and suggest systematic approachee

for,modifying and improving career guidance and *community

services.

The problemp facing our Major urban centers and the schools

within them are obviously'nuille4pus and highly, complex (see Chapter
4

6),. It would appear there are indeed no simple solutions to

them. Rather, the growing crises in American urban education
-

'demand that a consortium of interest land action at all'levels of

government, education, and society be establighed. While the
A a. 4

1.

RkTL-77,777._77 ;
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i r .....eederal governmelit and various state governMen'ts have kovided. .

.,

s. some assistance tO te urbanhools by eistablishing such 'prdr.;.
, ,

. -

. ,
1' 1 . , °,

grAms as the "Compreheniie Employment traihing Act" (CETA) r4.
.

1r t,. ..

. ' "Elementary ana Secondary$ Education Act" (ESE4) fpnding, and,
,

.

.-7

*. others, one barometv,ic indicator of their succesb can best
.

be

I.

s

seep .bY examiRing_ the !present_ levelc of- youth- unemp4eyment iS

Amet=ica, especlally in the prban areis. The fact that youth

unem yment cohtinues to climb With no positive signs of

reversal in the immediate future is one good indication of the

relative suCcess our social institutions have achieved in prold-
, -

_ing workablb programs and sVviceskto the yOuth of our nation.,

espeqally thoee.9..outh who arem6mblers of America's subpopulation .

ethnic\minorities, physically handacapped, and the likel:i

Who is to blame? One must ask this-most basic, human question

since there is a tendency for members of' a democratic society to '.

fix blame in rather simplistic ways when profound educational

%t
problems continue to growyeat. ,by year.

The aniwgir., of course, is'that no one group or person is to

blame. QW1i hs happened to our yo1.4h has arisen out of a hosst

of eventp societal.maladies. Son'examples would include

the aftermath' of student unrest of the '60s and eaily '70s

which ledoto what inightlae broadliLtermed.as a "social reaqtionr -
formation" Menifestedby student 'apathy and general diiintere'st

in traditional education as we know-it. Stfort-sighted aihool'
i p

.curriculir planning has led to bpredom and restl. essness for.
,. v .4

,

Some youth, causing poor attendance and class cutting. Difiiculties
,

A

-
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in +111dilig partrtim% spi entrylevel -3obs: halre led many, youth to
. ,

.
1

. t
.-

y4nda"lism., ilurglary, drug and alcdhol abuse, and `OtberA "turning'
. %.

.. (/

, .

. off" AO "luning out" behaviori. .

;

Urban brew:3 -today,are facing taxation revolts, strikes,

schbol desegregation suits: increaies fn crime, financial

deficits, out-migration to suburban "iasdroom_cnmmunitiee_
4

(white flight), or Jeven more financially devastating move-
.

4 ment of families an businesses out of "snoWbelt" states to he
.

more' attractive en cemehts Of the warmer climes Of the,"sunbelt"

states. In short, the major cities are in deep trodiple,and mucb
.

.

, iemains t9 be Aone tAl resolve the problems they face.
. .

(' 'Adults and communities have not\escaped these pervasive
.

.

degenerative conditions. They, too, face growing inflation in ..
i .

_

,

utility
,

rates, foodapricest'and other consumer products: The

nucie.ar family as we know it is unUergoing radical changes ranging

fp.m-"communal.arr'angements"'to persons simply living together

without-benefit of official secular or religious sanction.
.

Discontent pervades the American scene while unrest continues in

Iran, Ireland, Israel, Southeast.Asia, qyrfa, and Central America,

to'name but a few countries. %Ihis continuimg turmoil effectively

'operates to draw our nationpl leaderi0 intellect and attention

away from the growing social, politicall.and personal'struggles

that continue to expand at geometric rates in our educational

systems bere.at home.

Americsa's foreign financial excbange is far out of balance
0

in terms of rade deficits, gold reserves, and the vfilue of ,the

- 3 -
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AmerIcah dollar. Personal.faMily finances are in a*milar dig-
.

i$ 4

..repair judgin.5 from the rate ok bankruptcies and second moriwages
4

being negotiated.and adjudicated. And, at the base of it rests

the potential social dynamite of youth unemployment.
4 t

pne way tb begin the reversel4ome of the negative fortes

at work in urban-education-tacitly isrthrough-soffary planned- and-

efficiently coord nated careei guidance and counseling services

both in the sehools and in direct collaboration with the urban

community. This study focuses primarily on theostate of the art

of career guidanceand counseling services in our urban public

school :districts.

The following discourge will document existing Conditions,

cite,emPirical 'data rel,pted to present urbarc-public.school

practices. in the area of career guidance atid counseling, and offer

recommendatiOns for positive change andXgk restructuring of systems
1

presently in place.in the urban schools of America.

, There is no guestion.that the efforts' of school personnel
4to

leave.much to be desired in such educational pursuts-as program.

development, schoolvcolltmunity communication, student prOgram
sr-

placement, vocational education, evaluation of student interests

and occupational aptitudes, job slacement programs, and follow-
1

up work with students. It is hoped that the 'documents made avail-
;

able through the "Urban Schools of America Series" will be a

valued addition of field-tested, practical materials and resources

lor school personnel in upgradtng and/or redesigning their career

.educatioA and career counseling activities.

- 4 -
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ATall Tor Chan3e

.

Nearly seven years ago the National AdvisOry Council for

VocatiOnal.Education reported to the Sebretary of Health,

Education, and. Welfaie, Elliot Richardsoni forcefully desbribing

the Condition of counseling'in America!s'schools as being in

_...,110.ed of major_revision. The_ council alearly-descrlbed-the-paa

'and present condition of counseling services and set down a ,

number of observations, which in this writer's-judgment, sUal

NI\ring

true today. In their."call for change" the 6oufic reported
,

as follows:

%The prime legacy being left to today's youth
is the certainty of uncertainty; The'major thing youth
knows for sure is that change is coming--and at an
in&reasingly rapid rate. Change in the nature of

4
occupationd, in skill levels required for job entry,
and changes in-work valUes. They are being told that
their prime goal must be, one of adaptabilityof being
Able and.ready to change with change. We have assured
them that, on the average, they may expect to change
occupations,somewhere between five and seven times
during their working life.

Society has told4outh they should want to work and
should endorse,the work ethic. But the' work values of
young people in this pos6-industrial society are not,
and ,should not be, the same as their parents'. Youth
understands that we have now moved into an 'era Where
this country produces more services 'than gbods.T.-that
increasingq, 'machines produce products, and people
provide services. But how is a young person to plah
his future so as to provide the greatest possible
service while deriving person4 satisfaction
for himself?

, Most youth understand full well thai education is
a key ingredient in preparation for'employment.. We
have passed on to youth the false iocietal myth that ,

a college degree'is the best and surest roUte to
occupational success--and then cautioned them that less
than 20% of all occupations existing in this decade,
will regtire a college degree. Youth has been told

44)
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.that many more' should enter vocational edliCation, but
has never'been provided, with the hard facts that would
give them a reasoned basis fof choobing to do 90."

Given this 7adtiltel-ated" view of the future and its pro-

spec,ts, Coupled with the true coniPlex,ity of society, is it any

wonder'that:

over 750,0-00 youths drop but 6T high school each
year?

over 850,000 drop oat of college each year?

fewer than 1 in every 4 hi* sdhool students
enrolled in vocational education?

l
is

record numbers of high schoolvraduates are
enrolling in. college during the very time.when
,unemploymerrt among, college graduates is at a
ten-year high?

4

6*the ratio of youth to adult unemplbyment has risen
each year since 1960?

student unte.st is a strong and pervasive force
among both high school and college students?

over 75% df all community college -students are
enrolled in the liberal arts transfer program while
less than 25% ever attain a baccalaureate degree?

38% of all Vietnam veterAs are enrolled in
't vocational programs,,while 601 are enrolled in

four-year college programs, in siiite- of the limited
prospects of jobs for college, graduates?

,Youth who are unsure.about the future are boundp'to some

extent, to be unsure about themselves. The American
0

cry for

"freedot of choide"'carries a.very hollow ring kor those" whose

choices have never been made clear.

The Current State of Counseling

beventy-one years ago,there, were no.counselors. Today there

aie\more than 0,0130. The coupploi-pupil ratio in the.public,

#21
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,.sch661s-was;cut in half between 1958 and 1968, but it has begun.

to increase gradually since.the'early,1970s. .Proiession41,

standards have been'raised atross thb board; There is a growing

abundance of better researchased counseling tooXs. The numbert ,

of colleges and.:'UhiVersities training counselors has doubled(

in the.last 15 _Years,: trinetain-fAdaTAI=eduelit1611-614 mitnpoWer

programs enacted since 1960 have called for counseling and guidance
services. On the surface, counseling and guidance seems to shine,

. but when we look beneath the surface, the status of cbun;eling,

in practice, looks considerable different. :Phe following

ob.servations were detailed by the AdVisory Council:2

1. Counselors arid'coubseling are being subjected
to criticism by other educators, parents, students,,
and industry, and' there is validity in this
criticisffi.

2. Some natiOnal authorities have recommended
elimination of elementary school counselors.

.1
C.

3. Numerous schodl boards Nave reassigned couitselors
to full-tim teaching difties ail "economy" measures.

4. The VeteranstAdministration hz1 removed the
"request for 'counseling" question from their
Apklication for Educational Benefits form.

5. Adult and community counseling agencies do notexist in most parts of the country.

6. Employment 440.ce and_vocational rehabilitation
counselors awovaluated, in terms of numbers ofcases elosed%rathet than quallety of service pro-..vided.

.

\o'
O.

7. Counselors ate,auch more competent in guiding
persons towat&college attendemce than towards'

- 'vocational edact.tiOn.

8. ..TO-placemetit;and follow-ilp.services are n ot now ,being loutinely...provided as an important part ofe

counseling and guidance programs.

- 7 -
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.9. The- counselo -copnselee ratio in the-povertY
pockets. of e-Uhited States is woefully inadequate.i'-

.

10. In almost no setting is the counselbr-counselee
ratio low enough to justify strict one-to-one -

counselingA0but counselors still persist in their
attempts to use this technique, rather than group
counseling approaches, as their primary method of
helping people solve their problems.

0

_

11. '-mbs'cOunseiois. know very l'ittle about- tifeworld
'of work outside of education.

12. -Counseling and guidance services are being iejected
loy the hard-core disadvantaged as irrelevant said
ineffective.

The council observed that this negative.picture of counsel-

ing was intolerable and held that a.societylwith an increaling

crate of change creates problem-s for its members and should
e

accept responsibility forhelping individufs sblve their pro-

'fb14111,.

Who is Responsible?
V

Those Who work as praCtitioners in any field

held accountable for both its successes andshould be,

Apldres.

mkif t etre' ,p.

arei

'Trbk re is no doubt'that a portion

Ihd

its

of the respon4ibility

odd on,counselors thetselves, lloweVer,n-there.are

others who must share the responsibility for providing sound

counseling systpms for the various publiéS to be served.I
.

Couns ors have been victimi more than villpins, in.this sorry

scenario. Who else is responsiyle? The answers, the council

asierts, are many:

s

school administrators who assign counselb4S clerical
and administratiye chores rather than leaving theA
free to do their prOfessional Work, '

- 8 -
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parents who pressure counselors to help students
-'4ain college admittance and criticize Counselors
-who tty to help students stay opportunities in
vocational education,

, state departments of education-for not making paid
work experi.ence f requirement for counselor
certification,

counselor education institutions which make only
one course in-occupational g-uidance- -regirkred
tritc- qtrAnUWEe pfögrams p5pparation,

. the United States Congress which has called for
counseling and guidance in nineteen-laws, but in
no law now on the books has provided specific funds
to support it, ,

the business and industry cqutmunity for criticizing
counselors rather than mounling forward-looking
programs designed to upgrade counselor knowledge
regarding the world of work,

administrators of vocational education for being
unwilling to use as Much as 4 percent,of their
financial resources in support of counseling and
guidance services,

the many agencies of. government which employ
counselors, for failing to unify requirements for
counselors,

professional guidance associations which havenot:
made their voices heard among the decision makers
in our society,

. mpnpower experts for, noi collecting and disseminating
accurate data to counselors regai'ding earnings of .

graduates from occupational education programs,

organized labor for being neglectful in establishing
a closer relationship with'education in general and
guidance in particular, and

the ihdividual counselor whose ppa ent concerns,
for those he,seeks to serve ha e not been great
enough to cause the counselor himself to cry out
in protest and to struggle for improvement.

In short, the'council made a cleat ease in noting that

I.

"there at; few among us who can be said to be completely free of

- 9
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blame. Reco4nizing thls, we ca1 upon alt'to: join together

in a total effort to improve the quality and quantity.of counsel-.

inq and guidance services to all indivIduals--yduth'and 'adults--

throughout the land.

What Must Be Done?
01..

The Advisory Council sees no magical solutions but some

reforms a e obvious and urgent. The.council's report rec mmended

that:

state departments of education require work experience
outside of education for all school counselors who
work with students and prospective students of
vocational education.

individuals' with rich backgrounds of experience
in business, .industry, and labor--but with no
teachingexperience--be infused into the counserling *

system.

4.. counselor education institutions require at least-
one introductory course in career education a44
-at least one practicum devoted to an on-site study
of the business-industry-labor community. '

responsible decision makers embark on an immediate
5lajor campaign desi4ned to uurade the vocational

"nowledge,and career guidancefskills of currently
employed counselors.

decision makers in edhcation make extensiVe provision
for the training and employment of a wide variety
of para-professional personn41 to work in guidance

. under suvision of professionally qualified
counselor

concerted efforts, including computeiized guidance
systems, be made to get more accurate, timely data
to counselors regarding voCational and technical
training and job opportunities.

incredsed efforts be made to improve sound counseling
and guidance Services to members of minority,popu-
lations and other disa4vantaged persons.

- 10 -
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spealal efforti.be made to-mount and maintain t,

effective counseling and *idance programs for
handicapped persons, forAidults, for correctional
institution inmates, And for. veterans.

VIP

community service counseling programs be estplished'
and operated throughoutthe United ttates.

. simmediate efkorts be made to lower the counselor-
pupll ratio in elementary,,secondary, and et-,

all who need counseling and guidance services will,
in fact, receive them, while simultaneously
vencouraging more guidance in groups.16

job placement and follow-up services'be considered
majt parts of counseling and guidance programs.'

caeer development prograTs be constlierqg a major
component in career education, both in legislation
and in operating ..systems.

4
the United States Office of Education create'a
Bureau of Pupil Personnel Services that includes
a strong-and viable counseling and guidance branch.

the United States Congress create categorical

4
funding for guidance in all legis-
lation calling for the sryices.

state departments of education and local school
boards initiate actions confirming their commitment
to the importance of providing sound counseling'and
guidance setvices to all individugls.

, all t,lse who now criticize Counselors be charged
with cresponsibility for making positive suggestions
for their improNied performance.

-OMNI

The council concluded its report by forcefully charging

all to participate in "the upgrading of-guidance and counseling

services. Our glory 'as a nation haSbbeen the multiplication and

(re-mioltiplication of choice, but it will become our shame if we

'fail to help our people cope with choice. Counseling and.guid-

ance iv Amperfect, but it is our,best deviCej."Itedeserves the

-,
610 U



support and ba.cking of our entire society." (Report of the

National Advisory Council for Vocational Education, 1973). .

Many of these observations and recommendations have gone

unheeded over the past seven years with the-consequence that

counselors in the urban schools of America have continued to

-struggle, with mixed success-, to -serve the -divergent-needs-and.

demands of a multiplicity of Publicsgroups whOse needs 'havei5ften

'been in direct conflict wifh one another.

At a time when guidance and counseling services in the,

urban schools are being called upon regularly ,to expand services

to a wider range of clients with highly diverse expectations of

what they should receive from these services, the "call for change"

is more pronounced now than it w,s seven' years agor as we enter

the decade of the '80's.

One thing is certain, school guidarthe And counseling' in

the ,Irban schools still is in need of chapge, reorganization,of

priorities, ana reexamination of where it is going. Clearly, '

there are-some strong signals being sent by parents, school

administrators, and the counselOrs themselves concerning the

need for change but signals remain meaningless unless or until

they are received and aci.ed upon.

,In the.remaining sections of this reportl current datd.are.

examined relatiVe to the state of the art oficareer counseling

in ufban schools of America and recommendations are fox:warded

,which will, hopefully, give insight-and di.rectiop to ttle growing

necesiity for change in urban school counseling.

- 12 -
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This investigation exaMines, arid discusses the followingt

methodology and aSsuMptions

'the contemporary 'urban environment

career guidance and counseling in the prban schoorii.a
review of past practices

*

an examination of existing models tor the, delivery
oK career counselin4 in thp urban schools of America

the current state of theart of career counseling
in the urban schoots of America

cohclusions, recommendations, and future.projections

A

1.1
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Objectives of This Monograph

The major obj6ctives of this investigation are:

1. to provide a description of the present state of
444 the art of school guidance and,counseling services

in the urban schools of America in substantive
arvs to be described below.

, 2. to examihe existing delivery.models for improving
the whqle range of servicessubsumed under the
heading of career counseling serviced as detailed
lkter in this seciton and'to develop an aggregate
career counseling model which can be utilized by
public school personnel in improving their school
systems' existing careir counseling services and
programs. V

3. to identify the major problems and issues fading
. the American urban centers, and consequently; the
studentsestaffi and community of their school
districts. In doing this it is hoped that the
identification of major barriers, can lead to the
formulation of effective measures and recommendations
ttfor the modification, reordering, and improvement
of career guidance services in th urban schools of
America.

,..

4. to provide a considerable body of\Pard data for
educational leaders, professional organiiations,
and 'legislative bodies to examine in their search ,

for higher levels of efficiency and performance
in the delivery of school guidance Aind counseling
services.

5. to give further direction and reference points' for
future investigations into urban school career

. guidance and counseling research endeavors. 4

6. to establish special needs areas and recommend
appropriiite actionsequired to satisfy thesh
needs, including the preparation of special
documents targeted for urban school personnel
use.

14 -
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Summary

u This monograph examines where guidance and counseling I

services in the urban schools of America have been, where they
a

are'now, and submits for the readees consideration, some

directions these services should take in the years ahead...

4

6,

".

a
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGi AND ASSUMOTIONS,

,

--Five research strategies were applied in this investigation

including a thorough search of current literature pertaining ,

to the condition or state of the art o'lf vareer pouilseling in the

urban schools of America. The major investigative avenues f011owed

in thi.s study included:

1. a thorough search of the literature pertaining to
4

career guidance and counseling in the lic schools;

2. the compilation of-current data pertailpg to4the

conditions, practices, and other kinds of statistical

findings collected and repored by the National Center

for Education Statistics, Educational Division oC Health,
.

Education, and Wel?are, Washington; D.C. (Golladay, et

al, 1978);
i.

. 3. the collection and analysis of current publit school.

counseling prograM data from the majOr urban schools ot

America through the ausptces of a consortium of educators

utilizing a national survey iristrument;

4 a series of on-site visitations and oiher direct

communications with the guidance and counseling leaders

of the urbat schools; and

5.',personal interviews and discussions with acknowledged'

leaders in the field of échool guidance and counseling.

7.
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The Literature Search
IMP"

A comprehensive literaturasearch was conducted through the
4

computer search capabilities of the National Center for Research

in Vocational Education and through,the informatiOn xetr1 if(val

services of T4e Ohio State University. The Lockh e d Retrieval

Services, S-uquaitre, CaIiiornia, were utilized in identifyingthe.

publications stored in the ERIC and AIM/ARM data bases. A

retrospectiye 'literature search was initiated to identify research

documents, bOoks, and journal articles with a publication date,
of I r later from these data bases. This computer search, .

foeu ed on various aspects of rural career guidance, counseling,

placemente_and follow-through. Some of the majr descriptori used

for this initial search included:

Urban Areas Urban Environment

Urban FamilpUrban Education

Urban Youth

Urban Issues

Urban Job Placement
AL

'Urban Residents APPUrban Career Education

Urban Dropouts Urban Schools Urban) School, Data

Appropriate coordinate indexing desCriptors (e.g., "career
r:

iounselig," "guidance," and "counseling") were keyed with the

majOr terms.

ERIC_Am alba6.onal inforMation system imich provides ready

13,

access to dèscriptions of exemplary programs, research and develop4

ment efforts and relatea information. In addition, the ERIC

Cfea'rihghouse on Counieling and Persdnnel Services'(ERIC/CAPS)

is one of"the units of the ERIC-system. ERIC/CAPS,isimsponsib]le

- 17 -.
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for acquiring, indexing, abstracting, and disseminating information

related to all Aipects oiguidance and counseling., The AIM/ARM

data base provided acceis to abstract's of instructional.an4

, research Materials in vocational-technical education.

4-

41

To assure comprehensive coverage, three data b'ses-were

seasrched thl-ough the Mechanized Information Center CMICY_a_t The

Ohio State University. TheEie searches' examined the files for
4

social sciences and, the Multidisciplinary sciences on a tetrospective

as well as current awareness basis. A search of ERIC documents

was institqed through the current awarentits service'provided bi

MIC. The'initial computer searches yielded well over 7,000
,

citations.

Another major approach for identifying research and develop-

ment efforts and materials involved a national field'survey.

Letters of inquirY'weie mallet to All large.city directors of

guidance and counseling. Special agencies and inc4vidua1s

specializing in urban education were also contacted. Approximately

112 letters were mined requesting materials tirepared in the 1ast

five years (19757),979).

Existing literature sintheSes were utili well. For

example, Guidance: An Annotated Sibliogi'aphy f ERI. and AIM/ARM

DoCurents,, 1975,,and biblio/raphies on grban education and large
o.

schoc?ls prepared by ERIC/CAPS provided an addltional means of

doduent identification.-

11

- 18 -
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Literature Review

A formalized screening procedure established the criteria

for Initial screening of descriOtor cards and abstracts. The

Orimary population target was urban yopth. Secondary targets
,

vere the following urban gr64;S: 'Minorities, low-income groups,,

women; the gifted, and the physicallyand mentally handicapped.

Based ori revidw critdria the literature had to relate to
,

<methods, materials, and models within the framework of career

guidancb, counseling, plaoement,s and follow-through or it had

to describe the characteristics or conditions of 'the urban

environment.

ibllowing the initial.screening, approximately 500 citations'

were retained for furilier processing. Abstracts were obtained

for all of these.

Abstracts were further screened and placed into the fol-

lowing categories: individual assessment, career development

needs assessment, resource Assessment, goal development, behavioral

objectives, delivery planning and implementation,*pecialized

guidance and counseling practices, attitudes and values, Community

ielationls, evaluation, placeMent follon-up, follow-through, and,

c

sta-ff deveropment. All abstracts were reviewed for relevance

to-each majOr topical area.

Summary Development

The,literature reviewed constituted a wide variety of

-documents. The focus of the review was on documents produced
A

after 1974, but critical material generated before this daie was
U.

- 19 -
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considered to some extent by the indivigial authors. Each

document was analyzed and related to itS aspect ot the current

state of the-art in ,the.urban setting. The findings are integrated

In this comprehensive.state-of-the-art position paper describing

career guidance,,counseling, ;placement, and follow-thromgh needs

-of urban youth.

State of,the Art Review

Major 'emphasis was given to a broad-baped review of this

paper auring its development. Suggestions for data cfassification

or revision were provided not only by project 'staff but by

-

national advisory members and selected conaUltants.

Current Educational Statistical Data

Current aata pertaining to.the condition of education in'

America's urban schools was obtained from the Natiónal Center '

I +

for Education Statistics, HEW, Education Division. Information

obtained from this source included school,enroIlment.figures,

racial composition, lwional variations, revenue expenditures,

high school completions, and problems facing the public Ochools.k

These data re displayed and analyzed inuChapter.3 of this work...

The National Survey

A survey entitled "National SurVey of Large City Career

Coulseling Services" was prepared, validatea, analyzedand

computer-processed.

J.
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While the survey wai instituted by an organisation external

to the National Center for Research iA Vocational Edudation, namely
-

the National Task Force fOr Research in School Career Counseling,

permission to use the data obtained frow6the.survey Was.granted by

Dr. James V. Wigtil, co-chairman of the Task, Fore and Associate

'Professor of Education, The Ohio State Utiversity. These data ahd

a discOssion of the findings hove been presented in Chapter 6 of

this investiqatiorl. Me---mbera -and TitleS af- Ills Task- Fart-i

pants have been detailed in Apperidix E.

VisitatiOns and,Communications

In additiob to the methodologies described above, a number of

collaborative ventures were pursued during the .tourse of this in- 4

vestigation. On-site visitations were made to a school district

operating an exemplary career counseling program (i.e., the, Salinas,

California School District). ,This.district participated in the '

AllianCe for. Career and.VocatiOnal Education, a program organized
,

and coordinated by the National Center for Research in Vocational

Education.

Additionally, during the course of this nine-month research

endeavor, meeting's were'held with leaders from the field of

vocational education and ischool counseling--Dr. Ralph Tyler, Dr.

Gordon Swanson, Dr. EdWard Herr, Harry Drier, Dr. Robert

CaMpbell, Dr. Normin C. Gysberp, Dr. James V..Wigtil, and Dr.
!,4

Robert Taylor--to namb.',only a few. Their iniight and eiirection

, provided valuable assistance in redirecting, modifying, and
'

.,;

strengthening the raf6e and scope of this investigation.

-21-,



IntervieWs and DisCpssioniv

Firially, the assistance of certain members of.the staff ,of
, (

both the National Center for Research in Voca'tional Education And
1.

-.

the Advanced-Study Center'1Wam a sourctiopt-'encouragement and
i .

support. Dr. Earl RUdsell, cgardinatot of the Admanced study

enter, and his staff were always`bamailable

support when materials And.résources were requested:. Staff.

members in the National tenter library, computer assistance

,

-
center, graphic, design department, and th,/reSearch, dev%slopment,

andevaluationdivisionssharedinformation,documents, dontnct

persons,'and other-such supporLve services without.Vhicl; this
,

,,

16'
. study could not, have 'been Completed.

e
7

. The 15Urposn 9fis Pncleavor,

Durin 'the periodoi,time since 1911. 1e'redek414nd state

government); have undertaken to implement,ar refbrm and re-
./

direction of the .Ameilpan)educational Structure. The term or

corwept used to dedcribe this movement Is career-education. The

term itself is not new, but its substance represents 1 complex

set of inputs of which chreer-development theory and career

guidance and counseling programs are primary. .

The central purpose of thip document is to identify, review,

and synthesize what we know about the preseAt conditions of

existing career counseling programs in the urban schools of

Americei and their communitiesand ,to prepare resources that will

-
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hopefully strengthen these programs,' AHpte-project' search of

the literature for exemplary career counseling models for urban
, -f

-schools, as well as the capabilities or urban.Communities and their

schbols to Provide perionalized, compreheneive, and systematio

.career counseling,programs and services yielded only two major

scholarly efforets of interest for the purpose of this investig-
72
Tation.

The hypothesis developed for this study was that students

livivng in urban settings are restricted in their career develop-

ment by such factors, as (l) environmental constraints, (2) limited

range of occupational role model exposuree, (3) declining job

and leisure opportunities, (4) lack of,sutficient numbers of

trained'guidance staff, (5) insufficient resour es and iacilities,

and (6) lack of financial upport .to solve theIr indigenous pro-

blems. These limiting cha cteristics could result i urban

students having unique career planning and preparation oblems.

The following are generalizations.concerning characteristics

of urban environmental restrictions:

1. Urban youth frequently do not have the skills, training,

value orientation, and perionality characteristics

which are necessary for Original oCcupational selection*

and subtequent movement up the oc pational ladder.

These disparities result from differences in high school

education, occupational information levels,'educational

e-and occupatidnal aspiration levels, job and living

conditions, preferences,( and personality characteristics

- 23 -
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when cOmpared with their suburban counterpaqs.

2. Urban youth and^adults have narrowed visions of'

occupational opportunities.because of the inaccessibility,

'of career information an447440=41-091,

3. .Counselord Ove rapidly diminishing opportunities to

exehange idea-e- with- e-thel;-p-ro-f-es-sionals and±ha-ve--li-mkte

access to means of inservice professional groWth

experiences within the school system.

4. Educators are unable to command the financial.support

necessary to provide needed program change.

5. The perVsading attitudes and values of urban parents
,

usually a4 such that community-based career:develop-
,

ment assistance is rarely fully Utilizecl.

6., COntinuous school ieadership'which is necessaryl to

:oainstaff and eppecially community sapport for continuity

of,effort in the redesign of a career guidancoiprogram

model is often absent in urban schools.

AssumPtions

If the limiting conditiOns cited above are present, urban
,

youth.need additional assistance Ap (1) understanding themselVes '

, 47

in reiationship both to others and toLtheir highiy, complex ,

environmeht; (2) perceiving the impact of national and world

societal conditions on life expectations; .(3) developing an

understanding of the'characteristics of.decisio4 Making, especially

as they relate to occupational, leisure, and avocational pre-

parationy, (4) Understanding the proc,ess of and tlie skillikheeded

f

tr,
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for logical career planning; (5) uederstanding the compreheneive

nature of the world of work and how it affects ot is affectiedby

lOca1, state, nationi, and international economicsl,and (6)

understanding the diversitá and the effects of the various

attitudes and values held our soci&ty, especialiyAs they'

relate to sex, race, and socioeconomic, factors.. Futthermore,

these experiences and understand gs must be made available on
C'

a developmental and pystematic basis through some formalized. ka'
. .

Plan of action as a part of all educiaional programs experien*

by youth and adults. (Sed'Chapter 7).

,11

a

4h
.Tar9et Population .

For the purPose of this studir 'the target population was

serected administrative staff.employed in urban-based educational

settings. Urban school districts were defined as those districts
c

which have student populations which exceed 20,000 students. By

urban high sdhoOls have populations in excess of

50'0 'students. The urban high schools' have Ao student population

limits, but the majority of students come from Urban areas of

100,000 people or more. In,addition, the student's place of

residence is within a legally defined city or consolidated urban

school district.

o.
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bHAPTER 3

THE CONTEMPORARY URBAN ENVIRONMENT

10
An Overview'of the UrtAin Setting

An individual's development is influenced by environmental
.a

as well as personal factors. *It is not my purpose in this paper

to debate the environmental versus dereditary nature of develop-
,

ment, but rather to assume that both influence the direction of

individual maturation, and further,-that these two interact to

create,unique circumstances which produce a variety of results.'

In- addition, I believe that it is possible fo intervene,

consciously changing tile environment in order to,influense the

individual's career deVelopMent. For example, career develdpment

and guidance programs--speckfically and in their broadest con-

ception--are efforts to-analyze personal and environmental

characteristics in order to facilitate greater satisfaction in

. all aspects of individual c

role assumption.

er choice, planning, and life

Urban.youth and yoOth ir other, smdlltr population centers,

* for that mat,ter, frequently 1ckisuff1cient eXperiences, to make

adequate career decisions. Their homes and communities tend to

be caught.up in a vastlY complex personal and social maze of

disorder and confusion, caysing youth to experience what some have

,describ a "choice,aftxiety" when, faced with career opttons.

This situation is compounded by the limitediresources available\

26
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to local school personnel and, in some cases, by the limited pro-

fessional training of.some school guidance staff.

Descriptions of influences on urban youths' personal and

--bducationa4..development during the formative years of their lives

arg the subject here. Information obtained from the literature

related to urban youth reveals the strengths and4raknesses of

the urban environment. With these insights, more viable career

guidance programs 'can be planned fOr these youth. Assumptions
4

which guided the writing of "The Urban4Home," "The 'Urban School,"

and "The Urban Community" are the following:

1. All individuals are unique With their own sets of

values, beliefs, attitudes, aptitpdes, and physical

attributes.

2. EnvironmOal factors in the home, school, and community

influenct the development of individual characteristics.

3. Urban areas of America share many common environMental'

characteristicli.

4. Specific urban areas have additional, local characteristics

which make each community unique.

5. Effectiye career guidance programp may be develope
.)

by recognizing and using the available resources And

human r'esources of the home, school, and commuqity.

. Career guidance and counseling are programmatic efforts

to increase awareness-and to prepare youth and adulth

to explore, experience, plan, and make decisions con-

cerning the life roles in which they participate.

27
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The majoi; delivery vehicle of the career guidance pro-
,

grams is the school curriculum through which the relation-

ship between learning and living is addressed.

'8.* Career guidance is an integral part of the school
41).

curriculum and has goals, specific objectives, and

expected outcomes. dl

9. Career guidance is tile shared responsibility of the

entire school staff and the comMunity.

10. Leadership and counse;1111-are provided.by the professional

counselor.

11. Comprehensive career guidance programs best meet the

ne4ds of urban youth.

That both rural and urban areas are unique environments has

long been recognized. Conversely, their shared environment cannot

be ignored. Haller'11969) has explained,

By unique environment we'mean those parts of the,
person's social environment which vary substantially
from individual to individual and which produce individual
differences in behavior. The elements of a person's
unique environment consist of the information presented
to him and emphasized as important for him by other
peOple whose judgment and actions he respectg. . . By .

the term "shared environment" we mean to indicate all
y_viables describing the amouht and accuracy of
Information which,,objectively, it readilSr accessible to
all or most people in a grOup.-

These aspects of environment--shared and unique--forip the

system within which,a person's achievement behavior is conducted

anat which inflUence action (Haller, 1969).
11.

Generalizations,concerning urban.Americimustjoe inter- .

preted judicioUsly, in full recognition of those unique effects

- 28 - 4. d



ethnic background and local conditions, inclaing historical,

qconomical, educational, social and psychological factors.

iihared environmental characteristics of urban areas include,

..1-langing population stYuctuAe, increasing levels oi youth un-

.iemploymént, and a growing tendency for-school, districts to share

conunon priiblems such as studentrvithy.

Against this backvound of,silared environmental characteristics,

;additional unique conditions which interact and press on urban

Youth will be .examined. These include factors in the homell school,

and comMunity. Each will be examined and its impact discussed.
A

jSpecifically, the following will be described:
,

1.. The urban home - family size, marital status, educational

attainment, economic circumstances, attitudes and values,
1

relationships with the uxban school and role models.

2. 'The urban school - students, facilities, resourcet,
%

staff, career counseling pwgrams, and administration.

.3. .The urban community - location, population, general

economy, employment opportunities,'school-community

. 'involvement, and community leadership.

Nhe median age of urban inhabitants is decling, for ex4mple,
A `

.urban areas and for the United States,at a whole. While median

4e of rilral resident8 increased between 1960 and 1970.from 27.3

to 27.9 years, urban preas experienced a movementfin the'.oppositlp

.

'-diTectidn7-30.4 to 28.1 years "respectively, for 1960 and 1970.

For rural. and urban areas combined, the median age.decreased

between 1960 and 1970 from

oT the Census, 1972), .

29.5 to 28.1,

'29
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EconGmic and Social: Factors

4,-

Population as a.social, economic, and personal-growth,factor

will have a dramatid impact oiOur urban centers in the next two

decades. Amara (1978) looks to the future with mixed impressions

and predict&s.

Birthratda are_ a_t_ their_loWeat levels Er_ver--essentially-at

replacement levels aiter the largest baby boom in history--pro-

viding us with a time to "pause and refresh." By far the' largest
. .

.growth in the.next decade or two will be in the working-age

populatilr 18-64, reflecting the passage of the end of the:

."bulge" into the labor force. 1 The resulting dependency ratio

(No. not in labor force)
No. in labor force will be the smallest ever. Since At the

same time we can let up on the allocation of resources for schools,

playgrounds, and roads, we have an enormous .cpportunity to invest
r

for future growth and quality-of-life improvements.
,

The demand for housing will cOntinue at a very high lpvel,

reflecting peak levels of household formation into the 1980s.

The.Sorith and the West-will continue to enjoy p dis oportionate
1

,

share of national growth.

Some--not.a11-rban cotmunities may start turnaroUnd by

the end of the '80s, partly beCause the euburbs will become 'some-

whitt less attraCtive: Crime and unemployment rates are likely

to decrease appreciably in the citiee and elsewhere.

Although.no dramatic changes are expected in longevity, we

are likely- to experience a tapering off of the large annpfl

30 -
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(8-10 percent per year) increases in medical dare aPikEa as we

shift ouc z!itention more' effectively to preventive and self-help

imeasures rather than'almost total dependence pn after-the fact

medicine.

Values' and attitudes best describing the.1980s are those

of individuality and independence of thought, 'acting to control

decisions 'affectini our live6; pluralism, with an'affirmation of

Adifferences (ethnicity,.litestyles); fiscal conservatism, brought .

about by inflation AndAisenchantment with'goVernment generally;

quality consciousness, made possible by increasing affluence and

higher ,levels of education; and conservation-Mindedness,

reflecting concerns about the environment, energy, and natural

resources.

Public education in America, sir4larly, is undergoing dramatic

'shifts and.decreases in student populakion. The facts shot./ that

an astimated 43,7 million 'pupils wereenrolled in public eleMentary

.and secondary day schools in the fifty states and the District

A6f Columbia in the fall of 1977. This amount representis a decrdase

of approximately 569,000 (1.3 percent) from the 1:lumber report6d, in

the fall of 1976, and a steady decline for ti* sixth donsecutiye'

year. This decline began in the fall of 1972, when--according to

National Cent'er for Educatiron Statistics (NCES) records--enroll-

ment in public schools decreased for the firet-time since the

1943-44 school year.

Among the jUrisdictions repiorting both for fall 1977 and

fall 1976, a total of thirty-five' states and the District of

.61

- 31
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Columbia reported enrollment decreases in the fall of 1977,

ranging from 0.1 percent in Florida ond Louisiana to 4.7 percents

in the, District ef Columbia. Of the remaining reporting states,

Tennessee reported the largest enrollment growthl'an increase

of 4.3 percent over the falr of 1976, whi;e other ste;tes indicating

growth reported smaller increases ranging from lesi than,0.05

percent to 2 2:percent: s(Advance Report, National Center for

blducation 'Statistics, 19477)

America's large cities have contributed significantly to

this decreasing popiliation trend. When one views the population

figures of twenty-four of hmerica's,largest cities, their

estimated population data for 1976 shows.that only six.cities

have increased in size since 1970 and all of these are so-cail d

"sunbelt" cities. (See Tables I and II belo1.4.)
/

Demograehic Changes in the Large Cities

Foremost among..demographic trends which have led to dkamatic

change in our cities has been the continuing exodus of population

from cities to the Suburbs. During the period (If 1960 to 1970,41*.1
'in virtually every part of the country, the population of most

cenri1 citiegl remained static Or declined, while the population-

of'surrounding suburban areas increased substan ially. For
4

example, the population of St. Louis declined 11 percent, but its

,suburbs grew'29 percent. Atlanta's populaWfon increased only
1

2 percent; its suburban population, 69 percent.
A

As population has left the.cities, so also hos industry,

employment, and tax revenues4., 'From 1960 to 1970, New York Cifty'

- 32 gam
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TABLE I

Twenty-four Larr:o U.S. Cities B.,.tnkol by Estimated Population in Mid-1976

(with Cv:roLTonling iguron for 1970 arri Percentage Increase or Decrease --,

in PopulrAtion Butvcen 1970 and 1976)

1976
RANK

CITY
NNIE

1976 ESTIMTED
POPULATICN

1970 CENSUS
FIGURES

1 New Yorl, NY 7,422,831 7,895,563

2 Chiczigo, JTL 3,074,084 r 3,369,357

3 ,1os Ancjeles, CA 2,743,994 2,811,801

4 PhiladAphia, PA 1,797,403 1;949,996

5 Houston, TX 1,455,046 1,282,443

6 Detroit, Mi 1,314,206AP 1,514,063

7 Dana!, TX 848,829 849,410

8 Baltimore, MD 827,439 905,787

9 San Diego, CA 789,059 697,471

10 San Antonio, TX, 783,765 708,582

11 Indianapolis, IN 708,867 '729,7Ct8

12 Wathirgton, DC 700,130 . 756,668

13 Phoenix, AZ 679;512 589,016

14 Memphis, .1N 667,1380 657,007

15 S-u4 Francisco, CA 663,478 715,674

16 'Milwaukee, WI 661,082 717,372

17 Clevelayd, OH 625,643 750,879

18 Boston, MA 618,250 641,071
at

19 New Orleans, LA 580,959 593,471

20 San Jose, CA 573,C06 464212

23 St. Iouis, MO 519,345 622,236
-

29 Atlanta, GA 425,066- 495,039

33 Portland, OR 379,826 382,352

-34---" Minneapolis, MN 371,896 434,400

v. V

SOURCE: Bureau of the Census
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'CHANGE
1* to 1976

t11101

-6.0
-8.8
-2.4
-7.8
+13.5
-13.2

,q
-8.6
+13.1
+10.6

-2.9
--7.5
+15.4
+1.7
-7.3,
-7.8
-16.7
-3.6
-2.1.

+24.4

46.5

-14.0

-0,7
-14.4
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TABLE I I.

KENTAGC; INC.r.rASE On DLCREASE IN POPULATION BETWEEN
MO AND 107a FOR 21 LARGE U.S. CITIFS

1978 dITY
RANK NAME

1 New York, MT.

2 Chicaoo, IL

3- -- -tot -Angeles, OA

4 Philadslphia, PA

5 . Houston, TX

O Detroit, MI

Dallas, TX

8 Wiltimorb, MD

9 San Ditto, CA

10 San Antonio, frX

it Indianapolis, IN

12 Washington, DC

13 -Phortnix,-AZ

14 Memphis, TN

15 San Francisco, CA

Milwoulkea, WI

17 Cleveland, OH .

19 Ooston, MA

19 Naw Orleans, LA

26 San Jose, CA

(..

23 St. Louis, MO

Atlanta, GA

33 Portland, OR

34 Minneapolis, MN

, 705.re.r1,1'.

.. _..

-..., wow . - .....,.........- .... ..jRogov, Iwo 114111,,

.30% -20 -.10 410 420

". The largo cities which grew in population botwoortf1970 and 1976 were all in the

"sun belt". Not all "sun belt" cities grew..
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registered a 2 percent decline in jobs, while its suburbs

.experienced a 31 percent gain. Chicago lost 12 percent of its

jobs, but suburban employment increased 62 percent. (See Tible.III).

In many cities during the period of 1960 to 1970, the per-

centage of elderly and low-income residents increased. These

groups rely more heavily on public servicv idIsuch areas as

welfare, health, hospitals, and housing. For instance, the

percent of population'in Milwaukee over sixty-five years old has,

increased from 9.6 percent to 11.0 percent; in Atlanta, from 7 to

9 percent.

While cities' population and employment have been shrinking,
0

their expenditures have been increasing. The danger of expanding

spending for public services during a period.when our major

cities' economic base is contracting, of course, is that revenue

wiii'not keep pace wiath expenditures. Thus, we have seen major

fiscal crises in the cases of New York City and Cleveland, two

major cities experiencing the inevitable cOnsequence of their

condition.

In terms of the impact ofthis economic drosion on tthe cities'
. . )

educational establishments, new law* have acknowledged that some

ohildren cost more than others to educkte. Many,states have,

adopted pupil-weighting systems for city school districts pro-

viding more funding for educating children who ore handicapped,

requiri bilingual education, or are educationaily disadvantaged.

Clearly, the financial problems of many of our large city

school districts, including the equitable funding of urban education,
35 -
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A shift of both population
and Jobe from inte central
cities to outside c.:ntral cities
oecurielt trimly roes
between 1960 mid 1970,
In others, limited growth in
the central city was eclipted
by much ilteater trowth ut
surrourutuss subui ban &frac.

ST

-,',1*.",k

,

TABLE I/ /

.L

.6

Changes In Population and Jobs From 1960 to 1970: Selected, Cities
Percent changes in
plimmlation, 1960 to 1970

80*

.60-

40!

.20-

-20-

-40-

Chme In Popidation

35 2%
ims.11.

r

1

39,4%

55 9%

26 2% f' 28.4%

1 1

r-
i

1 .. I , ...._, .....bit.......
.'

-94%
II-17.0%

-6.5%-5.1%

New York Chicago Detroit St. Louis Minneapolis Atlanta Portland

Percent changes in
jobs, 1960 to 1970
140-

120-4

100-

40-

20-

-20-

V

EDInside central city

Change in Jobs

Outside central

126 0%

.9%
.12.1%

New York Chicago Detroit Minneapo Atlanta Poilland

Source of Data: Bureau of the Census
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have yet to be resolved. With,the growing demands for increased

services, the impact_of court-order desegregation of'schools,

Aoaring inflation, and the decline in most large city.schobl

enrollment, dramatic changes in the manner in which.sctools are

. financed is imperative if urban schools are to avoid the con-
,

tinued aeerioration of their programs and services.

Racial Composition

'Current demographic data indicate that the, racial composition

of our major urban centers has changed markedly over the past

years.

Of all urban minorities, blacks are the most visible, the

most numerous, and the fastest growing group. This ilea not always

been so. Prior to the early 1900s, the great majority of American

blacks lived in the rural South. Since that time, major shifts

have taken place in the movement of racial minorities and majority

whites.
ft

, The effect upon cities of this dual influx of residents--

whites and mindrity populations--has been rapid and devastating.
,

As Table IV indicates, in nearly all the nation's largest central

cities, there was a decline in both-the total population and

the white jo;opulation between 1960 and 1974 at the same time,
4

. .

the black population increased substantially. Thirteen of the

sixteen selected central cities registered a decline in total

population during the decade, the largest loss tieing fhat in

St. Louis. More impdrtant, in each of the eighteen.cities,the

white population declined, and there was a gain in the number of



blacks ranging from 15 percant in:Cleveland and Cincinnati to

65 percent in Boston and Milwaukee.' The larger the metropolitan

area, the greater the proportion of blacks residing today in the

central city and the greater the proportionate increase iince
1

Tables IV and V present comparative data for the same

ixteen cities dnd indicate the rapidly.changing proportion of

blacks in each. By 1970, more blacks than whites were residents

of Oashington,WC., tfewark, and Atlanta while Boston, Detroit,

St. 1...ouis, and Cleveland were fast becoming predominantly black.-
a

Thus racial segregation of the nation'scentral cities hasiincreased,

with a greater propOrtion Of non-whites and nonwhite residential

neighborhoods than ever in their history.

- 38 -
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TABLE IVII

11

PERCTAGE OF CHANGE BETWN 1960-AND 1970 IN'TOTAL, WHITE, AND
N1"(2,1;0 POPULATION IN :;;1XTEEN sro,rerrn LARGE CENTkAL CITIES

, CENTRAL CITY

PERCENT OF
CLA4Ga IN

POPULATION
13rTWEEN

PERCENT OF PERCENT OF
CBANGE_IN CHANGE_IN -
UNITE

POPULATION
BETWEgN

NEGRO .

POPULATION
.BETWEEN

1960 and 1970 1960 and 1970 1960 and 1970

Sb. Louis -17.0
Cleveland -14.3

*Cincinnati -10.0
Detroit 9.5

Boston' 8.1

Newark 5.6

Chicago 5.2

Baltimore - 3.6

Milwaukee 3.3

San Francisco 3.3

Philadelphia 2.7

Oakland

WaShington, D.C. 1.0

New York 1.1

Atlanta 2.0

Los Angeleg,

ALL CENTRAL CITIES + 5.3

SUBURBS OF ALL
' CENTRAL CITIES 4'

ALL UNITED STATES +13.3

ki5A.

P

-31.6

-17.2

-29.1

-16.5

- 36.7

-18.6

-21.4

-10.4

-15:4

-12.9

- 21.1

-39.4

- 9

+ 5.4

- 1.2

+27.5

+11.8
C.

+18.6-
+14.8

+15.0

+37.0

+611.8

+50.3

+35.7

+29.1

+68.3

t.+29.2

+23.5

+49.1

+30.6

53:2'

+36.8

+50.4

+32.6

+2%.2

+20.1

P

SOURCE: U.S. Department oe CommCrce, Bui=.eati of the &nips,
Census of Population, 1970. .7
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TAhhE V

PROPCX:TION OF N6R0FS t TOTAL POPULATION OF SAWLEN
SELECTED LARGE CL.:TRAL CITIES IN 19!00, 1960, AND h',70

WO 0

CENTRAL CITY-

Newark

Washington:D.C.

Detroit.

St. leouis

Baltimore

Oakland

Clevel;;nd

Chicago ,

Philadelphia

Atlanta

Cincinnati

New York

Boston

Milwaukee

Los Angele:5

San Fr'ancisco

ALL CENTRAL CITIES

SUBURBS OF ALL
CENTRAL CITIES

L bNITED STATES .

0 PEACENTAGE

1950 , 1960

17,1 34.1

35.0 53.9

16.2 28.9

18.0 28.6

23.7 34.7

12.4 22.8

16.2 28.6

13.6 22.9

1R.2 26.4

3646 38.3

15.5. 21.6

9..5 14.0

5.0 9.1

3.4 8.4

8.7 13:-5

5.0 10.0

12.4 16.4

5.2 4.4.

9.9 10.4

DIFFERENCE MTWEEN
1970 19504.AN1) =1970

54.2 +37.3.

71.1 +36.1

43.7 +27.5

40.9 +22.,9

46.4 +22.7

34.5 +22.1

38.3 +22..1

32.7 +19.1

33.6 +15.4

51.3 +14.7

27.6 412.1

21.2 +11.7

16.3 +11.3

14.7 +11.3

17.9 + 9.2
$

13.4 + 7.8

2148 + 9.4
T

4.9 _. .3,

11.3 + 1.4
liC........__

I
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce,' Bureau of the Cehsust

- Cent:us of population,. 1960;.. Cens.us of Populationl 1970.
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The Concentration of Poverty in Central Cities'

To some degree, the increase in the black population of

central cities is related to the concentration of poverty. In

1960; more than 56 percent of the nation's poOr,-those below the

. poverty level as defined by the federal govehment--lived outRide

metropolitah areas. By 1969, the poor were almost evenly dis-

tributedebetween metropolitah and nonmetropolitan areas; and in

metropalitin areas five of every eight poor persons resided in

central cities!' As a result of.this redistribution of the nation's

poor, the percentage of-central city residents who are poor,

close to 15 percent--is now double the comparable percentage in

suburbs. When racial characteristics are considered, the poverty

index becomes even more discouraging. In 1969, one out of every'

ten whites and one out of every four blacks in the natiOn's

cities weie subsisting at or below the poverty level.

. As this last statistic saggests, urban minorities-rarely

fare as well economically as do urban whites. This disparity,

however, is hardly novel. For years, racial discrimination, not

only in cities but.throughout the country, has itsulted in a

considerable gap between black and white living standardeand

opportunities for Aodioeconomic adVancement. Regrettably, this

%.
gap still continues ,to stifle a-significant portion of America's

,racial minorities in'their attempts to improve the quality of

trreir existence.
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The Urban Home1.1111.1.10..

-The urban hothe mirrors the'composite picture of qlanging

family values in America. The home as a social institutiorthas

undergone dramatic changes in the last twenty,years in virtually

all strata of American life.. Terms such as the nuclear family,

the single-parent home, the empty-nest syndrome, and others are

in common usage. One common factor in any analysis of'the,urban'n

home is that considerable pressure continues to be placed on

parents to assume a more.Active role in child rearing. The ease

of mobility in AmeriONA life has worked to effeCtively separate

the extended family both, geographically ahd psychologically. Ih"
9

recent years, parents could rely on aunts, uncles, grandparents,

and other family members to provide assistance.in times of

.trouble and heed, but with the growing.separation of family members,

this cohesiveness and collaborative structure has stemidily changed,

causing the meAbers of a grolking number of families, in the'Nrban

areas especially, to rely mote on ,community social services and

friends for assistance. '

This depersonalization of family living has had a profound
d

effect on child-rearing practices. Many long-standing family

customs no longer apply. New xules anglipstandards are being tested

with questionable results. The'influences and pressves on

children.and youth today are at best, strong .challenges_ and at
.4.

worst, totally devastating tb 'the positive growth and development

of urban children. As parents have abandeved the once functional
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child-rearing practices of tike paste new forces have emerged to

takeotheir place, msn'Y, of them external to the home and family.

Role models for Rur youth are increasingly found on the rock

music concert sta§e'and in.the mass media. Drugs and alcohol

are used to relieve the growing preisures ok urban life. Peer

pressure to follow the crowd and conform to the common denominatot

of the group is frequently the most pervasive faehavior modifier

in a youth's formative years.

Without.question, the urban home is exPeeiencing a significant

change in its composition, function,.and influence. These changes

shall conLnue to challenge our social and political institutions

in the 1980s and !90s. The challenge of public educdtion will be

to provide improved systems of student counseling and other social

services once vrovided by sigrifficant others,in the families of

urban-dwelling children and Youth.

Family Status

An examination of U.S. Bureau of the Census data related to

urban household characteristics.indicated that there are significant

differences in family silo', head of household,,and age. For

example, wide variations are evident between the number of white

female heads of families and'blaok female heads 9f families. In

1976, census data reported that 33 percent of urban family heads

of black families were females, while only. 10.8 percent of white

families had female heads.

The highly complex combination of factors influencing 'family

structure, such as declining birth rates, the tendency for urban

- 43 -
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families to move away frOM title inner core of our major urban

centers, mounting family stress, inCreasing divorce rattas, and 00-'

host of1.4pr negative forces have created a myriad of problems

for the urban schools. Spcific examples of these contemporary'

problems'and sociA iAsues are detailed in Chapter 6.

Educational Attainment

The level of education (years of school attended) is higher

for urban residents (25, years of age oi older) than for'rural-farm

and ru'ral-nonfarm residents 'of the, same age. The nationai'median

nuMber of years of school completed is 12,1. Whites consistently

are reported-as hal.ring higher median years of school attendanCe

than blacks or Spanish-heritage persons.'.Females of all races,

,with one exCeption (urban whites), attained higher median levels

of schooling than their male'counterparts. (See Table VI below).

Recent trends in education indicate that this phenomenom

will continue in the.years ahead. The mean age Of.students attend-

ing post-high school institutions'has continued to increase

. annually during the Alist decade. The fact that educational

institutions are aggressively seeking to recruit adult learnets,

especially i 'urban areas where a majority of,these institutions

are situated, will in all probability act to facilitate this

expansion of adult continuing eftcatiori in the urban areas.

The Urban Community

The urban comMunities themlelves are experiencing unprecedented

social, fiscal, and political change and transformation. While
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TAt,E VI

Median Years of Schodling by Race, Sex, and Residence

1.

. .1.

Total

.

.

White

.

Negro
Spanish
Herit : le

-Tot-al-Population _
..

________ __

Wale (over 25) 12.1 . 12.1 , 9.4 9.9

Females (over 25) '12.1 . 12.1 .. 10.0 9.4

Total 12.1 12.1 9.8 . 9.6 ,

Urban t, i

,
.

..1

.

.

Males (01/Qf 25) 12.2 12.3 10.0 .. :10.2

Females (over 25) 12.1.' 12.2 10.4 . 9.,5

Total 12.2 12.2 . 10.2 . 9.9

Rural Nonfarm
. ,

'Males (Over 2E4 - 10.9 11.3 7.1 8.3

Females (over 25) 11.5 11.8 8.1 8.4

Total 12.2 11.6
.

7.7
.

8.4
.

,Rural. Farm'

..

.
.

.......-...",r.--
10.2 6.2 7.6 ,Males (over 25) , 9.9

Femalesiover 25) 11.5 11.8 . 7.9 8.4

Total 10.7 f to 7.2 8.1

1.

From Table 88. Educational Characteristics by Race for Urban and Rival Residence, 19*.
Bureau of the Census, 1970. Census of Population, General Social and Economic Characteristics
United States Summary, PC( 1) - Cl. 4
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Nsv.expansion in population and development is at an all-time high

in some urban centers, others, largely in the colder climates of
-

the northeast and midwest, are suftering a foss'in' both population

and material wealth..,'

'Social conditiOns relative to.

are maAor _issues in the political arenapa0pgipOi10,44ans to

rethinfc many of their traditional views.11A406ttepsAliS hiring

1.)ractice, legislative and bureaucratic re4mittionp4'1(AWItlecal

.tes.traj.nt.

Urban centers, unlike their rural and mild/e4i*ed comunity_

counterparts, must deal with higher.leyels of'criMpronounced

increases in the incidence of mental healtbdisO0erti of their

citizens, negative effects of the:::apathetic,impersonal

lifestyle.. of its poptilabe. It follows.then, that such'tiiings as

safety, health, personal develdpment, an&Social -mobility will

become increasingly more difficult tO achieve in today's urban

community until mzjor changes are maae in the way our.urban

*centers are organized and constituted.

As-Hummel and Nogle have observed, the amenities of urban

life are not equally accessible to all residents. "The events

of the past decade have made Americans more aware of economic

disparities in the cities, and of conditions that have aggravated

them tb the point of crises." (Hummel and Nogle, 1973)

Foe eiliample,* the abandonment of businesses and services;

the rush to the suburbtit by the white middle class; the rush of
r

minority 4rotips 111 blacks, Hispanics, Native Americans, and others
e'.

into the vacuuft.the' growing decay of the spims'; and city blight,
-A
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as rea$ estate profiteers capitalize on the newcomers' helpless-

ness; the skyrocketing rise in city tax ratesrthe deficits caused

by a declining tax base, and the devastating effects of soaring

inflation; the pollution of the environment; the ries in drug

ushge, poverty, and urban prime; the demands placed on city social

agenclesrto assist the unemployed, sick, and poor--all deMand

dramatic and immediate changes in the way in which cities are

structured.and operated. Most assuredly, city planners,

politicians, and civic leaders must begin to consider major changes
4

if our cities, as we know them, are to survive this avalanche of

problems.

The Urban School

Just as the cities themselves have fallen prey to the

vicissitudes of urban life in the 1960s and 1970s, so too have the

major drban school districts. Schools are, as itAwere, a microcosm

of their urban parents, mirroring the social unrestof the cities
4

which nurture them. In recent years, such conditions assimdent

apathy, teen vandalism, racial unrest,. school funding deficits,

resistance to changes, teacher militancy, creditability gaps

between expected and actual student competenciffp, and a host of

other problems reflect the concurrent problems of the cities

themselves. (See Chapter 6.)

Movements are now under way to change the str4cture, scope,

and focus of urban schools, but these kinds of changes are slow 'to

materialize in the often cumbersome, blAreaucratic school district

it*
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administrative offices.

Hopeful signs tre beginning, to appear. Magnet schools featuring

special-emphasis educational programs and services are being

instituted and modified. In some schools, students are 'being given

,an opportunity to participate directly in policy-making activitiei

through student legislative assemblies or as voting menbers*of

boards of education.

Fiscal and personnel accountability practices are being

closely monitored and pared down in the face of tightening school

finances'.

Some teachers, faced with the unprecedented demands present

today's urban schools, are deciding to leave teaching. While

on the surface this may appear*t9 be a negative development, their
-

leaving often opens the door for other professionals who bring

new vitality and energY to the classroom.

In short, as an article in U.S. News & World Report observed

recently,
%

"Signs now are pointing to a comeback of excellence
in the classroom in many regions of the country.

Taxpayers and parents are serving notice that they
no longer will support incompetence, lax standards,
declining student achievement, or'poor teacher perform-.
ince. Americans have made it clear that public grade and
h'gh schools must prove guickly.that they are worth the
nearly 100 billion dollars taxpayers will spend on them
ti4s years .

,

That message exploded across the bow last June in
the form of a California voter referendum, Proposition
13, that is causing concern among teachers and admini-
'stratori across the.bountry. Approval of the referendum
to limit property taxes triggered similar proposals in
other states.

- 48 -
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In iddition, dozens of school-bond proposals have
been defeated in various communities, hitting educators
hard in their most vulnerable Spot--the pocketbook.
While the dollar squeeze has creAted hardships in some
areas, more ,and more schools have heeded the wrnings
and are working to correct their faults. Amotil the
actions:

Thirty-four states have begun programs requiring
competency testing in basic academic skills. Such
testing is clearly the biggest mass movement in
the field since the "open educet ion" -innovations-
of the -3.960s.

Ah old practice, "flunking," has been revived across
the country, putting an end to "social-promotions"
that adv/ance students froffi grade-to grade regardless,
of acAdemic talent.

A growing number of schools are borrowing techniques
from private industry. By establishing proficiency
goals, guality.control, and constant evaluation of
teacher performance, communitiks are seeing students
make noticeable progress.

High schools from coast to coast are r &icing the
problem of dropouts by urging restless Jstudents to
leave school early if they can earn a 4iploma by
passing a proficiency examihation.

Some.critics say such changes are,coming-too late to correct

the drift away from tough standards. Former Labor Secretary,

_Willard Wirtz, who headed a panel of experts that spent two years

studying the'drop in academic achievementreports that schools

have been "off stride for 10 years" and are limping toward critical

status.

Dissatisfaction with educiation trends has spurred much of

the anti-tax sentiment among voters. Although approval of Pro-

position 13-was aimed at reducing property taxes generally, the

impact has hit hardest at California schools which obtain 62 per-

cent of their operating funds from property taxes. Officials have
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canceled summer school, adult classes, and all "nonessential"

. courses for the coming scho6l year. 1

Ordinary taxpayers weren't alone in their concern. More than

25 percent of school personnel in the state voted for the measure.

Many educators said they saw numerous examples of waste and in-

e fectiveness achaals_.

Their feeAings were exprssedtby Bernard Hennessy, a profeseor

at California State University at Hayward, who said: "In 25 years

on tax-supported faculties in three states, I've seen everything

'clo in the wrong direction. Up, up have gone costs, staff size, and

fancy curriculum. Down, downirave gone teaching loads, academic

standards, student aptitude and performance." (U.S. News & World

Report).

Proposition 13 shock waves have been felt in at least twenty-
,

iive other states that 'are Considering limits. "Passage of

Proposition 13 marks a.low point in publid appreciation'of local-.

government services in general and education in particular,"

asserts Efrem Sigel, an educational aná.lyst with Knowledge Indusktry

Publications in New 'ork. _In'addition,,Sigel says, "Aeproval of

similar meetabres,kn other states could mean a wave of school'

closings, teacher lay-offs, and elimination.of all edubational

_programs except the narrowly academic"

Another measure of discontent shows up in the rejection of

more than half the school-bond issues proposed across the country

tn the past five years. As a result, within the last two years,

school systems in Ohio, Oregon, and Connecticut were shut down

6 3
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te'mporarily and then reopened..

The Steady Decline 1

Educators Are the first to admit they had fair warning of

Voter discontent. Shortcomings of U.S. schools have been chronicled

repeatedly in.studies documenting the long, steady fall-off in

actidemic achievement A sampling gleaned _from _c rent__stud.ies

or urban school students reflects a significant didti

aChievement.

. Thirteen percent of all 17-year-olds are ntliroOti

d.

illiteiate".!--Unble to read, a newspaper, fill odt a job application,

or calculate change at the checkout counter.

. Since 1977, the Navy has required many of its recruits' to

enroll in special courses aimed at raising reading abilities to

the sixth-grade level.

. Last fall, about 1,700 students in the 1,100-member freshman

class at Ohio State University were required to take remedial

English. About 2,00a had to take make-up math.

1n-a number,bf comMunities, student absenteeism has climbed

to a daily average of 25 percent. Some schools are offering free

hamburgers, T-shirts, and cash prizes donated by local merchants

to lure truants back to class.

Many e3iplanationg Oave been given forithe decline in academic

performance. Some educators,blame deterioration of'family life,

culture disadvantage of minority students,"too much television'

viewing, drugs, and pressure from desegregation.
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.Recently, however, more and more critics are charging that

-teltchers, whose salaries have risen dramatically and whose jobs

are highly protected,by union contracts, must shdulder much.of

the, blame.

,A recent study by the College Entrance Examination Board declares

that teachers "are less dedicated, spend less time in and out of

classrooms, are more permissive, give few writing or homework

assignments,.anddon't enforce hfgh academic standards." (U.S. ,

4

News World Report; September, 1978)
r

It is apparent that urban schools must begin to,test out neW

sys-tedis, Programs, methodologies, and services if they are to cope

effectively with 'the myriad of problems they face. One area in
4

need of intensive investigation and improvement is the delivery

of guidance and counseling services.

Chapter 6 examines current conditions in this lield and

details empirical evidence collected directly from the major urban
?

schools. These data clearly document the need.for new ideAs,,

creative energies, and a,commitment to change in existing delivery

systems:

In the area of career development, for example, it is clear

that students need a wide range of materials, services, and pro-

fessional assistance as they explore the cteer sPectrum and pre-

pare for post-high school .6Xperiences. But while this need was

documented over ten' years

been done in the majority

ago by Campbell and others, little has

of America/s,Smazan schools to meet this

need effectively, In sp*te of the bleak indicators cited above,

bur urban schools and their leaders tend to keep' a tenacious hOld

on practices of the past. 52 -
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CHAPTER 4

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING IN THE URBAN SCHOOLS: ,

A REVIEW OF PAST PRACTICES

If .counselors are to be a meaningfuk force in improving the
education end self-development or ufban.students, they must .

recognize and deal with the Current and emerging issues that most'
directly affect urban schools and students. (Menacher, 1977)

,If one were to.identify an area of focus which has been the

primary preoccupation of guidande and counseling services cmer the
1.

past decade, one w49.d, by necessity, have to say that the'guiciance

movement has based its operational-standards on the theories and

.practices of the psychol,ogy 'of counseling"therapy..) -V14' relativelY

generous federal funding of school guidance and dounseling-seivices

in the late 1950s and early 1960s helped to foster and encourage

this emphasis on onehto-one counseling. The National Defense

Education Act (NDEA) of 1959, as. it was originally written, placed
4,1

a high'premium bn the counselor's role in identifying giftia

students. Congress, in Al wisdbm'at the time, believed that

school counselors could effectively identify i'hese students and

through careful guidance encourage them to participate in tile

schoolsl physical science programs and to continue this training

in coli_ege. Given the impact of the Russians' successful'orbiting,

of its Sputnik satellite, it is possible tb understand how thio--
,

emphasis on academically gifted students came'about. How6er!..,
t

in subsequent years, with the shortening of the science/taint 2

4
*

gap with Rdtsia, counselors were slow to relinquish this individual
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counseling role even in the face of substantial evidence of the

growing need of all students for direct, concrete action on the

part of counselors.

Thdikechniques and attitudes of counseling therapy,
which have had an inordinate influence on school-

& counselors, have caused a counterproductive role con-
'flict. Urban counselors have rarely had the necessary
training or suppomtive _conditions_ to perform-adequate-
psythotherapy, As it is understood in clinical
psychology. Attempts to make counseling therapy the
cornerstone of the school guidance program have led
to frustration for counselors, and to the dissipation
of- the valuable human resources they represOht. On
the other hand, psychotherapeutic theory rkne the
princiOes of clinical psychology do provide important
understandings and theoretical orientations for urban
counselors. This information, however, should become
the basis for skill at group dynamics and understanding
human interaction in a variety of settings. Counselors
shoUld use these tools in takihg action to directly
affect the behavior and environment.of-students in
and out of school. Using their understanding in this
way will make them of far greater'service to their
urban clientele than attempts at counseling.away the
very real personal and environmintal obstacles they
face. (kiccio, 1979)

Few would qiestion thsuccess which school guidance 810

counsikinq ,Wad inAdentifying and working with e relatively.,

few gifted students of the late '50s and early et . Witness the

fact that by the dawning of trie '70s, America had not only caught

up with and passed the Ruisians in scientific ,capalfities-7

especially in itCspace program--bqt, it had even placed men on

the moon. WheNer their giant steps in aerospace technology
,

would have been taken if school counselors had not been on their

indOidual cottnseling tracks, is not our question or conce10-here.

It is rather, that this over-emphasis on one.small segment of the

publitischool student populatiorijed to a rather lock-step attude

'



by counselors and counselor educators. More attention ivas paid to

the individual often at the expense of the larger collection of

students who, then just as now, needed assistance with the personal,

sipcial, and life role problems they were experiencing.

Campbell found, for example, in the late l960s that counselors

were still listing individual counseling.activities as taking

as much as-60 percent of their time, with much Df their remaining

energies being spent on such duties as clerical work, supervision

activities, and preparing reports. (Campb4l, 1969) (See Table VII

below.)
,

Literature from the period documents the fact that there were

fessiif any, structured student group activAies organized by the

counselors of this era with the exception of the traditional

career days, parent and staff conferences, and.group testing

functions. The focus wat pointedly on the individual rather than

the group. Additionally, the issues of the day appeaied to focus

more on the student's institutional pressures, those which were

school caused, rather than those which

were imposing on students.

A considerable amount Of emphasis was given to students

going into college--so much so that it became a major preoCcupation

of the school counselors.of the '60s. Thi's resulted in heavSr

emphasis on those activities Which "fed into" these processes

(etg., steent recordkeeping, academic counseling,.class schedul-

ing, college entrAnce testing needs, campus visitations, and the

like). Counielors as a group felt more competent and better

55 -
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'WU VII

Percentage of Time Spent Performing School

Functions as Estilmated by COunselors*

(Nu308)

Fuhctions

Percent of Tillie

1-74 10-19% 20-29% 30-391, ho:49 1

1%

52.5r.:4

3%Teaching 72% 817 6% 3%

Counseling . 2 3 8 .17 16 17. 18

Conferences with parents 6 69 21 .
0 0

Car-cr days 23 67 8 1 1 0 0

Test administration 7 51 , 30 9 , 1 2 9

Professional conferences with staff 9 64 25 2 0 0 0

Preparation, of reports 10 58 27 3 1 1 Q.

Clerical work '20 48 21 8 2 1 0

41/1!Orientation
. we

17.. .64 13 4 1 0 1

SUpervtsion 71. 22
,

14 2 o

Conferences with Otential employers 43. 51 6- o : 0 . 0 0

Assistinr dropouts 27 66 6 1 0 0

Other '68 32

Median Percent
6041, f Time

19.

0

0

40

5

2

0 5

0 5

0 5

o'*

,0 3

0

0 2

0

4it

* Figures in-the body of the table show the,percentage of counselors giving the respective responses. F6r ex-

ample, 8 percent of the Counselors indicated that they spend 1-9 percent of their time in teaching.

(Campbell et 1969)
OW



prepared to interact with coll4ge-bound students. FreqUently

their own experiences had been in college-based training and

related employment opportunities ollowing graduation. Parents,

too, were often eager to have thei children go on to college.

Consequently, there was little to discourage this coUnseling

bias, and, it still remains as one of-U*0 major functionS of
4

some counselors today.

Some attention was given to career planning and.post high

school job placement activities, but the evidence shows that these

counselor involvements.were often key40 to the stid fff1s use of

"packaged" information such as files of job briefs, lists Of pro-

spective employers in the community, and guidance office literature

usually on display in the outer office of the counselor's suite.

Little emphpsis was placed on individual or small-group career

counseling activities. (Campbell, 1969).

It is interesting to note that an examt.fiatIon of data perr,

taining to services which should be provided by the guidance

staff as suggested by prOcipals, teachers, parents, and students

tended to stress,career planning and career exploration related

activities. In
o

a list o.f. Seven priorities, eachi,of the four

groups sing1eed7out "aid in choosing an occupation" as their top

priority for counselors, with personal-counseling ranked from

-fourth to seventh. Students chose job placement assistance as
11,

their fifth priority, while parents, teachers, and principals

ranked.it eleventh, tenth,' and tenh, respectively. The schools'

clientele and sbme of its staff, appears, had a better perception



, 11(

of what services, they needed from counselors thiln did the

educational,leaders of the time. (See Tabie VIII below'.)
- 1

Data also tended to substantiate the long-standing concern

of vocational educStors that a differentiated role existed for

the "non-vocational" versus the "vocaeional" education student.

Nearly half of the counselors ssurveyed in Campbell s study ten

years ago stated that guidance services for those students in

vocational education programs should differ from service provided

to the non-vocatianal student primarily in terms of the kind of

information that should be made available (e-.g., increased

occupational information for vocational education students). In

the 1960s,1 it appeared that most cheInges seen as needed in the

guidance program were more structural than progiammatic. That is,

areas in need of change were typically identified as enlatlement

of staff, better physical facilities, more 5lerical help, more

inservice training for counselors, and the like. (See Table TX
A

Ar below.)
s.

In terms of preparation for their counseling certification,

counselors again stressed a need fOr an even stronger background

in developing individual counseling pkills. They identified

'more seminar training and pnicticum counieling experience as their

highest priorities when ways of improving' counselor training

suggested. Information pertaining to specific areas of concern

,.such as vocational education programs was ranked second from last

on the(counselors' list of suggestions. (See Table X below.)

'74
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TABU VIII

Services Which Should Oa Provided by the Gvidanee Steff

as Suggested by Principals, Tearhers, Parents and Students ).0.15 P46
T-17 s-P8

Servics
*--

Respondents
Students
(N.3038)

-76V-144*-

%

%

Aarente Total'

(N.1402) ...(.6176) .

-.81V-I )-*- -1------

PriKicipels

(N.321.) ,

Teachers
0.1405)

-900(1)*--Aid in choosing enThccupation
,

--95%-tily

Aid in course selection 90 () il8 (2) el (2) 78 (0 2

Test a,!m:nistration and interpretatIon 92 (2) 83 (3) 58 (4) 65 (6.5) 3

Aid 1r, ga:ning admission to post high N,

. SChCW. institutions 88 (5.5) 79 (5) 59 (1) 70 (3) 4

PersInal ad.,stmeav counseling 88 (5.5) 80 (4) 51 (7) 65 (6.5) ,5

or!entlit.on or ne%,i students 89 (4) 77 (7) 45 (9) 54 (9) '6.5

Stidy Icrills counseling. ' 71 (9) 62 (9) 52 (6) 68 (5S

Achievement evaluation 87 (7) 78 (6) 50 (8) 63 (8) 1.5

Parent conferences 82,(8) 68 (8) 43 (o) 69 (11 ) 9

jp Job placement 62! (10) 53 (10) 56 (5) 4e. (11) 10

COnferences.with potential employers '' 59 (11) 50 (11) 40 (13.5). 35 (13) 11
n.r.

Aining al..mni in obtaining mployment 1.5 (W.5) 435 (13) 42 (1i) 35 (13) I?

Job at!:. !anent counseling 45 (12.5) 145 (12) 40 (13.5) 35.(1?) 1?

Handlir.g discipline cases 15 (15) 25 WO 41 (12) 53 (10) 14'

Home visit*
...

39 (14)
...

33 (14) 10 (15) 19 (i5) 15

Folloy-up studies of graduates 82 61 ** ** .**

Cast studies 68 54 ** **

,* RsrA vithin column.

,
TLit servtce vas not listed on tnc student and parent q4estionna1res.

(Campbell et al., 1969)



TABLE IX

'CH ES IN TIT GUIDANCE PROGRAM SUGGESTED By
COUNSELORS (N=308) , Principlas (N=324),

AND TEACHERS (N=1405)

__JN_WP
Counselors,

(4=308)Changes

.-11.Wondonts

60%

Prtnci-pals
. (g=324)

7-2%

Teachers'
(14.--1405)

iargcsrent of staff

Better physical facilities 43 18 14

Increased cervices 33 46 52

More clerical help 38 ,15 10

Inservice experie.nce / 9 7 4
.

Employment service 2 8 8,-

Increased testing 13 11 13 ,

lcreased occurxational
information

eis

20 10 -`' ,, i.-,

Miscellaneous 21 17 18
., -4

Counselors = 34
Administrators = 16
Teachers = 19

(Campbell et ol., 1969)

.



TABLE X

oe

WAYS OF-IMPROVING COUNSELOR TRAINING
AS SUGGESTED BY COUNSELORS*

(N.*220)

Sug9estion
More seminar ana practicum experienCe

Percent of Counselors
217%**

Better training in occupational information 26

Miscellaneous suggestionp (others) 25

Better course content
1

More counseling excience

More training in measurement

Internship training

Information an specifiv areas
(e.g., vocational p2bgrams)

Experience in business and industry

22

21

14

9

6 '

5

ao.

Counselors = 15

*29 percent of
**Sheus percent

the counselors did not answer this question.
of counselors who did answer this question.

(Campbell et al., 1969)



It appears that the basic problem of guidance and counseling

se4ices in the 1950s and 1960s was the almost' total absence of

Aroad goals for these programs. Program emphasis tended to be in

the direction of individual counseling primarily directed at the

college-bound student in terms of academic career eind-College

choice and, when necessary, one-to-on6 wórk with crisis cases

as they, occurred in the schools.

Campbell observed in his study summary that a solution to

the problem of over-concentration or specialization of colinseling

services could be resolved by setting appropriate goals for

counselors.

The root Aoblem seemed to be one of selecting
for the guidance program a set.of appropriate goals
which are attainable within the current and projected
resources of the school. In this study, the services
and functions expected from the pro§ram haracteris-
tically were far more than the guidance t f could be
expected to provide with.available resour S rub methods.
Not uncommonly, a single counselor was confro ed with a
considerable range.Of service needs, including uch

0-one-to-one services As individual counseling and
conferences with parentg-rgroup activities such as
testing and group vocational guidance sessions, and

1

many recordkeeping duties. The situation in some
schools was made more difficult for the counselor by
including among-his duties such things as discipline,
substitute teaching, and at'tendance taking, none of
which is considgred a normal part of a guidance program.
In this kind of'situation, a counselor must spread his
time too thinly across his various responsibilities
to succeed at any of them, or he must devote his time
to some at the expense of others. The understandable
results are that actual programs vary from one Counselor
to another, even if the formal requirements are the,
same, that program activities and emphasis in a school
vary over time as the counselor adjusts to changes in

',his overload, and that significant individuals and groups
describe guidance needs and functions differently.
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This mismatch between program requirements and'
resources seems likely to continue if laresent practices
persist. A recent government-appointed committee
estimated (Houghi-on, 1966) that there will be 75,500
persons with master's degrees in AIfli:1 if.(11
guidance by 1975, but that more,than twice that number
(159,000) will be needed for a "truly effective"
counseling program.

The conclusion seems inescapable: if guidance
Rrog-rems are- to be eetivein.meetingsarvicneeds
with limited resources, -they must be designed
systematically and realistically to achieve a set
of clearly stated objectives selected from a much
larger set of possible objectives. As resources are
'incrtased, the set of stated objectives can be expanded
as warranted by the resources. Further, methods for
achieving the objectives must be designed or selectedt
to accomplish their purpose efficiently; the choice
cannot be restricted to methods previously used. This
study did not provide an adequate basis for the selection
of a set of uhiversally appropriate objectives with a'
companion set of means for their accomplishment. But
the task is feasible for any school, or other operating
unit, through the general methods developed for designing
and analyzing systems of many kinds. (Campbell, 1969)

Much work has been aone by school counselors, counselor

educators, and a few counselor administrators in recent years

to establish workable guidance and counseling systems (role and

function statement) but a considerable amount of effort .apparently

still needs to be expended in many of the major urban schools of

American before truly operational systems for conducting com-
.

prehensive guidance programs are a reality. (Bee Chapter 6 of

this study.) -As Campbeil prophetically observed ten years ago,

Mobilizing9the forces and conditions to bring
about desirable change can be a major problem. Over the .

years, considerablprinterest has been expreased in the
problems of diffusion and adoption of innovation in
all fields including education and guidance. Historically,
the aatter have been lax in implementing needed changes.
The.research-to-practice lag has been as long as 20-30 .

years (Foshay, 1966; Guba and Clark, 1967; Rogers, 1962).

it1



Many feel that the time is ripe for change in-both
education and guidance, but few studies have attempted
to investigate the process.of change with the purpose
of attempting to facilitate needed change. (Campbell,
1969)

While there are abundant reasons for making marked changes

in the guidance practices of the'past the educational issues

of ten to fifteen years ago.are dwarfed when compared with the

growing demands placed on education in general and guidance Old'

counseling services in particular in today'e educational Milieu.

Growing controversies in the areas of student appraisal, school

desegregation, group guidance practices, sttident special needs

involvements, the role of para-profe§sional staff, urban yOuth-

apathy and alienation, student violence, vandalism, and other

factors contribute to demand more of the counselor's time and

energy. And, as they do, it becomes increasingly important to
At

!

implement systematic organizational models for the guidance,and

counseling services. Certalnly, without some'systematic
1.

cooperative arrangement, school guidance and counseling services

could well be characterized as those services for which the most

pressuie has been applied to see that they 'ire performed. In

short, it would appear the 'Counseling practices'of the past were

largely mandated through special needs legislation (e.g., NDEA,

ESEA, ESAA, And others). Substantive Change and improvement in..

urban guidance and coUnseling-will not take place until the

guidance and counseling movement.recogniies that Many ofthese
0

models of the past.do not apply in the educational marketplace

of the present and approaching decdes Of this centUry. Counselors

- 64



and others must cdntinue to plan their prograMs systematically

to cope effectively with the multitude Of responeibilities and'

pressurps imposed both by themselves ar0 othf3r.9 in the years

ahead.

11

.41

4
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CHVATER 5

AN-EXAMINATAON OF EXISTING.MODEL-S FOR THE DELIVERY
OF CAREER COUNSELING IN THE URBAN SCHOOLS .OF AMERICA

,

Past efforts in systematizing career-focused, guidance and

counseling services in the urban,schools can best93e pharacterfzed
A

as elaborate andikhighly complex, requiring onsider le plaAing

and careful attention to sequentiar details outlined In a
6 .

schematic model. The most widely accepted models have addressed

such issues as self economid soc al leisure avoca ionAl,

aaaaq.1.111201 understandings.

More specifically, most model building efforts have identified

major crit,eria which stand at the core of each component of*thé*

model(s). These criteria typically include, according to Drier

(1977).1 such elements'as:

Leadership

Planning

Supportive services

Assessment -

Delivery

Accountability
.

Gt.

1

The object of such or4itn)ized Activities is thestruciure

common experiences, acquire current guidance.and career-oriented

resources, prepare staff to plan and deliver the serv3ces,des-

cri4bd in the model, and to formulate. some valid system of

evaluating the effectiveness of the career guidance program.
0
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,

0 in the :Models is freq*44.y,qu,ite Ompllex and involves consider-
.

_ 0 .,,.. ;:. . -. ,.,
. .

4, sc,
. ., . .

e ..
. I 7

able' time and coMml:'tment lif . already' Over-blirdened, urban school

Typical models have at their conceptual base .the theoretical

underpirinings,of extensive research findings emanating -from the

efforts of such scholarS as, Supet, Noll -9A -""1"tis. The,

focal point of these models often rents Jon some determination of -

the 'rstudent and sel f-unde0.tanding as shownt

below..
.

Figure 1

- : Student Individual

Needs

...=4....r.,

".

Gro'up"
tJeedt "

Aspect of
Need that Can

Se Met
'Other Persoiti
and Approaches

17

Counseling
One to_One

Individual A ent Coordination and .
Informatio '1:Referral, Follow-up

,

GROUP. ; GROUP
' GUIDANCE "' COUNSELING

?d
VI

I

114,aotual'.applicatfoh of theAprocedure activities-advocated

, ,
,

, , . ,

staff4r,1 ReprettOkr, experiend0' has showA that it is difficult(#
7 ,,

t,

if .not imPoSSible for counselors and 'other sehool specia,lists .

. , .
,
/

/ .

pi.opqx. operAtOnal 'orde,r to licCompnlinh

qtey.were. preppred: The practical day-'
:..

. 4

C. ' '
urban, schophsetting tend. tO. dirbct,

.

iv a, 1
-,67 *- . .-

to put:thése, moaels into
,

.,..
.

, .

. .
. - 5. e

. the objective8 for whi4'
, ..

, . 0.. ,
t 1

, :tO-day exigencieb of the:
.

,

;

t :4_ .7. ., - .

f: .

.. -:. i .,..i. ,
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practitioners toward the pragmatic and away from the more

theoretical pursuits whicessume that.all conditions* necessary

to make the model work are accesiible to dchool-based personnel.

One good example ot this condition is the highly diverse

patterna followed by our urban schoO-1-4, -in- appraising ,the-ba-s-ic-

A.
aptitudes and thterests of their prospective vocational education

student-clientele. Chapter 6 presents comprehensive eMpirical

evidende de'scrIbing the htghly divergent,career appraisal pro-.

grams in current'use'in 70 percent of our nation's largest urban
'a

school systeills The evidenCe

valid, comprehenfive programs

aptitudes and interests range

cleztry documents the fact that

of appraisal of.stOlents' .7,pcational

from nd structureirogram at all

to exemplary effok'-which cduld and should serVe'as guidePosts

for other urban AchoOls. Sadly, a majoiity of our urban sphool

leaders reported Tewer strdcturTd appracdal activities 'and

what there were based on "as needed" coMitions rather than the

utiliziatiOn of an oh-going comprehensive career appraisal pro-,

gram. The usual reasons given were "not enOugh time," "a short-

age of funds for etaff and/or materials," and "a lack of confidence

in thepredictiveyaliOity of existing appraisal-instruments."

(CaMpbell, Robert E.,,1971)

7

.Similarly, school leaders havb voiced conerns about the

J.praoticality of implementing elaborate'career .pounselling, place."
ap

ment, follow-up, 'and folloW:-throtigh models. -How', they ask, can. .

.1

counselors; school adminisprators, ,and others find the-time to

4
launch complicated career-based counseling'programs at a iime in

P
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public school history when there are new demands placed upon

their time and energies almost-dally by both in-school conditions
o

k

and outsidb influences? Resondents c- . il ..31-lative
A t

4 Vk'/ .

demands for reporting minute details of certain special school

proqram .outcomes as one of the recent clerical functions'Added

to theif schedules.

It should be stressed here 'that the criticismS noted above
. -

are not direced -.toward the effectiveness or potential successes
4

possible through the use of existing.career guidance models, but

rather 'at,the tendency for them to be quite covlicated in

%se4Mrture: ,This causes practicing school personnel to experience
s

sigakficant hindranc'es when attemp ting to use theese models,,largely

becaUse,school personnel lack the time and reSources to use them

appropniately.

' 'An eXamination of fhe model shown in Figure 2 illustrates

this pOint. While, its coMi&ient make-up can be defended as a

developmentally sound approabh td clarffying a:rstudent's self-

understawlings* abdut economics, job-market opportunities, personal

. abkitudeS' and values, societal values, and their leitsure'aili

avocational life, etc., suCcessful delivery and application in
. ,

.

the 'Sc hool setting hingese? the joining togettler'odeCisiOn-
.. .

,

making process followed from early childhood through Adulthood.

a'

At,

....

4 This,process, w61.0 easily defensible on t4poretical and "s.Wdent
. :.

.
.,

3,

needs" grounds, cannot ef0fectively pass the more realiiktic ttat

4. . . ,

,
ff daily practicv and 't4me conraints which'exist in ovrourban

P .

schools today:u
. k' ..

'

o

A. I 1

* '"' 6?.' ,-'
'

I.

1

s-.
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Figure 2

CAREER GUIDANCE PRoORAM
CONTENT MODEL
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Similarrp it was found thatotler excellent areer guidance

ana'counseling models showll in Appendix/C) vmcoun er similar

problehs in their potential for implementation in t e:actual school

'setting.'

Cuerrent conditions in ou# urban schools relative.to tIè

direct. id-school apVication of career guidance and .counselang /

delivery0Oystems nay_be described .by citing a baseball analogy.
. ,

. , . ._ .

eirie school systems haVe:a. Wealth,6f gear (resourCe materials) *
, .

,
4

,.. -

but 'ate short of pitch,ing (delivery-system capabilities)., Other's
. .,

, i

.
,

.have,excellent.spoUting'sirstems (Understanding their needs arld .

\.
the strategies "tweded-to do the jotzt), but: lack the cooidinktion,

Sk A
4

to enstre,sucdesi 'on the :field (in day-to-day prfctice).

"
'The-exis4ence of-dareer guidance models and delyrery systems?
11

is,indeed bncotiraging when dne cdhsidexts their.poteritiaf for

".4
- 70 - 66. ,
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success, but barriers in our urban schools must be significanbly

reduced or modified to permit adequate nurturance and suppOrt of

these models. Otherwise, the continuing dilemma of.what could be'

and what actually is being done in delivering systematic career

guidance and counseling programs in our urban schools will in

effect broaden rather than narrow the Aeory/practice gap.

As Drier has observed, "The future holds promise for more

increased systematic and developmental planning tilah eVer before."

Figure 3 represents_the critioal'featdres-of planning that will

be necessary to 'assure that local career guidance programs area

in fact, detigAed, developed, tested,b and delivered to meet
.

specific careei developmdllt nted6 of the peop/b they are to serve.

J-

Figure 3"

CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAM
PROCESS MODEL .

.

= °Moil Plos;mil Foossise
1112 evelvssikonwomambfallugoos:471.0:46.64.

4".
Additional schematic outlines -of.bareer .'quidahce and

.
- coumspling models are diaplayed in Appendik C of this inveetigtion

.. . A,

---"Xcir-*hd-,rttades. further efamineiion

%.7,t
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An Action-Alase4 A9gregatton Model
For Career duidanbe.and axinseling

ro
Urban school leaders show a continuing reluctance to

recognize the' need for a totat-commitment of resources and staff

ene-egies inTimplemeIting irmovAtive prOgraMs of cireer guidance

andicounseling. Ti suggests that an alternative approach in-.

volving modifications in existing career guidance models must be

considered. The schAl oounselor is the logical person to giv

this new thrust the leadership it requires.

School counselors have tret iditonally been in ehe lead in

guidance has be'en l

%

matbers related to educational change, but it is ironic th

udged as guilty as any other school specialy

1

in failing to adap to the changing needs of urban students'.
'

Guidance'is the ickiRoacompOnent of the urban school that As unigliely-
,

urban, 4igins, and the citizens of cities might have expected I;

mor t. Its failure.ha'S. taken the usual foYm. After it had

struggl d for and finally achieved a degree of status'and'
, ,..,... .

recognition within the edticatio4W1 supertructure,.succesS.-and
,,.

.

". security bredtigid adherence to otmodd concepts as well'as an
i

unwillin ness tp change comfortabi 'rèlMionships and.assuMptions

,,-The financial resources"of city schools are limited lor,all \

- ,

'purposes.,:lincludi4:guidance. The'refore, guidance specialists'. L
, .

%

. /
,. aie fkindi* it inbreasingly important that they-use their time

..

And, ilit*e.a'to maXiMum.advanthge', And OhlistApthdr availabl
, .

humft resources,-4.udh.as tewchers, parents An -, d community peo Ale-
,

. ... . , .,,,-,
. , .

. .

in,sdpport Ofguidaficte"erfilices. This cw'best'be-accompiished
..

P '' 0 10 . . ..- -4,:
1
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1
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by the time-tested formula used in almost every area of privhte

sector enterprise: developing suuort from other potentially

influential interest_groupstthat have heor eft/1AT.. ly.Jrn (invent or

operating in-conflicting directiona.

In the case of career guidance, this means enlisting the

support of parents, students, teachers, other professionals,

the urban political structure, and the community at large to

exerts, sufficient pressure on educational rower structures to mpke

the more receptive and adaptive to change.. The combined force

of t se interest groups, has already proven effect in proMpting

urban adminlistrators and school boards to innovate, experiment%

and'supportIchange in other areas of,educatiOn.
;

-James Coleman's report on Equality of Educational

9pportunity(l9W, Afor example,

aCknowledging the importoloce of

has given powuful support to

the out-of-school envirOnment on

school performance. The lesson shOuld not be lost on urban

ceunselors where the future of career guidance servekes is con-..

gerned. The Coleman report, while presented nearly thirtesu years

ptudents cope with the home and community forges that impinge on

is still relevant today. It demanded,that counselors help

I \\
scilool success. This requires counselors to bevis activOkwithin

the community as within the sthoA. Counselors cannot be desk-
-

bound or eveh schoo)i-bound. Their agtivity in the homes and,/,'
)

,

.#
.

1cgmmunity of their. clients is as important to the Success of
,

. )

i,sNents a6 a thfn4hey b*OirdWN4thint the school. (Coleman, )r966) A7
,

. ..
:,

-
. -5-.
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;

ahas as its base the utilization of community forces, resources,

-and influences in the larger context of the home and community as

well as those traditional support systems operating within the

schools themselves. It is, in short, a model which seeks assist-
e

ance and support from all sec,tions of the community. The model
A,

4s different from others in that it is based on the concept of

aggregation rather than the theory-into-practice conceptual base.

(See Chapter 7.)

Clearly, t a time in our national experience whek group

concensus and collaboration Appear to be amovillour most under-

utilized res6urces, as .suggested by Goldberg (1979), it becomes

a matter of highest urgency to'use'thblse educational strategies

which are both practical and achievable in teims of their capacity

to cause poSitive change to. occur in our schools. It is hOped

that the Aggregahion Model will do just that--merge the practical

with the achievable, for certainly much progress still remains
sr

to be made. in tapping the abunclant human,energies of America's'

urban centers.

ro"
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CHAPTER 6

CURRERVTATE OF CAREER GUIDANCE AND.
COUNSELING SE VICES IN THE 47Ad 0A0u6L, Amcn1r,:\

Introduct&on

The public school systems of most American cities are in

deep trouble and-have be"en for more than two decades. One need
,

but peruse the literature of the Os and 70s to gain some per-

spective on the problems which were, in part, discussed in

Chapter 3. Certainly, America's urban schools have suffered

from a growing lack of public confidence, astehdy, peryasive,

erosion of financial..support, growing teach'r militancY, linger-
,

ing p oblems in p4bviding adequate school services to the poor,

increa i g dissatisfaction among the middle clasd wit0 the tradi-

tionalism and rigkolity of urban schools when compared with the
.p

performance of rural and suburban schools. Recent events have
e.

sparked a growing discontent among the white/ethnic members of

the l'blue-collar" working class. In short4'urban schools have

become society's sounding board of discontent and protest. .

.Menacher (1973) in his incisive examination of the,,urban

setting atutely obServeff that scilools cannot be held solitly

responsiblt for this failure, but they mustAccept criticism

for,having aone relatively little to prevent it.

Within the context of organizatiOnal confusion, conservative

schgol leadership,-growino cpmmunity,disconent, stude;lit failure

.?"

4

d!, '1106:
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and underachievement, what role can-school guidance and counselihg

services hope to perform? The literature speaks clearly to a

number of imperativeT which school guidance must begin.to con-

sider if truly significant, positive changes are to occur.

Some scholars and guidance leaders hold thsat what is needed is

new, interactionist approach to guidance which increasingly

encourages and seeks assistance from individuals and institutions

outside the school to "open up" he schoolssystem to new ideas

and supportive services for students, staff, and the community

at large.

Possibly Alloway and Cordasco (1970) said it best when they

issued a call for coping with the vicious clrcle of what they

term "the three Es"--education, employment, and environment. They ,

Oi
have held that: "All three (of these factors) are inextricably

bound together as inhibitions to the progress of dfsadvantaged

urban-populations." According to Allowhy and Cordasco, the

vicious circle can best be broken by focu.sing first on education.

They contend that, "Unitil educational deficiencies are relieved,

the problems of inadequate employment and,unwholesome environment

4 will continue to defy (:)lutison.7,,

By the same token, urban educational problems cannot bei

solved without including Rioyment end environment in the general

scope of the problem.* This must be a basictenet of urban guidance.

"There Will be little realrvalue in city padance and counseling

activities that exclude the realities of horfte and community life,

the postsecondary school opportunities and progress of students,

and an objective view of the sffects, of-school prograMs- and

policies on their-clients." (Alldway and Cctrdasco, 1970). .

if-Underlining-0 mAne
.4'
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Urban Guidance and Counseling - 1979

Oareer counseling service is probably the.single most

significant point of attack of educators wqrking to miAMize

the.dont nuing disparities in the three arenas of education,

employment and environment. Aus, a number of important questions

intlAt bt nswered before any substantive changes can_be made in

urban guidance and counieling services. They are as follows:

What coiunon barriers exist, if any, to block the delivery

of effecttve career guidance services?

What are the major problems and issues confronting the

urban community, school administrators, ieachers,

counselors, and students?

. 'Are adequate funds being made available to urban guidance

and counseling programs to carry out their planned pro-

grams?

Are there sufficient numbers of counselors being staffed

in our urban schools to assure a workable student-counselor

ra i ?

Whht changes in counselor role and functiAtire seen as

im rtant in strengthening existing guidance and counseling

Prog ams? What duties should be added?, What duties should

be dropped?

Do unique problems exist in our urbah schools which should'

be shared with other school districts for possible'pilot

. N.

testing?

Are corselors effectively designing systematic programs

- 77 -
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of student evaluation and, Career counseling for prospective

vocational education students? 't

. 'Does the present state of the art of urban career guidance

and counseling as described in this investigation suggest
P 4

certa in courses of action for future expansion, growth,

and refinement in the total career guidande and counseling .

.process?

. Would the establishment of''national priorities and coordinat

ed urban school efforts in planning for positive changes in
\

urban career guidance and coun4eling services make a

-significant difference in the manner in which these

services will be delivered in the future?

These and other questions have arisen quite naturally from an

analysis of the data collected in The National Assessment or

Urban Career pounseling Services conducted during the academic

year of 1978-79.

The National Survey'

Understanding that current data'relative to the general

state of the art of large-city guidance and counseling services

had'not been systemati6ally collected for a number of years,

the writer me*with a group of concerned counselor educators, and

gublic school administrators,to formally organize a task

force for studying urban school career counseling.

The task force held as its primary mission he construe-

tion of a comprehensive survey instrument, the National Survey

of Large-City,Career Counseling Services. Research questions

- 78 -
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posed in the survey were carefully.designed to ascertain what

school-based leaders in our major urban schools view as

important issues and to determine if there'are major

hindrances to counselors in their day-to-day work. *

The survey was carefully examined and modifi'd prior to

its transmittal to the schoOls. Ekrery effort was made to

eliminate unnecessary iuestions.

All phases of the survey's construction, validation, and

transmittal were performed by the task force which was

completely external and independent of all programs and

projects conducted by the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education at'The Ohio State.University and The

National Advanced Study Center, The Nation#1 Centex and

Advanced Study center should in no way be considered to have

participated or assisted with any phase of the survey's

preparation, transmittal, or data analisis phases. Per,

mission to utilize the data collected in the surtrey. was

obtained from the task"force for national dissemiliation

with no restrictions placed on its use.

Data obtained from the survey were made available
,

fo this investigator foi analysis' and incluiion 'in

this work.

-79-
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The Subjects

Subjects selected for particiPation fn this investigation

were limited to administrators'of school guidance and counseling

services in urban school districts of 20,000 students or more.

A current list of urban school districts by location and size

was obt-ained from The iiational Cent-sr for Education StatistIev
Ie

located in Washingtten, D.C., Marie D. Eldridge, Administrator.

Utiliztng this list, the investigdtbr identified 108 urban

public school districts which were fOund to have student popu-

lations of 20,000 or mor'e. They are shown in geographical'order

in Table XI.

The.reader wip note that the total number of potential
'1.

.

,

subjects in the database of this investigation
approaI

ches .

, 41)

eleven milin students. A letter of transmittal describing the
,.

_purpose of th04,ourvey and requesting 'assistance in completing it

: was forwarded to ,the superintendentsof each school _district ".

st

identified in Table I. An,addibional letter.was forwarded to -

each person responsiblé for-the-city-wife operation of the school
8 a a --faavi

,distric'esi guidance and counseling services. ".Copies'of these

Jeteers of transmittal are displayed in,Exhibii C Of the

Appendix.

. The Survey.
. ,

k
. I

The conent of the 'survey included questiontilating to
, 6

general school disdriet demographic data, stafif., stwilent,

V

,commUnityl and-coundelor opinion, progralit develbpment,inthe sDhool
-

s.
4., .

-80-
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district,.the organizational struCture of the schools, funding

sourCes, student evaluation PrograMs, and other related survey

Ainformation. 1See Exhibit A in the Appendix where a complete

copy of, the survey is displayed.)

Survey. Response

A 62 percent response was rdceived from the 108 school

distric.ts solicited, providing a sufficiently large response to

assure a representative national sampling. School districts

responding to the survey are shown below. in Table XII.

The sample includes a broad, cross sampling of urban school

districts both in terms of relative,size(i.e., small 0001-25,000

'students; medium 25,001-70,000; and lairgie 70,-0d1-100,000+); and

geographic regions of the country (i.e., Northeast, Southeast,

North Central, South Central, Northwest, and Southwest);

'Table XII. shows the distribution'of responding districts

by 'size and'geographic region of the nation. Figure 4 shows the
4

six geographic regions graphically.
,.

Treatment of.Data

The survey data collected in the investigation were codir
a

fied and transferred to I.B.M. computer.ca.rds in preparation
1

for data analysis through the use of the ANDAL-lp computer:at

The Ohio State.University. The data were analyzed utilizing

the distributive statisti.cs program as expressed by Nie,

qommonly referred to aq_S..P.S.S: (Nie, 1975).
a.

'- 81
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I.

Respondents ,

The urban school districts.responding to the survey are.

identified in Table XIII below. Their cImpOsite student popu-1

lations total '5,191,103, or appr6ximately 50 percent of the

Potential student population data base possibfe-frowthe 108

school diqvicts sOlicited for participatioh in the study.

-

s.

,
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"ABLE XI

:N),ARG1: CITY SCHOOLS SOLICITED IN NATIONAL NEEDS ASSESSMENT

(20,000-Students and La'iger)

STATE/CiTY
STUDENT ENROLLMyNT K-12

Alabama

pirmingham
50,000

Hunts*ville
31,000

.Mobile.
75,000

Montgomery
38,000

Arizona

Phoenix
Tuscon

California

Concoid
FremOnt
Fresno 4
Garden Grove
Long Beach
'Los Angeles
Orange County.
Oakland.
Sacramento
San Bernadin9
San Diego
San.Francisco
San Jose

g. San Pablo
Torrance

Colorado

Coloradd SpriAgs
Denver

District ,of

Washington, D.:.

1

t.

j

.1

Di
A

34,boo,
18,000

-40,Q00
30,00 .

57,525
47,000`
58,232
722,000

1,345,581
60,000
'50,000-
32,000

,123,000
68,000 .

38,000
35;000
34,000'

34,500.
73;000

126,476

t.



TABLE XI (conti-nued)

STATE/Co:01'Y STUDENT ENROLLMENT K-12

Flor.;da

Clearwater
.Fort-Lauderdale, A

Jacksonville
Miami (Dade County)'
Orlhndo
Tampa !-
West Palm Beach

Geor9ia

Atlanta
Columbus
Macpn
Savannah-Chatham

Hawdid

Honolulu

Illinois

Chicago
'Rockford

Indiana

Evanaville
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis

--SO-uth fféna

Iowa

102,000
.140,000.
'125,000
240,000
84,000

115,000
72,000

62,000
35,000'
30,000
33,800

172,649

558,825/
40,000 .

30,000
36,500
78,3f/

4

Des Moines -38,983

Karisas

Kansas City
Wichita

keptucky

Lextngton
Louisville

( t

IOu

IT 84 -

30/000
00.0

34,000
113,900
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STATE/CITY.

Louisiana

Baton Rouge
New Orletns
Shreveport

Maryland

Baltimore

'Massachusetts

Boston

Michigan
IWO

Detroit
Flint
Gran0 Rapids
Lansing
Livonia

Minnesota

Minneapolis
St. Paul

Mississippi

Jacksoh

Missouri

.Kansals-City
St. Louis

Nebr5ska

,Ornah.a

Nevada'

.Las Vegas

New Jersey

Jereey City-
Newark

TABLE XI (continued)

,ft

NAM

- 85 -

STIMFmT ENROLLMENT K-12

68,040
94,088
52,000

152,404

100,000

236;000
38,000
56,669
31,552
33,000

-47,542
42,104

32,06

50,000
78,852

51,947

81,000

40,265
75,000



STATE/CITY

New Mexico

Albuquerque

New York

Buffalo
New York City
Rochester

North Carblina

Charlotte.
Raleigh

(W.inston-Salem

Ohio
111

Akrorl,

Cincinnati
Cleveland
ColuTbus
Dayton
Toledo,

Oklahoma

Oklahoma City
Tulsa

Oregon S\

Portland/

Pennsylvania

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

4

AA.

TABLE XI* (cdntinued)

7TUDENT ENROLLMENT K-12

86,000

54,611
1,100,000,1

40,168

80,000
56,000
44,500

.

' 47,000
61,450

i

145,554
85,000
50,000

v
56,000

50,000'
58,656

51,000

South Carolina

251,000
60;000

.

Columbia i 34,000s

1

Tennessee. ..

.

Knoxville 1 3 .

36,000 i*

Ilemphis .
-,'

(L 119,862

'Nashvi..11e,
. t

76,100
'tt t - 86 -



STATE CITY

\fr"

TABLE XI (continued)

STUDENT ENROLLMENT

Tenness e .

Knoxville 30,000
Memptris 119,862
Nashville . 76,100

texas

Au tin 55,00
C pus Christi 50,500
Dallas 139,500
El Paso e 62,200
Fort Worth 71,217
Houston 210,025
Lubbock 35,000
Pasadena 37,000
San Antonio 71,000

Virginia

Fairfax 136,000
Newport News 31,000
Norfolk 43,937
Richmond 35,464

4 Virginia Beach 55,600

Washington

Seattle 58,139
Spokane 3.2,000

Tacoma 35,000

Wisconsin

Madison- 30e000
101,934

Racine 30,000

TOTAL Student Population in urvey Schools 10/822,537

-)111'

4'

"S

-se

K-12.
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TALE'XII

SIZt AND GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF
PARTICIPATING SCHOOL DISTRICTS

14LL

4

MEDIUM LARGE
NUMRER OF

scnom bISTRICTS,
(00,001-24,000)

NUMBER
(25,001-70,000)

NUMBER
(70,001-100,000+)

_ NUMBER' 7

68 5 42 21 t,

100% 7.4% 61.8% 30.8%

4.

c.
REGION OF COUNTRY REPRESENTED IN SAMPLE

TOTAL NUMBER OF
SCHOOL DISTRICTS

REGION OF COUNTRY
N.E. S.E. N.C. S.C. N.W. S. . TOTALS

.

,

%

.
68

oftTotal

10

,14.5

10

/4.5

29

29.5

.

10

14.5

P

4

6.0

140

21.0

0 68

100
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NAME

TABLE _XIII

SCHOOL DISTkICTS PARTICIPATING IN THE NATIONAL SURVEY
a

il STUDENT POPULATION

11. Abilene, Texas 18,104'

2. Akrop, Ohio 42,345

3-r Albuguergae, Nbw Mexico 136,000

4. Baltimore, Maryland 145,589

5. Birmingham, Alabama 47,000

6. Boston, Massachusetts 67,934

1. Buffalo, New York% 50,518

8. Charlotte, North Carolina 77,609

9. Chicago, Pllinois 487,000

10. Chattanooga, Tennessee 30,233 /

11. Cincinnati, Ohio
4

58,834,

12. Clark County,-Nevada 86;000

13. C lumbus, Ohio 83,4'09

14. C pus Christi, Texas- 37,840

15. Dayton, OhiAo Aka 3.6,646

164. Denver, Colorado 68,174

17.. Detrbit, Michigan 4:.220,000
-

18. Flint, Michigan 35, 974

19.. Fort Worth, Texas 68,210
1

20. . Fresno, California 54,319

4

SI
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NAME

#
TABLE )(ITT (continued)

I.
f

Garden GroSe, California. jt

Hawaii

STUDENT POPULATION

21.

22.

'42,0?0

171,000

23.. Huntsville, Alabama 34:421,

24. Indianapolis, IndiAlvt 73,655
I.

25. Jersey City, New 'Jersey 35,000

26. Knoxville, Tennessee k,28,726

27. Lexington, Kentucky '32,647
,111.

28. Livonia, Michigav 26,060

29. Louisville, KentuckY 103,22,0

30. Madison, Wisconsin 26,545

31. Memphis, Tennessee 113,293

32. Miami (Dade County), Florida 230,000

33. Milaukee, Wisconsin 96,587

34. Mobile, Alabama ",) 66,000

35. Montgomery, Alabama '35 000

36. Nashvilley; Tennessee 73,831

37. Newark, New Jersey 65,500

38. New Bedford, Massachusetts 15,900

39. Newport News, Virginia 29,000

40. Omaha, Nebraska 50,clqo

41. Pasadena, Texas 37,000

42. Philadelphi-21, Pennsylvania 255,000

-43. Phoenix, Arizona 26,816

44. Pinellas County, Florida /71 89,0Q0

- 90 -
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TABLE XIII (continued)

NAME 'STUDENT POPULATION ,

45. Pittsburgh, Penn.sy1vania 52,000

46. Racine, WiscwIsin 25,102
I

47. Richmond, Virginia 33,18a -
48. Rochester, New,York 37,173

49. Salt Lake City, Utah 21,783

50. San Francisco, California 59,304

51: South Bend, Indiana 29,00b

52. Spokane, Washington 29,104

5n. .Springfield, Massachusetts 26,775

54. Tacoma, Washington 'e 29,379

5. Tampa (Hillsborough County))2 110,779

56. ,Toledo, Ohio 48,200
4 ,

57. Tulsa, Oklahoma (55,486

58. Virginia beach, Virginia 55,339

59. Wichita,-Kansas 45,000

60. Winston Salem, North Carolina 44,00

61. Worchester, Massachusetts 25,000

YPo_urAgptown, Ohio i7:877

63. Austin, Texas 58,560

64. Fairfax County, Virginia 132,000

65. ,Los Angeles, California 547,830

"



;10110 p.

,
TABLE (cohtinued)-.

0

NAME

66. fotk, Virginia

67. $acr4lerqo, Califpr

68- Sa,n,Antonio, texas-
IL..

TOTAL Student .Enro11ment
of Large. City SCh.(501s:Reporting
to'National Survey

a

01,

00

S.

StODENT POPULATION-
,- t

.

41;j0.

1
6,104

4

.

7.

t-

4
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FIGURE 4

CLASSIFICATION OF STATES INTO SIX GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS
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Literature from urban education gives insight into needs

resulting from the urban context in which la'rge city career

guidance and counseling education programs operate.- In its
4 ,

final port, the Task Force on Urban Education identified

man'Y problem urban education (Riles, 1970). The

financial crisis of urban schools was viewed as the number one

problem. The report documented several factors from which

urban financial problems stem, such as:

1. financial deterioration due to population migration
and los4 of business and industry;

2. higher cost of urban education because of higher
service costs in cities and more costly special
educational needs of 'the high proportion of
poor, blacks, handicapped, and iMmigrant students
in cities;

3. inequitable state aid formulas which do not offset
the disparities between central city, suburban,
and rural educational costs and spending;

4. dwindling public confidence-lin education which is
accelerated by disruptive activities such as
busing,'teacher strikes2/and school violence;

5. minimal effectiveness of federal aid to urban
areas due to low leveli of aid, .uncortainty about
levels and availability, of funds, inequitable
distribution of funds, cumbersome administrative
pro*cedures, and lack of n on4l resource allocation
priorities b'ased on nee4

The Task Force on Urban Education also investigated other

gelpral
problems within the urban educationa). system. The follow-

.

ing Sre some of the more ctitical problems expiessed in the

report:

1. shortages of textbooks and supplie0

- 94 - i
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2. overcrowdiSd facilities;

3. outdatedi pobrn.maintained facilities;

4. teacher shOrtages in some
(e:q., industrial arts, special ed ation,
mathematics) ;

5. large class sizes;

6. lack of fully,accredied teachers;

. 4 LS

A
7. teachers who are ur)successfuf in,relating to and

inspiring their students to learn;

8. teacher drop-out;

9. low student competence in basic academic skills;

10. high student drop-out rates/

11. student_hostility toward the educational sysem
which is expressed through vandalism; violence,
and absenteeism;

12. teachers who are personally and economically disL
satisfied with their jobs.

ln a revieW and synthesis of many urban education studies

and papers,'Hummel and Nagle (1973) expanded the lists of

critical urban eddcation problems to incl e:

1. student use of narcotics;

2. 'lack 'O.f. relevance 1r3tf schoof curri6ulum to t e lives
7 or urban youth;

3. lack of employment opportunities for inner-city
graduates; )

4. the enormous size of urban school systeins, which
intensifies depersonalization and bureaucracy;

5. racial and socioeconomic segregation.

And now, six years biter, it is imperative that we

examine these problems against the backdrop of current data

\.

- 95 -
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i
h 1*

_

,,submittO.by actual practioners (-) LA-ban eduCation, What
, , .

. . .

follotis is ap twalysis of Atsues, problems, and barriers which

4 havv beem idenbatied as plajor'obstacles in t4le delivery of

car6er riuidance and counseling services in the urban schools.

tlo Guidance and Counse411g

!Respondents have singled out twenty-five cc)nditions whih
s.

they.beljeve,have bemlme.barriers .in.carrying.out effeCtive,
\40t

programs of urbah sptool guidance and counselingr Each of

those barriers is listed in.rank'order based on the

fr6quency with,which each was identified,by the si.xty-eight
0(4

school district adminis-trators.
. *

One can observe,from the data cited above that some of the

problems of our urban schools have persisted over the past six .

yearg while others, formerly deemedto be significanf, were not

identified by this research; Outdated school factlities, for

example, remain as a major urban sc1910guidance and Counseling

barrier aA has the shortage of instructional materials and

supplies,. H chool drop-out rates alSo persist as a significant

barrier o both ,tip 'delivery of guidance at(c)1 Counseling services

and the effe'ctive conduct of school programs. Sthool ielevance,

.as expressed by,an apparent increase in poer student and parent

apathy toward education, continues,to be'singled out as an

-96-
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4--
.effect of tty61 urban school's.ipabilitykto chall,enge many:stu-

,

-dents' int Jectual and vocational interests, *hile pmployment

and job pl ceMent opportunities for youth promise to become an

even more perplexing issue in the years ahead.

In sum, major barriers to school guidance can be broadl.y

classified as being associated with three continuing condirons:

(1) school financial,short es; (2) the lack of or insufficiency
)

of vrys of organizing cur ulum, staff, and,school services;

and (3) the influence of goVernment regulations and funding in

the operation of urbaq school districts.

Tables XIV - XXII con'tain additional data collected in the

national survey relative to other urgent issues or problems which

exist,in the urban schbols. They are issues and problems which

respondents.to the survey identified as most urgent in ther

respective school districts. The following is a list of the

issues and problems they identified:

. the school system

. the choice of student evaluation device's

urban youth

urban teachers

urban school administrators

urban community

. urban school counseling duties Jwhat should be added
and what should be dropped)

97 -
114
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'The long-standing problem of fundingldhortages led .the list

oP barriers to the delivery of guidance and counseling serviced

4n.the urban schools, the absenice of properly organized programs

\of guidance and 6)unseling ranked third, and administratir
. .

interference in the operation of services ranked a distant fourth.,

Staff shortage's were also cited, as they were over ,a decade

ago in a national survey conducted by Campbell, et al, (1969).

Thiu_s_tudy suggPsted that guidance and counseling _rvices in

urban America stillfeequire greater numbers of counselors or,

, .put another way, smaller student-counselor ratios., A significant

number of respondents held that counselors must have'additional

tifie and smaller groups of students before they can begin tO

improve services tostudents, staff, and parents,

Ranked fifth among the top twenty-five guidance barriers

was the need for improvement in student follow-up and )ob place-

ment endeavors. Over one in.five of the re'spondents identified

this deficiency as an area requiring considerable improvement and

'modification.

The lack of staff Communication skills was identified as a

significant problem. Wany respondents observed that an inter-
l

change bf ideas, criticism, and.discussion of mutual problems

could markedly improve the
pe4

rformance of urban school staff..

They also held that counselors could and should assistan improving
4

this condition by taking a more active part in the school commun-

ication process. This, it was held, could best be done by organiz-

ing and conducting communication skills workshOps and inservice

- 98 -
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programs for fellow staff members.-0Seet*mproving Sqhool

Communications," The UrbAn Schoo,ls of America Series, Barnes,

197(ji.)

Governmental restrictions and regulations such as those

required by,federal and state government agencies as a condition

to qualify for funding-or to avoid some form of sanction have

become imposing barriers to the counselor in the judgment of

'some of the respondents.

otner barriers cited included student turn-over,

nonguid4nce duties asjsigned to. counselors, the shortage of jobs

available -to youth, increasing community apathy toward the work

of the schools, and the lack of extended time allowances for

counselors to continue their work during some part of the summer

4

months.

Certainly, the twenty-five' barriers identified by the

survey, taken as a whole, do indeed represent a most imposing

mesod.

obstacle to the efficient functioning of urban guidance and

counseling:programs. -

The reader-may wish to examine each of the barriers In detail

aa shown in Table XIV below.,



TABLE XIV

-' BARRIERS TO GUIDANCE AM) COUNSyLING
AS PERCEIVED BY COVNSELOR ADMINISTRATORS

\ .

RANK* BARRIER ASSIGNED VALUE+

1. Lack of funds. This shortage was con- 66
'sidereTa.factor in terms of its impact
on the condition of facilities, resource
materials, and the staffing of adequate
numbers of counselors.

LaPIS,(4-or2,W,40,4.4nc,q,PXP.ar-AMP-t-
There is-an immediate need to provide
more systematic programs and operational
delineation of the counselor's role'
and function in the school system.

26

3. Administrative ini.erferenc-e. More 23
latitude was seen as needed to permit
counsllors,to organize and operate their.
programs-iaithout undue administrative
interference.

4. Need.fov additional staff. Counselor- 21
student ratios have .continued to grow
and supportive staff (clerical, para-
pyfessionals) decreased in recent years:

5. Improve student follow-up and placement 17
services. Many schools lack a systematic
program of student follow-up and placement.
Mpre leadership and direction was seen as
rileeded.

6. Better commuhications inservide. -Poor
in erc ange o n ormat on 19n continuing
problems of staff morale require immediate
attention and imaginative programs with
counselors giving leadership to them.

17

7. Poor teacher counselor coordination. 14
ten ency to compartmentalFze staff

functions has worked to create growing
isolation of staff and school counselors.

*1 =Ahighest rank.

+Rounded to neareet whole number..
- 100 -
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TABLE XIV (continued.)

a

RANK* BARRIER ASSIGNED VALUE+

8. Governmental restrictions:. I.Paisla-tiv4,!
.. action involving Aucation otten leauh

to additional:paperwork for cVnselors, '

thus taking more and more time away from
student-related activities. F.

9. Low staff morale. Stress, poor communi- 9

cations, student behavior, fiscal problems,
school closings,istaff reductions, and
the like are hailing a significant negativ6
impact on staff morale.

10. TurA-over of stu'dents in school. 9

--------IIIrl-5-71deMTnc"aritmoltyo' out of
the system and within it continues to
disrupt the continuity of school programs
.and the learning process.

11. Noncounseling dtities for counselors.
A wide range of nonguidance duties
continue to be assigned to counselorg,
resulting, in reduced tithe spent in working
with students.

9

12. ' Lack of employment opportunities for 7

youths Jobs continue to be scarce for
youth,-causing some students to drop
out of school or become incredsingly
disenchanted with their school and
community.

13.' Low level of commudity invoi;ement. 7

The absence o? a total community parti-
cipation in the work of the schools has
caused many problems to go unresolved
or to further polarize the community.

14: Lack of extended tA,,t1k beyond Achool year 7

for counselors. Cipqinselors believe that
their woriecould b't greatly improved if
they were granted Additional time-during
the stimmer'monthst.4.plan,,counsel with

i)certain students, l'alltd meet with parents.
4

- .

'fo

),*

1.01. - 11

o'



RANK* BARRIER

J5.

16

TABLE XIV (continued)
C

ASSIGNED VALUE+

Lack of suffilient governmental fundin 5

edFor scho (lance and counselihg
cos. Only a few states assist in

the fun ing of guidance services in the
public schools. It is held that this
absence of governmental funding places
guidance in a secondary position,
especially during periods of fiscal
shortages.

Contract limitations. Job satisfaction 5

37rAt.allias_significantlY_ affected by
the limiting nature of some employment
arrangements such as the lack of certain
fringe benefits. '

17. Shortage of some vocational education
prorams. There is an expressed-EgO
for an expansion in high student demand
areas for more course offeringS in
vocational education, such as auto
mechanics.

18. Hiah student/counselor ratios. The
student/counselor load.bas increased
significantly over the past slx years
in many Urban schools, making it
more difficult for students to
have one-to-one access to their counselorg.

19. Pending"Utigation. School desegregation 3.

couvi cases and olher forms of action
,tdit'Un'Against the schools have regqired
additiOnal staff, larger expenditures of
money and school leadership time in
recent par.s.

20. Stdff cutbacks. Increasingly, urban
teAchers and other Staff are being
cut in the face of taxpayer revolt and
soaring inflation.

4

Poor student evaluation. A num6er of
urban.school leaders reported dissatisfaction
with student evaluation systems, or that

no formal systematic way f evaluating
students for program pla ment exists An
their schools. 4

d

-

5
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TABLE XIV (c...ontinued),

RANK* BARRIER ASSIGNED VALUE+

22.
-ise-n-fee-iiiii.and-&lasscutting were cited
as being on the increase in a significant
number of urban schools.

23. Inferior school facilities. Older school 2

facilities are-often repaired and/or
remodeled when the need for new facilities
is clearly indicated.

24. Negative attitudes by students, staff,
and communit toward vocational edilcation.
T e att tu e t at vocat ona e ucat on s

only for a certain segment of the school
population continues to exist.

25. Poorly trained counselors coming out
of colle9e programs. It was reported
by some that recently trained counselors
often lack the necessary skills to
provide comprehensive services to urban
youth.
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V.

)

School SystemkProblems/Issues 41

.., ..r.

In examining the survey data,relative to those problems

irld issues facing each school system, once again the lack of

sufficient operating fundS -As ranked first--far ahead of all

'-141othe

(

s. Interestingly, of the remaining problems ranking in

the top ten, eight of them are "people" problems--that is,

concerns about certain kinds of behavior, the lack of knowledge,

or the effects of certain events that influence t e actions of

people- ae-see-i-ated- with - the school system. ,,k.af development

programs were cited frequently as being in need of expansion and

improvement. Teachers, administrators, and counselors must

begin to sharpen their perLnal, socj.al, and professional skills

through formal programs of inservice training.

Declining student enrollment, the upgrading of adminisfra'tive_

leadership skills, and the need for iMproved school facilities 14re

also listed as being among the top five school system problems

in many of America's urban schools.

Other school system issues and problems fdentified by

respondents included low staff morale, student deficiencies in

basic skills, frequent student discipline pro4lems and absences,

the assigning of nonguidaN: duties to counselors, and continuing

problems ilvolving social integration of both studentgland staff.

iRegrettably, the issues and problems reported in the survey
4'

%

tend to Validate the data cited earlier concerning the present

state of Amerioi's urban schools. While one can trace the origin

- 104 - 4
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of the twenty-rfive conditions lit4d to a number of sources,

there are no simplistic conclusions to be reached about the

causes of any of them. It is possible to say that some grow

out of (the lack of school funding. Others have resulted from

action taken by state or federal governmental bodies, and

,)still oth?rs can be partially attributed to the manner in

which school prbgrams and policies have been organized and

conducted. (See Table XV for a complete listing oP school

system issueN/concerns.)

)
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TABLE XV

SCHOOL SYSTEM ISSUES/CONCERNS

RAMC* PROBLEM ASSIGNED VALUE+

1. School funding deficits 84

2. Expansion of staff development prograM41--- 11

3. Declining, enrollment 27

4. Improvement of admiAistrative leadership 23

50 Improving school faCilities 17

6. Low staff morale 16

7. Lack of basic skills by students (3Rs) 16

8. Poor student discipline and attendance 14

139. Assigning nonguidance duties to
counselors

10. Int gration of students and faculty 13

(racial)

11. Need to decentralize administrative
control

13

12 Governmental control of schools,

43. Staff reductions/turn-over/incompetence

14. Need for competency testing prograM for
students Alvt

, 15. Need for improved school programs

Court-ordered desegregation

17. Need for additional staff 4teaching)

18. Student/parent apathy toward school

19. Lack of establlshed role and function
for school counselors

*1 = Ilighest rank
,-+ Rounded to nearest whole number
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TABLE XV (continued)
,

RANK* PROBLEM ASSIGNED VALUE+

20. Need for lower student/counselor ratios 6

Shortage or nonexistence of elementary 3
guidance and counseling programs

Increase- in the inc-irlence--of-s-tu4ernt
dr6pping out of school

23. Poorly organized work-itudy and job. 3

placement programs-
.

24. Inadequate systems for the.identification 3
of learning problem

25. Need for an increase in the numbers and 3

kind of bilingqal education programs
offered

/ .)
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Evaluative Instruments Used by
Urban School Counselors

Urban schools, surprisingly, use a wide variety of

staildardized tests to measure student interests and aptitudes

for vocational education placetent. This is true in terms of

both the number and ginds of tests used. 4rhe top five instruments

%identified as used most frequently were as follows:

1. Thefudey Preference Record

2. The General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB)

3. The Differential Aptitude Test (DAT)

4. The Strong Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB)

5. Xrmed Srvices Vocational Aptitude battery (ASVAB).
.

Holland's Self-Directed Search was ranked next with

approximately one in five chool districts listirig it as being

used ip their vocational education placement prograts.

Significantly, a similar number of respondents reported

liat their school district developed their own "local" tests

for vocational education and career education placem4nt.

Other tests ranked in the top ten responses were_,

Job-0

CAlitornia Occupational Preference Record

Harrington/O'Shea

Other instruments reported in the survey are shown below

in Table XVI.

-ar
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TABLE XVI

EVAMIATION INSTRUMENTS USED IN ASSESSINetvTUDENT PLACEMENT
IN URBAN SCHOOL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

RANK* EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENT ASSIGNED VALUE+

1.

2.

Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB)
......

Holland's Seli-Directed SearCh
----------

28

3. Locally developed tests 23

4. Job-0 21

3. California Occupational Preference Record 19

6. Harrington/O'Shea 6

7. NCS'- IDEAS 6

8. Career Maturity Index (Crites) 10

9. Major/Minor Finder 4

10. PIES 4

11. SRA STEA,(Science Research Associates) 4

OTHERS (not ranked)

MIQ

0
NATB

Planning Career Goals

Work Valuation Centers (Singer)

CAPS

Boy 'Scout Suryey (Boy Scout; of America)

Hall's Occupational Inventory

National Educational Development Test (NElii)

Career Placement Inventory

,q 7 hlghest rank
+Rounded to nearest. whole 4umber
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Urban Youth Issues/Problems

Again, the data 'collected in the survey tended to sub-

stAntiate information found in the liteiature of the urban

schools; that is, there is an alarming growth in the rate of

student apathy toward pchool. There ai-e probleds of student

discipline and even evidence of violence against both students

and staff. School truancy figures continue to climb and

the data additionally point to an increase in the number of

problems occurring in the urban home.

Urban students also appear to be experiencing problems in

gaining peer'acceptance and in understanding who they are and

what they want to do with their lives. At the same time, it

was reported that conflict exists'betweeb the races in an

urban enifironment which has many conflicting values and

standards to be sorted out by confused adolescentikr- Add to

this the problem posed by school progiamming and the steady

decline in urban guidance and counseling services in recent

years, and it isigossible to gain a better understanding of

401.

some of the forces which are working to make schpoling

increasingly diffillcult for our urban children And youth.

Possibly the most alarming trend in the eittire picture.of

student life in the urban setting is-the pervasive movement

toward apathy and non-involvement with problems on the part pf

. some students; teachers, and parents. One may specplate about
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other major issues or problems being ditectly related to the

lac) of sufficient dedication and commitment to improving urban_

educati n by the'people who are most directly involved in it.

"'The: data would suggest that an "I don't care anymOre" attitude

pervades the system.

A complete listing of the surveyed issues and problems

facificj youth- Yaw "be examined in-Table XVII.

1')
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TABLE XVII..

MAJOR PROBLEMS OF URBAN\ YOUTH

RANK* PROBLEM ASSIGNED VALUE+

1. Student apathy 39

2. Student discipline/violence 25

3. Poor school attendance 22

4. Child/parent relationships 17

5.- Peer acceptance/pressure

6. '''Identity problems

7. Racial relations 11

8. Conflicting social standards expected of
youth

9. Lack of relevant curriculum

10. Shortage of guidance and-counseling
services and resources

11. Poor decision-making skills fiy students 6

14

11

6

6

12. Vandalism

13. Lack of parentalconcern

OTHERS (not ranked)

: Child abuse at home

Runaways

4' Lack of respect for authority by students.

Insufficient career information

Insufficient job skills training'

Teenage duicide

%Overcrowded:schools

*1 = highest rank

Let)+Rounded to nearest whole number
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TABLE XVII (cOntinued)

RANK* PROBLEM ASSIGNED VALUE+

Student stress

Teacher apathy

Shortage of. jobs for students

7
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Major Problems/Issues of Urban Teachers

Predictably, the survey data tended to.identify often-

rei;ortqd teacher cohcerns in the top ten survey rankings.

Teachers continue to be concerned about problems of student

di.cipline and violence; student apathy-toward the schools,

poor organization of school programs, growing apathy by,parents

and the community in general toward the schools, and, of course,

insufficient salary to permit teachers to keep pace with spiraling

inflation.

It is interesting to note that of the top five problems

identified in the survey, eaCh was a problem imposed by external

conditions (e.g., by students, administrators, or parents) rather

than a personal shortcoming of the teagher.

LoW teacher.morale, student attendance, problems of

14, administrative support, large teaching.loads, and a shortage

of instructional materials were ranked sixth through tenth in

the top ten problem areas of urban teachers.

Twenty-two.additional problem areas fiave been identified

in Table XVIII. They also show that urban teachers believe they

are under growing personal and social pressure to right the

wrongs of educa-tion. What they are saying here is perhyp-that

. the problems they face on a day-to-day baais make total commit-
/

ment to education virtually impossible.
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TABLE XVIII

RANK*

MAJOR PROB1AEMS OF URBAN TEACHERS

PROBLEM ASSIGNED.VALUE+

1.

2.

3.

4.

Student discipline

Student apathy

Poor or anization of school programs

Lack of arental/community support ,

66.

55

45

34

). Insufficient salary 34

6. Low teacher.morale 29

k, Student attendance
/

26

8. Support of staff by school administration 26

9. Large teachjjj loads 24

10. Shortage of instructional resources 24

11. Nonteaching duties 21

12. Lack of basic skills by students
s

21

13. Lack of school supportive services 16

14. School financial crises 16

15. Dehumanization created by size of schools 13

OTHERS (not ranked)

Busing

Declining enrollment

Governmental requirements

Low socioeconomic home background
A

= -highest" ranking

+Rounded to nearest whole number
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TABLE XVIII (continued)

RANK* PROBLEM

Outside interference fn schools (intruders)

Special education mainstreaminctivities

School closings

Student competency testing

Staff re&iclions

Staff desegregation (racial)

Little chance of advancement in job

Inferior school facilities

Lack of teachdrs' control over profe'ssion

School desegregation

Problems with older teachers

Changing cilltural values

School violence

- 116 -/fat
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Urban School Administrator Issues/Problems

School administrators also ranked school financial problems

as their most pressing problem, followed by teacher militancy

(e.g.,, uniOnism, strikes, salary negotiations), student apathy,

student attendance, and declining school enrollment. Clearly

'the urban school administrator is under considerable pressure from

an over-taxed commUnity, disinterested or absent students, both

outspoken and apathetic parents, teachers who take an adversary

position in their dealings with school principals, and governmental

restrictions arid regulations which regularly create mounds of ,

paperwork for the increasingly frustrated urban school administrator.

Added to these are such problems as staff reduction, the need .

for curriculum reform, low staff motale, perceived inadequate

stiudent evaluation, white flight, and school desegregation

issues. It is little wonder that we have begun to see increasing

numbers of school administrators obtaining early disability

retirements from the profession or seeking other employment in

smaller suburban or rural school districts. (Ohio's Schools,

, 1977) For ae-complete listing of administrator issues and pro-

blems, see Table XIX.



TABLE XIX .

MAJOR PROBLEMS OF URBAN SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

RANK* PROBLEM

1. Budget restefctions

2. Negotiations/unionism/strikes

3. Student apathy

ASSIGNED VALUE+

68

25

24
.......... ............

4. Student attendance problems 22

5. Declining school enrollment 22,

6. Government mandated programs 20

7. Discipline problems 20

8. Apathy of staffs! 18

9. Apathy of parents F7

10. Staf( reductions/unemployment 17

11. Schools', need to be reorganized .14

12. Lack of imaginative programs to 14 4
-increase'student_interest

13. Low staff morale 12

14. Inadequate student evaluation

OTHERS (not rankéd)

White flight

School desegregaiion

Tax rebellion

Inner-city deterioration

+Rounded to-nearest Whole number
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TABLE XIX (continued)1.

RANK* rROBLEM ASSIGNED VALUE+

,/

Teacher absenteeism

Changing student personal/social values

Excessive administrative paperwork

Increasing school dropouts

Low test scores

Promotion policies for administrators

Busing

Disruptive students

Inflation (rising costs)

Teen vandalism (school and community)

Time management/sdhool communications

Shortage of administrative staff,

Increased demand from some parents



A .

I.

Major Urban Community Issues/Problems

Issues and problems of the urban community itself tended

to center around finance, school cemunications, staff morale,

inflation, and lack of confidence in school and comMunity

leaders. Of all the groups

greatest range of problems,

Eight problems

any of the others.

surveyed, this group identified the

forty-five in all.

were identified with mire fregtncy than

They were incongruent with those problems

identified by teachers and school administrators. The community

voiced concern over rising property taxes, school safety

(student violqnce), the unemployability of youth And their job

placement after graduation, poor information7sharing with the

public, and growth in the number of school closings (i.e.,

i

buildings within a given school system).
NM,

4

Truly, the range of issues and problems mirrors the social

and political plight of our urban centers in general and our urban,

11!

schools in,particular. (See Tabl X.)

k

a
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TABLE XX

MAJOR PROBLEMS OF THE URBAN COMMUNITY

RANK* PROBLEM ASSIGNED VALUE4

1.

2.

3.

Lack of money/tax revolt

Property tax

School safety (violence, vandalism)

36

25

20.4

4. Student unemployment and job placement
after graduation

18

5. 15ifferences between governmental'units 16

6. Poor public relations by schools 14

7. School closings 14

8. 'Growth in we1fat6 recipients 11

9. Students not learning basic skills 9

10. Lack of communitfinvqlvement in
the work of the .schools

9

11. Transportation/pollui'ion problems
in big cities

9

12. Loss of industry 7

13. Shortage of recreational facilities
and programs for youth

7

14. White flight from cities 7

15. Inner-ctty problems (urban,blight, etc.) 7

16. Lack of discipline in schools 7

OTHERS (not ranked)

Busing

Teacher attitudes and expectations.
a

'*1 = highest rank

+Rounded to nearest whole number. 3-)
L.)
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TABLE XX (continued)

RANK* PROBLEM ASSIGNED VALUE+

Racial tension and student unrest

-Drop-out rte

Declining enrollment

Redistricting

FaciLities for the elderly

Urban rehabilitation

Lack of student employment opportunities in urban areas

Need for bilingual education

Inflation of real estate values in the cities

Racial discrimination

Increasing crime rate

Limited curricular offerings in schools

Poor teacher and school administrator performance

Inflation

Property appraisal

st:sUelenf rights vs. parent control

NegativeAletuences of political advocacy groups

Dis pointment with elected officials

Loss of revenue (federal/state)

Energy crisis

Loss of tax base (local)

Over-popullttion (community)

Community resourées (insufficient)

Adult-and community education (need for) w
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TABLE XX (continued)

RANK* PROBLEM ASSZGNED VALUE+

Drugs, alcoholism (abuse)

State and federal regulations imposed on scflools

Overburdened services (police, fire, sgcial services)

w,
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Modification of School Counselors' *ties

V.
In surveying major urban school guidance,and counseling

administrators, the following question was asked, "What do you

believe should be 40ded to or -dropped from the school counselor's
'117

duties?"

An analysis of the responses proved to be most' interesting.

in terms of those duties which were seen as important counselor-
,

role additions, respondents-tended to recommend duties which are

group activity related.: For example, it was held that such

activities as *pup guidance and counseling, career guidance

periods in the classroom, the organizittion of pupil personnel

teams, and staff development and human relations should be given

added emplyasis and leadership by the counseling staff. An

increase in coordinating work with staff and parents also ranked

in the top ten priorities of urban school guidance and counseling'
4,

administrators.

Those duties which were seen as in need of being dropped

from the counselors' regular assignments included clerical/

administ.rative functions 'student,class scheduling, recordkeepihg,

hall monitoring, and the administration, of discipline. In short..

those duties of a clerical, judgmental, lbr adminigtrAtive nature

were deemed to be damaging to the guidance pkogram.
4

It is Clear that the assigning,of these duties to counselors

does "indeed reduce significantly the time counselors may spend

working with students in guidance and counseling pursuits. The
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assigning of counselors to. "nonquidance" duties has been a

common practice in many of our urban schools in the past; and

recent events could very well lend to an escalation in this

practice if school financial problems; facility closings, staff

reductions, etc., conttnue at their present rates in the urban

centers.

School planners, iffcluding guidance, administrators- and

the school counselors themselves, will be hard-pressed in the

future to present valid evideribe of the effectiveness of their

prpgrams of guidance and counseling. Emphasis may very possibly

be placed on program evaluation, evidence of student success

following counseling, and other such "measurable" services.

Systematic program organization will be valued and eyen demanded

over the simple oral descriptions of program effectveness of

the past.

In short, guidance and counseling services in the urban
6

schools will, in all probability, be carefully evaluated and

scrutinized and forced to prove that they are indeea worth

maintaining and/or expanding in a tightened school economy.

See Tables XXI and XXII for a complete listingivf guidance and

counseling role modifications.)
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RANK*

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

91

10.

TABLE XXI

MODIFICATION OF COUNSELOR ROLE (ADDITION7)

ADDZSTRENGHEN DUTIES ASSIGNED VALUE+

iGroup guidance and counseling

Career guidance

56

Individual counseling (special needs) 30

More direct contact with staff 23

Mdre involvement with parents 23

Direct control of role and function in
school

,

Involvement in clurriculum change
i

18

11
4

(

Pupil personnel teams 11

Staff development and human relations
activities

11

Specialized se ices in career education 11

OTHERS (not ranked),...11.
More direct contact with students

,Extended time beyond school year

More involvement with community

More involv.ement with community agencies

. Specialized services in decision making

Specialized services in teenage parenting

Specialized services in survival- skills

Ai.tendance dutlies/problems

Testing and test interpretation

+1,= highest rank
+Rounded to nearest whole number

I -44
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TABLE XXI (continued)

RANK* ADD/STREWN-JEN DUTW ASSMNED VALUE+

More service to "n6rmal student's"

More emphasis disciplinary cases

more contact w th vocational teachers

More interaction with business and industry

Improve coanselor/student ratio

Peer counseling leadership role

Drop-out couRseding/exit counseling

4dditiona1 support staf f101

U4 of computers

College-school interaction

Screen counselors before hiring (improve practice of)

Evaluation of guidance program (formal)

and follow-up services,

Professional development

Improvement of couhselor education

?ncrese supportive services (e.g., Psycholo9igal)

Research. activities
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TABLE XXII

MODIFICATION OF COUNSELOR ROLE (DROP)

RANK*, DROP DUTIES ASSIGNED VALUE+

1. Clerical/administrative duties

Student class scheduling 37

3. Recordkeeping 34

4, Hall monitoring 20

5. Administering discipline 12

6. Substituting for teachers when absent 12

7. Lunchroom monitoring 8

8. Processing transfer students 8

9. Handling special "adjustment" cases 8

)110. Quasi-administrative responsibilities

THERS (not ranked)

Control by building principal

Collecting student,fees

Test administration

Witnessing punishment

Emphasis on college counseling

Emphasis on personal adjustment counseling

Health duties

Adherence to regular school da'y schedule

Redefine role and function of counselors

Attendance hearings
44.

*1 = highest rank

+Rounded tb nearest whole number
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Summary of Problems and Issues

It in interesting that the data collected in this survey

relative to thd major problems of public schools L-Ilipare most

favorably wits studies performed by the National Center for

ducation Statistics ovef the past ten years. (See Appendix D.)

The general public continues to voice considerablie concern

over a perceived lack of discipline in the urban school. Pro-

blems of school integration, segregation, and busing prevail.

Lack of financial support and declining, teacher competence

are epidemic. Congruency between the studies was also' observed

in the identification of such problems as poor curriculum, the'

use of drugs, parent and student apathy, lack of proper

facilities, the growth of crime and violence in the schools,

and the inappropriateness of school board policies.

Simil*rly, teachers and public school administrators
4

listed many of the same problems and issues in their responses

to the National.Center's survey.

Without question, public school educators, students, and

parents will continue to labor under the pressures of discontent,

apathy, and a general public which knows what it doesn't like

about education but rarely can reach concensus on what it doet

like or want. The need for increased public participation in

educational decision making and planning is critical if these

divergent criticisms are ever to be directed into poSitive

school policy changes and Other substantive actions. .These

129 -
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actions, above all, must be responsive to this growing public

concern and take into consideration the quality of pygrams

and direction in which urban education will travel In the decade

ot the '80s.

The State of the Art of Career Guidance and Counselins
_

Career Counseling Stipport Systems

It was apparent from the data collected in the survey that

there are some major concerns`Vhich need careful examination in

our urban glareer guidance and :(3unseling centers, wh.ile some

conditions reflect positive growth and hope for the future.

The data reported belowWere collected during the winter

of 1979 and are statistically
representative of the more than

one hundred major urban schools identified earlier in Chapter 2.

This is reflected in the relatively even spread of geographical

regions and size of school districts responding to the survey

as reported'earlier, also in Chapter 2.

Questions were posed in the survey to ascertain the

strength of existing career support systems in t

schools.
A

be preseht in any school counseling program at th

It2s determined that five essential

urban

ments should

support level.

There should be adequate staff, both professional and clerical;

ample budget to carry out the guidance and counseling program

goals; functional facIpties which would permit a wide range of

It

guidance and counseling activities with both individuals and

groups of students; and finally, each SchoQ1 shoild have 'an
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expticity stated role and function for its school counseling

staff to follow in delivering services to youth.

cbtinselina staff strength. In terms of the adequacy of

professional staff, it was reported that 58..8 percent of the

schools'did have adequate numbers of school counselors; however,

a significant rium6er--41.2 percent or twenty-eight of the surveyed

schools--responded that their level-of, staffing was margihal to

inadequate. Extrapolating these data to the largest population

of urban schools, one must say that a condition of undOrstaffing

in four of ten urban schools is clearly a condition which places

nearly five million students in school settings which have

marginal to insufficient numbers of,professionally trained school

counselors.

Clerical staff strength. An equally disturbing finding

related to staffing levels for school counseling 'showed that

three out of four urban school counseling programs had marginal

to inadequate clerical support personnel. Seventy-five percent

of the respondents slid that their schools had less than adequate

assistance in this vital support area. One may speculate on

the extent to which this shortage of personnel impinges on the

counselor's time and energy, remembering that "excessive paper-

'work" was listed as a major problem by a significant number of

counselors.

Guidance and community budgets. In like manner, the

survey data indicated that over half of the respondents reported

only marginal to inadequate bud ets for opei-ating their school'



guidance and counseling programs (54:4 percent), leading one to

conclude that a sizable majority of urban students have little

,or.no access to current career and guidance related literature,

computer-assisted guidance information, and other such resource

4 information: Similar,ky, school counselors in growing numbers

aro finding it increasingly difficult.to participate in regional

and national professional growth conferences due to the shortage

ofprogramfundswhichipprevious years had been allocated for

such experience.

Guidance facilities. A majority of the reSpondents reported

that the guidance and counseling facilities in their schools were

adequate (52.9 percent), while nearly two in five characterized

their-facilities as marginal (35.3 percent), and nearly one in

ten held them to be inadequate (7.4 percent). Clearly, just as

in the examination of staff and budget, the eOndition df physical

surroundings and the quality of space hvailAble for counselor

use was at a most unacceptable level of simply marginal or

inadequate in over two out of every five urban schools. This

investigation finds these data most disturbing, since the absence

of these elemental services, operating funds, .and facilities can

post subsi.antial,barriers to even the most gifted and ingenious

of counselors.

Counselor role and function. Finally, in the examination

of career counseling support systems, it was found that the

eXistence of explicit counselor role and function'guidelines waS'

more the rule than the exception in urban school counseling 0
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programs. Counselor administrators, in 56 percent of the

responding schools, indicated that adequate written statements

of counselor role and function were in effect in their schools

and of these, 80 percent had the approval and support of the

school distri:Ots' top leadership. This, however, also means

that a significant number of urban counselors are operating their

programs under written policies which are considered to b
00

eFther marginally effectiVe or totally inadequate. Again, as

with the other elements of the counselor support system, a

regrettably high level of marginality and/or inadequacy exists

in terms of the existence of written policy for Icounselor involve-7

ment And level of responsibility in the school.
,q

Another highlY signifitant finding related to counselor role

and function was the a'nswer to the question, "If your schools

have a written role and function statement for counselors which

has been approved by the'superintendent, do you find it to be

raliffective?"

Nearly 30 percent (29.4 percent) of he respondents reported

that even those statements having top administrative approval

were marginal to inadequate. This condition is indeed most 4

/alatming. It luggests that fewer than 40 percent of all urban'
/

school guidance and.counseling programs have approved, systemlltic
/

4-

programs for directing the delivery of service to our youthZ
, .

This abgence of opqxational program goals and of individually

functional guidance and counseling roles may indeed partially
IN

explain why-there is a tendency for counselors to be thrust,
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into many "nonquidance" activities. This also may, in part,

--Jexplain thW rapid expansion of counselor activity to.a host of

peripheral administrative and recordkeepinq duties in rficenilge

years.

Summarly.

Certainly, the data reported in the five support system

area Above describe serious barriers to a significant number

of urbcin school guidance and counseling programs. It should be '

apparent that any school program,or service which lacks sufficient

supportive services, materials, and facilities will, by necessity,

demonstrate this lack of support through a resultant delivery of

marginal to inadequ'ate services to our youth and others.

VoCational Education Program Placement
ariakelated Career Counseling Information

in the Urban Schools

Vocational Education, Participation

Student participation in vodational education programs in

urban school settings ha,s shown marked increase over the past

five_years. Survey data indicated that student involvement in

vocational education programming in the responging school

di triZts ranged from 250 students in the smallest school district

to er. 85,000 in the largest one. The mean level of participation

for sixty schools responding to the survey was 10,924 stu-

dents. The breakdown of male-female prd6ram participation,

without regard to types of vocational program, showed that male

and female participation was ev,enly distributed with 51.04 percent
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male participation and 48.96 female enrollment levels in.urban

vocational education.

Evaluation ProcedurT
At

In terms of the extent to which formal evaluation programs

have been established to measure student interest, aptitude,

and other related indicators for use in vocational education

program placement, it is evident that this most important involve-

ment is in need Of closer scrutiny and study. Of sixty reporting

:chool districts, over half (52.9 percent) responded that no

formal, systematic evaluation process has been established for

acquiring quantitative information about student interests,

aptitudes, and the like4. In fact, less than four school districts

in ten reported the existence of any kind of formal evaluative

process (35.3 percent). This leads one to conclude that a con-

sidnable amount of student placement iR vocational education

prokr'ams is being done without the 'benefit of this valuable, .

da based source.

CareertCounseling Supplies

Another good index of a career counseling.program's

relative pot'ential for assisting students is the degree to which

career guidance andt(tounseling resources are available to school

counselors. In responding .to the statement regarding the re-,

sources and materials which are presently available to school

6ounselors for use in th6 career guidance and counseling programs

in,théir school system, the fbllowing responses were given;
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Plentiful and regularly updated (33.0 percent)

Adequate but in need Of updating (41.2 porc'ent)

The total responsibility of each school (10.3 percent^
--\

Inadequate (13.2 percent)

once again, the data p4nts to another condition within

the\careor counseling process which undoubtedly reflects a lack
\

of sufficient support and leads to serious weaknesses in the

day-to-day effectiveness of school guidance and counseling

practices in this case, the sharing and interpretation of current

career and job placement information with students. Nearly 65
411111i

percent of the respondents maintained that the availability of

career resources in the urban schools is somewhat less than

adequate. Clearly, this condition, as others noted earlier, is

closely related to growing shortages of operating Monies in the

urban schools, but one must also question whether this condition

will be corrected once funding crises are no longer a problem.

The question becomes, "Have urban school administrators given

appropriate attention and support to career guidance and counsel-

ing programs in the past?" And, "Do present fiscal problems,

^
in and of themselves, sufficintly explain the apparent low

levels of guidance and counseling program support from the top

which now exists in many of our secondary schogls?." 1

Guidance Software Supplies
0

A condition which ranks even lower than career resource

support in our schools was further detailed in the data Pertaining
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to other school guidance and Qounsblinq program needs. It was

determined that the presence of suflicient-quantities of soft-

ware suppliet were judged to he inadequate in six out of ten

surveyed schools (61.8 percent) ; while more durable and non-
.*

expendahle hardware supplies, such as typewriters, telephones,

tape recorders, etc., were held to be in addquate to optimal

supply (0.3 percent).

Obvious1T, counselors are saying that their most.pressing

concern in terms of equipment needs is for current resource

matt,rials which can be updated on a regular.basis, such as

career films, job briefs, government publications, testing devices

and the

Counselor Support Systems

To what extent is guidance and Counseling supported in yrban

schools in terms of supportive measures taken by the schools'
-

leadership? Data pertaining to counselor inservice training,

counseling staff strength, and other such factors are examined

below.

It is evident, based on the respohses of the counselor

administrators,.that a majority Of the urban school counselors

represented in the survey have access to well-planned and

regular inservice education opportunities 63.2.percent), but

a significant numberthree in ten--meet only "when the' need

exists" or not at all (32.3 percent). It is evident

that for some urban scnool counselofs, few opportunities
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are nresent to meet reonlarly for Ourposes of

professional growth. One may speculate that in these cases

there may be a schopl-wide policy which prohibits participatidn

in meetings during the school day or that counselors have such a

large number ot nonguidance duties that tl ir presence in the

school building at all times is required. Whatever the facts

may be, there is most assuredly a case to be made Iv extending

more opportunies to counselors for personal and professional

growth experiences in those school systems so affected.

counselor-gtudent Ratios

Regarding levels of full-time counselor staffing, the data

reveal that counselor-student ratios in most urban school districts

responding to the survey were at or near a four-hundred to one

ratio (400:1) with the mean ratio for all sixty-eight districts

falling at three-hundred seventy-eight to one (378:1). While

less than hall of the schools reported, that some gtate aid was

available for guidance and counseling services (45.6 percent),

only three in ten school districts indicaa-that a specific.

student/counselor ratio waslkandated by their state government

(32.4 perceng. It is also interesting to note that of thoe

schoolssystems where a particular ratio is mandated"by the state,

over 90 percent of those schools reported they were in compliance

with the state regulation (91.2 percent). An important observation

to be made here is the fact that a relatively, large number of

schools are not compelled to meet a given state standard in
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staffing school guidance and counseling staff (e.y., 54.4 per-

cent of the res)onding school syst4ms). They are, in point of'

tact, on their owh to decide the nuMhers of school e--r- -lelors

they wish to staff in each of their schools.

In short, the data reveal that while school staffing levels

ear tO be within accepted ratios as reported in the survey,

.state financial support for this critical school sétvice is not

available to over fovr in ten of the schbol systems responding

to the survey (42.6 percent) . Shortages of career guidance

,611 counselipq software supplies present a formidable barrier to
..

the successful delivery cif. this service, and an alarmingly high

number of counselors do not have the opportunity to participate
I

In a.regularly'scheduled program of professional development.

expe'riences.
Ps

counselor Extended Service

One promising trend which has apparently Come about because

of increased demand for counseling services is the trend toward

ektended couRselor services. Over half of th6 surveyed school

systems have made allowances for such extended counselor service,

usually during the summer months (55.9 percent). Extended selvice

is typically scheduled to provide counselors the opportunity for

program planning and evaluation activities as.well as time to

work with certain students in the less demanalig atWiLphere of

the summer school program.

Another encouraging trend is in the are'a of counselor
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specialization in servicing the vocatconal education needs of

students. Nearly half of the surveyed schools provide specially

trained "vocational counselors" for students In their districts

(48.4 percent). SChool stafffnq levels rantje from two vocational

counselors in a relatively small schdol distrIcteopiXty-ohef;,

vocational counselors in the-largest district reSpOnriing;t0 the

stir vf_Ny.

L;stly21_Sxstem Data

s

A number of key questions were posed in the survey'to

identify certain school district ,citemographic and organiZational

data in order to obtain a clearer understanding pf Certain

conditions in our urban schools. These questions include the

following concerns:

: Vocational education program organization

1Racial characteristics

Administrative decision makers

Teachers with counseling' certification

Job placement programs

Evaluation instruments used city-wide

Graduate follow-up activities

Student drop-out rates

Maior 'student problems

A,summary ofillthe data obtained from this examination is
ot,

detailed below.

A -
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Vocational Education .Program Organization

The general organization and programming of vocational

education programs in the urban schools are predominantly de-

centralized; that is, programs have been established in each of

the senior high schools of the school districts (86.6 percent)

lather than being housed in a few centralized vocational centers.

The emphasis still- remains on establishing certain common pro-

qrams in all schools with other "specialized" courses in selected

schools. There is, hciwever, a discernable trend in some states,

such as Ohio, toward the concept of regional skill centers which
A

contain a wide.range of vocational education training experiences.

Some cities have located these centers in geographical sectors

which facilitate student access to them. Highly imaginative

arrangements have been made to provide transportation, system-

wide course scheduling, student selection formats, and other

logistical matters. But the fact still remains that nearly nine

out of ten school systems surveyed still prefer the decentralized

organizational approach to programming urban vocational education
4

offerings.

Racial Characteristics

The racial composition of the sixty-eight schools responding

to the sutvey expressed in composite mean figures/for each category'

was as follows:

White - 57.55 percent

Black - 29.38 percent

Hispanic - 9.19 percent
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Oriental 1.58 percent

Native American .59 percent

other 1.67 percent

These demographic figures closely correspond to national '.

averages for each racial group and further document the represent- ,

ative nature of the survey sample. 0

Administrative Decision Makers

The number of top level administrative decision makers,

the superintendent and his immediate advisors, varied from one

school district to another depending upon the student population

levels for a given school district. The nuMber of top school

officials ranged from two in the smallest school system in the

sample to twenty-three in the largest. The mean number of

officials for the entire sample was eight. These data have

general significance since they tend to confirm that, the locus

of leadership authority in major school systems tends to remain

central with only the number of officials involved in the

decision-making process varying on the basis of system size.

There were no examples of a building-level administrator being

included in the list of top-level administrators in anY of the

responding school districts.

Teachers with Guidance and Counseling Credentials

There is a growing ttend for teachers to return to college

for graduate training in school guidance and counseling. After

having done so, they frequently experience difficulty in finding
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a 'counseling position in an urban school. Survey data indicated

that a considerable number of teachers have qualified and received

state certification. The number of teacher/counselor personnel

ranged from one to 401 in the survey sample. ClearAt, a growing

number ot teachers have completed,school counselor training and

presently constitute a rather impressive "counseling pool,"

as it were, in many of our rban schools. While this training

hopefully has assisted the affected teachers in their classroom

experiences with student behavior problems, understanding the upes

of tests, and other related guidance and counseling skills, the

recent expansion of this number of "noncounseling" counselors

is most probably attributableto the previously discussed urbam

problems of declining enrollment, school clAings, and a

tightening school budget.

Job Olacement Programs

Fewer than four in ten school systems reported the existence

of a centralized job placement center in their district (35.3

percent), but another 12 percent indicated that plans we e upder

way to establish such a center in the future. This growth in

the concept of centralized placement services appears to be a

service which shows signs of expanding even further in coming

years in our urban schools since 60 percent of the respondents

observed that there is a growing need for such a center in "their

school system.
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Evaluation Instruments Used on a City-wide Basis

In addition to those testing instruments identified in

Table XVI, respondents also identified five tests' used frequently

to prepare vocational interest and aptitude profiles when

identifying and placing students in vocational education programs.

They were the General Aptitude Test Battery (57.4 percent), the

Differential Aptitude Test (50 percent), the Strong Vocational

interest Blank (38.2 percent), the Kuder Preference Record (60.3

percent), and the Ohio Vocational Interest Survey (33.8 percent).

Considering the number and kind of tests used in our urban

schools, one would assume that the appraisal of factors for

selection and placement of students in vocational programs would

be clearly established in most of the urban schools, but 56 per-

cent of the respondents stated that the testing of student

interests and aptitudes for vocational education placement was

"not sufficiently otganized to validly idritify student skills

and interests."

Much work, it appears, needs to be done'-in the area of

student evaluation and program placement in order to assure more

appropriate student program choices in the future.
AO

Graduate Follow-up Studies

The urban schools, as a group, scored well ib the area of \

graduate follow-up activities. The data revealed that two-thirds

of the survey group have active graduate follow-up programs in

place. Half of the schools reported that these programs are
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conducted by the individuhl schools and the other half reported

that they are performed by some department of the ceiltral office.

Over three in ten of the respondents indicated that their schools

performed no follow-up studies .at all.

nrop-out Rates

student drop-out rates were recorded for a representative

sampling of the respondents. These dhta show rates ranging from

l percent to 35 percent with a mean drop-out figuxe for the

surveyed schools being 6.6 percent, a consider4ble radUcpIqN4
Atip

when compared with the student drop-out rates of the late 13k'

and early '70s.

Major Student Problems

Six commonly reported student problem areas were listed in

the survey for possible identification by the respondents as major

system-wide problems. They are: school failure (76.5 percent),

sc ool truancy (73.5 percent), drug abuse (63.2 percent), student .

employment (inability to find full or part time work) (60.3 per-

cent), teenage pregnancy (45.9 percent) and teenage alcoholism

(38.2 percent).

Please note here that each percentage figure indicates the

percent of respondents who have checked a given factor' as being
I.

a major problem in their school system--not the number of studerits

in the sampled schools experiencing these problems. Still, these

figures, consiaei.ed with those shown earlier in Tables XTV'and

XVIII, serve as a xough barometer of the major 6arriers Which

lie in the path'of teachers, parents, and most especially, urban
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youth as they proceed through their craically important

'secondary school years.

Summary----
This chapter has discussed the current state of the art of

our tiwban schools. Major issues and problems which were identified

in _the national survey were presented in order of the frequency

in which they were reported by responding school administrators.

The data validate the existence of many fproblems, both in

the urban communities themselves and in the manner in which school

pidance and counseling services are presently organized, fUnded

staffed, and conducted.

An analysis of these data and considered recommendations

improving the delivery of career guidance and counseling services

in the urban schools are the subjects of the concluding chapter

of this investigation.



CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE PEOJECTTONS

TodAy's counselor must have the background and skills to
communicate with badness, labor, and industrial management
in a meaningful manner, and in a like manner relate to the
students theopportunities available to them in the community,
the skills required, and the related school work required.
The counselor should be available to students of the

. -

community who have dropped out of school And require career
and/or on-the-job guidance. The school has a responsibility
to'assist and guide each young person within the school
district, until he/she graduates or reaches the age of elfIht6e1l

years. (Fallstrom, 1977),

ak .

Summary

Strong messages are being sent to educators from all sectors

of the urban community. Certainly, the central message of this

investigation is that urban education can no Jonger operate in a

traditional, isolated, self-Tegulating, and buteaucratic way.

In large part, this insulation from the community it is to

serve' has accounted for much of'the trouble that has beset big-

city education in the last decade. The issues and problems facing

urban educators have been painfully detailed in this paper; or,

possibly more,to the point, issues and problems which urban

educators have chosen to:.ignore or treat as passing stages in

the educational growth cycle. Certainly, urban citizens cannot

be accused of fdiling to adequately articulate their displeasures
A

and grievances in terms of what they found wrong or wished to bel

right with 61eS educational institutions. The decade of the

r".
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'70s was replete with voluminous educational needs assessMent

efforts performed jointly by school officials and community

participants, with the end result being the clear aelineation

of those issues anlOconcerns which the community believed

deserve4oattention and resolution.

Sadly, many of these problems still are with us and will

continue to be until they are. confronted 1"and ameliorated.

'Common Problems

Urban schools have much in common, including many of he

following kinds of problems:

Urban schools are large and often impersonal.
Students and staff can "get lost" in them if
appropriate steps are not taken to facilitate

.
and encourage various forms of communication
and problem resolution.

Urban schools are operating with less than
adequate fiAnancial support. Inflation, mis-
management, declining enrollment, §overnmental
redulations, and loss of,public confidence
have drained criticallyaneeded money away from
school trealuries. Cutbacks,,school clospings,
staff lay-offs, and shortages of educational'
materials are fast becoming commonly used
descriptors in discussiOns of urban school
performance.

Student and ipment apathy toward education appears
to be-growing in many areas of the nation. sf
Truancy and class cUtting are on.the increase in
many seconaik schools.

Crime, vandalism, and stealing are major problems
/In many of our urban schools.

Some forms tf drugs, tuch as marijuana and alcohol,
are;being used in increasing quantities by greater
numbers of students-
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Present curricular offerings are inappropriate and in
need of evaluation and change.

Teachers and school administrators in greater
numbers are leaving the protussion in disclus
over the mounting pressures and the unresolved
problems which pervade urban education--problems
such as student attitudes, teaching load, extra
responsibilities, lack of cooperation of other
staff members, poor salary, and the lack of
adequate materials, resources, and school
facilities.

In short, if urban educators wish to commiserate with one

another, they have much to discuss.

Career Guidance and Counselin

Similarly, urban career guidance and counseling services

are faceoNwith mounting problems and, just as in the case of

urban education at Alrge,'the problems confronting school guidance

and counseling have been with us for some time. The survey

identified many of the Same barriers to quality guidance and

counseling services that the National Advisory Council for

Vocational Education found nearly nine years ago. These barriers

include--

Nonguidance assignments;

Shorage of operating funds;

Poorly delineated roles and job functions

Lack of cooperation and consultation between
academic and vocational eduoators;

Administrative interference with counselors;
A

Shortages in counseling and clerical st:aff;

Lack of current guidance and counseling materials
and resources;
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Inappropriately high student-counselor ratios;

Poor or nonexistent evaluation procedures for
meagnring counselor performance;

Over-emphasized counselor involvement with
college-bound students;

Few systempatic programs of career counseling,
job placement, and student follow-up studies Are
in place and working in our urban schools;

Under7utilization of community r:esources;

Reluctance to work with groups of:students
in guidance and counseling relationships;

Limited knowledge of the world of work;

Poor public image as that of a "coffee drinker"
and a person never available when needed;

Inability to relate with and assist many ethnically
different students in the urban setting.

o ofc

These and other problfts continue to plague the school

counSeling profession, and there seems to be little hope for

their immediate resolution.

The Urban Environment

Little comfort was found in examining the complex make-up

of the contemporary urban environment of America. In,fact, the

very diversity that characterizes urban America has certainly

had some part to play in the veritable explosion or urban

education problems described.in Chapter 3. The brightest hope

for urban education is in its potential for a joining together

of physical resource's, human talents, and the vast amounts of

aggregated knowledge which nurtured the urban centers in their

ascendancy years.
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Cle'arly, before our cities can effectively achieve these

kinds of transformations, our leaders.and citizenry must first

recommit themse1ves to the inherent "alue of cities fl places

where poeple can grow physically and psychologictAlly.

It is abundantly clear, too, that new directions must be

taken in urban education, and these new directions must be

taken soon if many of the lingering problems noted above are to

be met and,resolved.

Guidance and Counselin9 - A Time for Change

The 11,1vature is clear when it.speaks of past practices
-

in the field 6f school guidance and.counseling. Without question,

counselors and counselOr educators built a system in' the late

1950s and the decade of the
i
'60s whiCh rested largely on the

foundation of individualAtounseling activities And college

attendance related job functions. Many of the vOstiges of these

days still remain today to constrict and stifle creative change

in counselor in-school programming and counselor training emphases

in our universi es.

Again, as has been the case for over ten years, the call is

for a change to a more systeMatic Plan of accountability; a plan

that takes into consideration the realitios of the wide range of

services demanded from counselors and the limited funds available

to counselors for conductlng these programs and services. Clearly

what is needed is a methodology fok reforming school guidance

and counseling and this must come goon. t

4r
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Methodolo(jies and Models

Models for improving the delivery of career guidance and

counselinq servieqs in our urbati schools were found'to he

theoretically sound, but a closer examination of their uSe in

actual school career program's suggested that their elaborate

detail and reliance on accurate information_related to student

needs and self-understanding often made them unsuitable in the

fallible world of the urban school. An alternative approach

was suggested, based on modifications of existing career

counseling models and emphasizing an aggregation of comMiThity

talents, resources, and strengths. An operational, action-ba.sed

career counseling model has.been prepared by.the writer and is

described in detail in a separate publication entitled, 'An

Action-Based Aggregation Model for Career Guidance and Counseling

prepared as a part of the Urban Schools of America Series.

State of the Art 1979

A considerable body of information was generated from the

data obtained in the "National Survey of Large-City Career

Counseling Services." Seven basic questions were answered by

the survey respondents--questions that had to do with the kinds

of barriers thAt exist to block effective career counseling in

our urban schools; the kinds of major issues and problems that

v
exis in our urban centers themselves that impact negatively on

educ\ion; the availability of funds,for career guidance and

counseling; the nvmbers of counselors staffed in our urban
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srhools; the kinds of unique-prokframs and services being

developed in our urban schools, the actions needed to improve

the quality of urban icareer counseling services; theoational

directions and coordinating efforts needed to strengthen and

expand these services. The 'implications for change and rec-

ommendations for future courses of action suggested by these

data are enumerated below.

Conclusions

Career guidance and counseling services in the urban,

schools require immediate attention and change today, There

simply is no better way to phrase it. Critically important

youth services arelgrossly under-funded in a,majority of our

urban schools in terms of program operating funds, the hiring

of support staff, and, in some cases, the staffing of minimal

numbers of school counselors can lead only to minimal success

or marginal failure.

006grams of career guidance and counseling, more often

than not, lack a systematic model or operational plan of

action. Most schools tend to give more emphasis to other

guidance and counseling priorities but openly admit they need

to give more attention and study to the business of upgrading

their schools' career guidance and counseling services.

To further complicate these conditions, school administrators

frequefttly assign "nonguidance" duties to counselors, .ranging

from substitute teaching assignments to purely clerical functions.
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pract ice lite; taken place for a considerable number of years

in some schools and appears to he increaliing as school fiscal

matters titIliten. ;(-)me eftort has been made by counselor

associations and counselor administrators to delineate clear

and specific counselor responsibilities, hut these efforts. have

been only partially succes!Iful. Consequently, scores of

counselors across the country continue to ho assigned to many.

inappropriate school duties. "Ale erosion of counseling services

to youth caused by this practice is significant uiid undoubtedf

has a deleterious effect on overall performance of a given

school's guidance and counseling programs, not to mention the

negative influences this practice has on counselor morale and

job satistaction.

Many counselors admit that they need to sharpen their

professional skills or fearn new ones throhgh programs.of

school inservice and professional growth experiences. Sadly,

the evidence shows that in as many as one-third of our urban

, .

schools little or nothing-is being done to organize and conduct

such programs. Carefully planned inservice and staff develop-
,

1

ment programs are most urgently Deeded for.all urban school

staf,4 if they are to effectively meet the challenges posed by

the myriad of school problems noted earlier in this investiga-

tion. ExperienCed 'counselors, with special group dynamics A

skills, in fact, should be leaders in any staff renewal programs.

The funding of a majority of our urban guidance and counsel-

ing programs still falls to 'the individual sllool system and its
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(;eneral operating fund. There are a few federal programs which

provide some partial funding for urban guidance and counseling as

an ancillary part of a larger program such as CPTA and others.

This lack of governmental support, both at the state and federal

levels, has placed school guidanceand counseling in a marginal

position in.many of our urban schools, making it subject to the

t

ebb apd flow of administrative bias Nigol funding stability,

and other such mercurial events.

Over the years, school counselors have achieved only

marginal success in evaluating the impact of their actions and

programs. A need still exists in most urban schools to provide

valid data relative to explicit and observable guidance and

counseling practices. In short, counselors have to demonstrate'

what they are doing and prove how effectively they are doing it.

No longer will the public accept the notion that these services

are not subject to objective evaluation. Considering the times,
/1

counselors, counselor educators, and school administrators must
4

begin to pay more attention to program accountability activities.

The public not only needs to know, they are increasingly demand-

ing that they be given objective evidenceof school successes

and failures.

In
)
summary, it is evident that career guidance and counsel-

.

ing fieNc,s. in our urban schools--

are not properly funded;

lack adequate supplies, resources, and personnel;

need to develop systematic plans and program models
to improve upon the scope and quality of such services



(

as job placement, career development, and student
follow-up activities;

need to establish operational professional role
and function statements which are approved by
the school leadership and carefully followed;

are facing more and more pressure to add more
duties, including those of-a .clerical,
and profe,ssional nature at a time when staff
reductions and/or shortages are at an all-time high;

require more intensive inservice training and skill
development experiences;

must dramatically improve their communication
skills with urban school staff and the community
to deal with mamif of the pressing problems facing
the urban schools today.

The time is long overdue for these deficiencies to be given
Now

the attention and action they deserve if career guidance and

counseling services are to become a fully functioning educational

service in the urban schools of America.

Future Projections

0

If the data cited throughout this investigation accUrately

describe the current state of urban guidance and

counseling services in our schools, one cannot ove;-state the

need for a concerted effort at all levels of education, govern-.

ment, and the private sector for swift resolution of these

deficiencies and internal barriers. The time for criticism

and the placing of blame for the shortcomings of the school

counseling profession should be over; the time for collaboration

and the constructive study and resolution of these problems

should, finally, have arrived.
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A number of recommendations for action are/

deserving ot,immediate consideration'and action:

1. Resolution of the funding pioblems facing LI,,),An

school guidance and couneling should be gfven

priority treatment by national, state, and local

public and private sector leaders:.

2. The counseling profession must begin to formulate

more systematic and objectively metiSbrable programs

of career development and career guidance and

counseling services, based on collaborative, aggregated

efforts of the total community.

3. State departments of education should establish

enforceable standards for school guidance and

counseling, including explicit student-counselor

ratios, role and function, minimum standards, and

funding allocations. These standards should be

closely tied to funding sanctions when departures

from these standards are detected.

4. Quality program materials and guidelines need to
(1`

be developed at the national level to assist

counselors in improving such conditions as school

communication skills, guidance and counseling .

evaluation, the development of quality

programs of inservice education and staff

development, student evaluation strategies and
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tormats, upgrading or establishment of.stment

job placement and student follow-up activities,

increased utilization of counselor expertise in
.4

school human relations matters, and other such

program involvements.

Recent technological advances must be more fully

exploited by our urban schools to 'keep pace with

rapid change.

0

Computer-kassisted guidanc'e information,

multimedia learning techniques, closed-circuit

television uses, and the ike are just a few of the

resources that must be made available to school

counselors if they are to keep pace with the

explosion of information that students so desperately

need in making sound educational, personal, and

career decisions.

6. A national conference of large-city superintendents

needs to be convened to discuss possible common

strategies for improving career guidance and

counseling services and to formulate recommendations

to be presentel to Congress and state legislative

bodies to resolve the financial'plight of'urban school

guidance and counseling programs.

7. Standards of school counselor competency need to

be prepared and applied in the evaluation of

counelor performance. Every attempt should be

made to identify the counselor whose performance

l58.1.10



is deemed below acceptable levels of competence.

The policing of the profession of counseling of

inefttive and/or incompetent counselors would

open the door for some of the growing numbers of

teachers who have received state certification as

counselors, but have found it impossible to obtain

counseling positions.
4

. Students must be included in the decision-making

processes of the urban schools. Counselors, in

their role as student advocate, shoUld take the

lead in advancing this movement. Stuelent involve-

ment in school planning and decision making is

imperative if the schools are to resolve the

problems of youth apathy, vandalism, truancy,

and other related student problem's.

9. A number of urban school leaders have developed

and successfully implemented exemplary programs

and student services. These activities should

be shared regularly with all.urban school leaders.

The on-going interchange and sharing of innovative

concepts.among urban school leaders should be .

guaranteed,through the establishment of an urban

education information clearinghouse. This, of

iourse, would include the sharing Of'recent

developments in cai-eer guidance and counseling

work and related activities.



10. And, finally, considerable attention must he

tliven to the whole process of change within the

kirban schools. ModelT-; for change used in the

past typically have focused on the n410n of

specialization, where a qi n textbook e

Idopted or a packaged pr H rai is accepted for.

use in the school sys A more suitable and

functional model for change in today's urban

schools would appear to be one that focuses on

the total range of resources to yhich the schools

have access. An aqgregational model would seek

to redefine the authority and the roles of

counselors, teachers, administrators, students,

13..and parents in ,ale ation to one another. It would

recognize that the media through which students .

_

learn are many and diffuse, and would emphasille the

coordination of all the experiences of the

aggregation within a well-defined but open educational

organization. There is nothing new about this

particular course of action except that it is

rarely used in our schools. It is apparent from

the data obtained in this investigation that it

is an idea whose time has come. The materials

prepared\as companion documents o this study haye
w

each utilized major features of his model and I

call them to the readet's attention for possible field

testing and/or personal6examination.

1
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APPENDIX A

NATIONAL SURVEY OF

LARGE-CITY CAREER
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fDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

(Individual School District Information^ will NOT be Reported in

Any Reports Produced e this stuai)

NAME OF SCHOOL USTAI(T-Y

PERSON.(S)-MMPLETING SURVEY .

ADDRESS

CITY zxrf

OFFICE PHONE NUMBER

TITLE (S)

DATE 'COMPLETED

I.

PLEASE FORWARD THE COMPLETED SUROW AND REQUESTED MATERIALS .TO

DR/ KEITH D. BARNES IN THE ENCLOSED, SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.
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I. CAREER COUNSEL-1'NC biePPOPT SYSTEM

Question: Are the resources and/or conditions identified below
adequate, marginal,Hor -inadequate in A majority of
the secondary schools in your system?

e"

Adq. Marg. Inadq.

(Please Circle One)

A.

B.

Staff (Professional)
(i.e. Counselors)

Staff (Clerical) 1.

2.

2.

C. Budget for Guidance and
Counseling Materials and
Resouices (.g. Books, Career

40Mploration Materials, Office
Npplias, etc.) 1. 2.

D. Facilities (e.4. Office.Space,
telephons, conference areas,
ventilation, office equipment,
etc.) 1: 2.

E. 'Role and Function 1. 2.
14.

3.

3.
4

3.

3.

3.

Question.: Has a System-wide Statement of Counselor Role and )

Function been prep4red And approved ,by the Superin,
tendenf, or the SChool Board? Yes No

- -0 .
(Circle One)

.

If YES, do you c9nsider this statement to be EFFEgic

TIVE in Defining the Professidnal Responsibilitidlr
_of Counselors in your Schbol District?

(t)

.

TI. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROdRAM-PLACEMENT AND
RELATED CAREER COUNSELING INFORMATION'

. .

, .

.

A. Qu'estion: Wat is b_he present System-wide studefit p9pdla-'
tion.offyour School DistAct pc-l2)?

a.

Prr
.

."4: '4F `t:

(Please circle the,most
appropriate reeponie.)

\e

r;":

'No. of'Students
(K-12) in System

-1f4-



0

44.

B. Question: How many students are currently _enrolled in
Vocational Education Programs in your School
nistric0

Total No. of Students
enrolled in Vocational
Education Programs

Male Female
(If Available)

C. Question: Does your System have
d
a Formal Evaluatiqn Pro-

gram which is a part oi the process followed
in placing Students in Vocational Education'
Programs? Yea No ye

(Circle One)

D. The resources and mAterialp which are presently available
to secondary %school counselors for use in Career Guidance
and Counseling in their School System are:

(Circle the appr4riate choices)

a. Plentiful And regularly,updated.

b. Adequate but in need of some updating.

c. The toEal: responsiBility of each school.'

d. jnadeguate.

Comments: (If, Needed)

c.

E. Request: II,possiblef\ please enclose 'copies of the course

.

%descriptions Tor each vocational education program
offered in your system..

,(Please Circle One) ,

F.

i)

1, Copites,Encldsèd

2i Coples will be mailed lekter.:

3- Copies not available.

Questickh: Have'ou and ilbur staff experienced Any
barriers in the delivery,ofCareer Guidance,
COunseling, Placemeft, atid,f611ow-up programs

,4 and services? (e,g., lack of4funds, the ab-
, sence ot 'an organized systematic Career quid-

ahce and coup elinig prosram, ekp.) ,,, ',
A

. t - 65-
., , ,. . .
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A'

Comments:

P1edse note Any significant barriers bel6w:

1.

2.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.:

COUNSELING PROGRAM NEEDS
cmg

,

J.

,Question: Which of thelhree conditions listed ber;;-'-best de-
. ,

scribes,the4:911oWing secondary school guidance and
counseling proijram need4.in vur school system?

'Optimal Adequate' Inadequate
(Please CiTcle One)

A. ,Hardware
(e.g. frles,'desks,
typewriters, etc.)

x-epftware-
;Se.g4.caYelir PliormatIon'4

...College-Plicement mae-erVal,
-JpericOicals; journalsetc.)

p,
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C. In-ServIce Training Well Planned Meet Only We

POW woula you aescribe the and Meeting When Needed have

System-wide In-Service Pro- Regularly none

grams for.Counselors in
your School System? 1. 2. 3.

ra
Comments: (If any)

D. Counselin9 'Staff 1'

.
*

Question: How many secondary school counselors are
presently employed by your school system?

Number of full time counselors

Number of part time (less,'
than 11 day) counselors "'"

E. Extended Service-

QUestion: Do counselors in your school system receive
extended time allowances in their contracts
beyond the Aegular ,Deaching staffs' school
year? Yea No

(Please circle one)

F. Exemplary Prorams

Questi

JO
If yes, please include hny materials in your
response to this3survey whi,ch describes these ,

411 Programs...A

Do you have careerAilidande and counselihg
programs presently in place in your system,
which you consider to be exemplary. (e.g.,
the programs are making ilpsitive contribu-
tion to student career cffebdces, program
placem4t, job plibr6t, and the like)?

N.
Yes' No (

(Please circle &e)

- G. Major Problems and/or Issues

.
'Question: What are the five major

,

problems gnd/or,skissaes

. . faCing ydur schoo1 slitStem.in ypur opinion?
.

. (e.g. 'school fundimg-deficits, staff "develop-
.

.menf ;beds, etc.,)?

7

-#

t

91:9

16'
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1.

2.

3.

4. ..01--

5.

H. Special Career/Vocational Counselor

Question: Does your school system stafl specially

trained "vocational counselors" who are

assigned full time responsibility in

worxing with vocational education student
placement and related activities?

G.

Yes
(Circle One)

If Yes, how many Of these counselors are
employd by your system?

%mos

Number of
Vocational
Counselors

TV. SCHOOL SYSTEM DATA

A. Question: Is your school system's vocational education

prcigram decentralized (some programs in each

senior high school) or centralized (concentrated

in a few vocational centers)?

\ .

Centralized Decentralized
(Please g )klircle One..

Please return descri tive informatiom about these

4
.5

,

a

programs. ava a e wit t e comp

Comments: (If any),

*

aisa.

survey,
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B. Student Population

Question: What is the approximate student.ethnic breakdown
of your school system?

White

Black

Hispanic

Oriental

Native American

Other

TOTAL

C. Alternative/Magnet Schools

Please list the, name and program emphasis of any alternative/,
magnet schools which are now operating or are planned to open

Name of School/Program
51.

1.

2.
or

3.

4.

Art.'
s.

-
fir

44,1'

7 .

PWgram Ersis

8.

9.

10.

(Use.,additiOnAlspace on the opposite side pfitthislmge,4
if need4d.) 4

A . 10001-

....4,

yi 4
f '4 .. I. t 4 t
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D. Policy Making Body

Please identify the policy making body of your school
system. (e.g. Board of Education).

Name of Policy Making Body Number of Elected Officials

F. Top Level Administratox

Question: How many "top level" administrators does your school
system staff?

ek,

NOTE: List only those administrators who meet
regularly with the superintendent (e.g.
assistarit superintendents, assistants to
the superintendent, etc.)

(No Names Please)

Name of Area of
Responsibility

1.

2:111,....7.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. ti

9.

F. Student ParticipatiOn in DeciSion Making

Title

.Question: What kinds of student groups are formally orgsnized
'in your school district to provide information and'
advice tO the principal, superintendent, afid/or'the

2.

"Board of,Education?,
0

:AC

;' . Al*

. .Y

J.
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Name of Group

1.

2.

3.

4..

S.

With Whom Number of
do they Students

N4 Interact In Group

Comments: (If any)

G. Teaching Staff with Counselor Certification

Question: If known, please gfVe the number of staff members
in your school system who presently have teaching
assignments but who are certified by your state
to serve as school counselors.

Number of teachers
with Counselor
Credentials .

This informastion is not presently available.
A (Please check if appropriati)

H. Central Office Guidance and Counseling Staff

Please list the titles and responsibilities of each Central
Office'Administrator assigned to 'guidance and counseling
duties.

1.

2.

3.

Title

4.

,sYc)
)4tioi

Responsibility
4

1,6



6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Comments: (If any)

T. Job Placement Center

Question: Does your school system have a centralized job
lacement and/or career counselrri cehter to

serve the career and vocationa :.nn ng qf
students? Yes No

(C'

4 If No, are there plans to establish such a
center in the future? Yes No

(Circle One)

If Yes, please enclose in the return addressed
,-.- envelope any materials that describe the Center

and/or activity.

Do you believe there is a need for sucka service
in'your school district? Yes No #

(Circle One)

If No, why do you believe there is no need for
this service?

Comments:

-
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J. Evaluation Instruments

Question: What tests do you use in planning students

vocational education program? Please check.,

those testS given regularly to identify

interest, aptitudes, and other skills seen

as needed to participate in a given voca-

tional pi-ogram.

1. General Aptitude Test Battery
(GATB)

2. Differential Aptitude Test

3. Strong Vocational Interest Blank

4. The Kuder Preference Inventurrill"P'

5. The Ohio Vocational Lnterest Survey

(OVIS)4

Other Tests Used Arei

3.,

4.

S.

..1

Please use opposite side of page, if needed.

Question: Do you believe that the identification of

interests and aptitudes is sufficiently
organized to validly identify student skills

and inAires'ts for vocational procrram place-

ment in your school district?

If No, please elaborate:

-173-
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K . !;taff Stren9th

Question: In the past five years, has the system-wide
school guidance and counseling staff increased
or decreased in your system?

It has:

Tncreased by
counselors

9r

41,

Decreased hy
counselors

OPT..

Please comment on what you believe to be the
primary factor(s) which led to the increase or
decrease in staff during this period of time.

Comments:

L. Graduate Eollow-up

Question: Are graduate- ollow-up studies conducted in your
schools each year? Yes No

(Circle One)

If Yes, are they performed centrally or by indi-
vidual school? Centrally School Level

(Circle One)

M. Drop-out Rate

Question: What is the current drop-out rAte of'students in
your school district?

V. MAJOR ISSUES/PROBLEMS

A. Question: In your opinion, what are the
facing students in.your

most presiNtig issuesV
schools today?problems

1. Toen Pregnancy Please check those
which you believe

2. Drugs are major problems/
issues and add

3.

4.

Academic Failure others not listed

Boy/Girl Problems
here.,

191



5. Teen Alcoholism

6. Truancy

7. Employment
(Lack of part-time jobs)

8. Others:

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

Comments: (If apy)

(Use oppOsite s.ide of page, if needed.)

a . Question: What do yot, personally, consider to be thelftjor

isAues/problems facing the Teaching Stiff of your

school district?

1.

2.

3.

4 .

Comments:

(Use opposite iide of page, If needed.)
V.

'



).

P.

C! Question: What do you consider to be the major issues/
problems facing the..School.Administrators in
your system? (Including Centra1 Office.) '

e.g. Student apathy, budget restrictions, etc.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Comments:

(Use opposite side of page, if needed.)

D. Question: Whab do you considr to be the major issues/
probleps facing your Community?
e.g. Property tax rebellion, school desegra-
tion, etc.

ell

4

2.

3.

4.

. S.

6.

7.

a. d`

9.

10. /

Comments: (It any)

-176-
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E. liodification of Scriool Counselors' Role and Function
7

Question:-If you could change'some of the major involve-
ments of counselors in your schoOl district,
(their role and function), and give more empheiL
sis to other counselor aotiVities, what would
you personally add or drop from their pre-
sent duties?

1

a

I would add the following duties:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

.7.

'8.

9.

10.

f

I would drop the following duties:

2.

3.

# 4,

5s;

6.

7.

9.

4;10.

1 94
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Comments: Olf any)

VT. 'UNIQUE PROGRAMS
/

services*Question: What are some conditions, programs,
the like which exirst in your sdhool 4str ct that

you believe deserve national recognit on or have

received such rftognition?

or

Description of Gdhdiitions/Pro9rams/Events1,etc.
e:g. *School wIthoa Scboorr- a home study-news
media program for students who were unable to,
attend School during the fuel crisis of 1977.

1.

2.

3.

5.

(Use opposite side of page,,if needed.) -

VII.,GEr4ERAL QUESTIONS/REQUESTS

C

A: puestion: Are.school uidance and counseling services fudded

by your state depaYtment of education/4

Yee Nci

.
(Circle One)

please bkcefly describe the kind arid level

of funding counseling services receive.

Descripti9n of Funding Sources:

vk, ,
,"

-178-
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4.

4'

f

,

1/4

B. Questioqs What is the standard for minimum student-counse-4
/ lor ratios in your state?

(e.g. 400 to 1)

Onfl.counoielor to' students.
t,

Is this ratio,mandated by ata111, departmgnt of '
education.standards? Yes No

A
(Circle.One)

If Yes,, does. ycour system meet,these. standards?

Yes No
(Circle One)

,C. Career Guiance and Counseling,Program Resources

itequest: Please forOard in the enclosed stamped envelope,
copies of materials which are currently being used
in your career guidanoe and qounseling program and
vocational education programd-and which have been,
made available to your school coUnselors...

, D. Ge6eral Comme-nts: (If any) 0

e.g. What, in your judgment, can be done to improve career
guidance and counseling services and student ple(cement
services in the Vocational educatibn programs of your school
district?

' -179-
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Dear

January 30, 1979
Columbus, Ohio 43210

,!!

In December of 1978, a copy af the enclosed "National
Survey of Large City Career Counseling Serices" was mail-
ed to your office. Since that time, over 90 percent of
the 112 la'rgest public school district directors'of guidance
have esponded to this sufvey.'

Your school district is one of the few from which we
wish to receive this most important data.

The product of this investigation, it is hooped, will
produce a strong body of evidence to support future legis-
lative and planning effotts to strengthen these vitally
needed school services in the nation's largest school dis-
tricts.

, .

% May we ask thatyou forward.the enclosed copy of' the
Survey to your appropriate staff members.for their atten-
tion,'? -Your assi§tance in 'expediting the completion of
this national study is most deeply appreciated.

Sincerely,

Keith D. Barnes

e

_
Task Force for Research'.

,

in School Career CoLinseling

-

KDD/djg

de



(-

pear superintendent:

The encloled Nation (Al Survey of arge City Career Counselina
Services has been prepares3 in collaboration with the leadership
of the National Task Force, to collect critically neede0-data
related to the national status of career guidance and counseling'
activities; t:, identify deficiencies-which exist 1.n these proa
graIns; and ta assess current needs which 'IT}, lead to the streWith-
ening of such activities in our sc oqs. ,,

/
The information requested in thisi/survey should be supPlied

by your Central Office Guidance and ' unseling Administrator.
These data sho4d prove to havfi1.Tonal significance since the
findings of this assessment will be ysed titformulate appropri-
ate recommendations to federal agen4es and other national organ-
izations. Resources, materials and reference guides of current

,

career counseling and vocational placement delivery systems-Win
.also be prepared based on the data collected.

,

Your assistance in sharing this survey Wath appropriate staff
members in 'your system and their speedy coMpletion of it, will be
of considerable assistance.to the Talc'Force in finalizing their
report. We hope to reeive a 100% iptura from the 108 large-city
school districts being surveyed.

. .

Thformation regarding copies of.the researchAmonograph and

. the products and in-school revourct which are to be produced
following this investigation, will-be made available to you or.

a selected member of your staff'no latet than June 1, 1979:

Columbus, Ohio
December, 1978

Your cooperation and assistance in.this mot important
investigation are deeply appreciated.

We thank you in advance for your support and-assistance.

4

, 4

KDB:var
.Encl.

Cordially,

Keith D. Barnes, Ph.D.
National Task Force for Research
in Career Counseling and Vocational
Education
750 Latham Circle

. Columbus, Ohio 432l4

9-.)
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Columbus, Ohio
,December, 1978

Dear Guidance Administrator:

'Nis survey has been prepared to identify crucial factors
whicll relate to career counseling services in the large - city

.school districts, .of America.

The primary fo&us of the survey is career guidance and
counseling as it links with vocational education, program
placement, job placement, and the like. c

Every effort has been taken to keep it as brief as possible;
Being a public school administrator myself, I know how little
time there is for completing these...kinds of tasks;.so, please
know that your assistance with this survey is deeply appreciated.

Over one hundred of your /colleagues in other major cities,
are'currently participating in thi§ investigation. Your con-
sidered judgment and field based experiences are the two 14tal
resources we need to capture in this study if we are toiobtain
an accurate picture of the State of career counseling in the
Urban schoolS of America.

Plans call fOr the preparation of,a
Jattr in 1979, which we will be hapPy to

Pilease kriow that the.time you take
is mosit sincerely 4preciated.'

number of resources
share with you.

kn completing the survey

'Thank you.for your assistance-and cooperation with
important Vationl assessurnt.

KDQ:var
Encl.

a

1

,2
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Keith. D. Bdrnes, Ph.D.
Chairman,
Natlanal Task Force for Research
in Career Counseling Wld Vocational
EddCation
750 Latham Circle
Columbus, Ohio 43214.
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APPENDIX C

CAREER COUNSELING MODELS*

a

el\

Jar

*,Developed in The Ruxal Schodols of Pirrica series, by

Drier et 1977. '

4
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A SCHO.OLBASED
CAREER PLACEMENJ DELIVERY SYSTEM

RESOURCE PERSONNEL

INFORMAL PROVIDERS-

CURRENT

STUDENTS

FORMER

STUDENTS

is

. SCH0011 PROVIDERS

STUDENT

NEEDS

4

4.

PUCATION OR TRAINING

CAREER PATHWAY

A

V

,

EMU:WM
CAREER PAnitlAY

[AiL_TERNATIVE_

CAREER PADMAY

IrN

20
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Or

r+

No,

PRO-CEDURAC MObEt nait INELEMENTATION OF.,SCHOOL-BASED CAREER PLACEMENT DELIVERY SYSTEM

. '
4

Acceptance of- Identification of

the Model Delivery System Components

SchOol/
community
commitment
to transi-
tional
placement
obligation

. 0 ,

Assignment
of respon-
tibility
for total
CPM imple-'
mentation

\I

Identifi-
cation
of users

School/
community
resource
survey

Assessment
of us0
competen7
Ncles/nds

Establish-
ment of
advisory
committees]

:0.Implementation of Delivery,S);stem
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COORDINATION AND COMPREHENSIVENESS OF THE CAREER PLACEMENT MODEL

TRANSJTIONAL PdA6EMENT DEVELOPMENTAL PitOGRAM

114STRUCTIONAL .GUIDANCE REFFERAL

,OBJECT IVES :

1. Maximize individual useei
competenzies for independent
career functioning
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:RELATIONSHIP OF COMPOSITE USER &IEEDSJTO CAREER.PLACEMENT MODEL OPERATION
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RELATIONSHIP OF INDIVIDUAL USER NEEDS TO CAREER PLACEMENT MODEL OPERATfON
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RELATIONSHIP OF PLACEMENT COMPONENT TO USER NEEDS
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RELATIONSHIP OF THE SCOP' OF SERVICES PROVIDED TO THE
t

CAREER PLACEMENT DEI ri, ERY SYSTE!i AND USER NEEDS
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'RELATIONSH4P OF THE CAREER PLACEMENT MODEL TO NOM-SCHOOL RESOURCES
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RELATIONSHIP OF-EAREER PLACEMENT MODEL TO
PRESENTLX EXISTING SCHOOL RESOURCES
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'THE CONDITION OF

EDUCATION IN AMERICA , 1979
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Table 2.1
Public opinion of major problems with which public schools must deal: 1969 to 1977

Ma Or problems, by rank order in 1977

Percent of respondents citing problem

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975/ I

lack of disciplire 28 IS 14 73 22 23 23
Integration/segregation/busing 13 17 21 IS 1$ 16 15

lack of proper financial support 14 17 23 19 16 13 14

Difficulty of getting "good" teachers 17 12 11 14 13 11 11

Poor curriculum 4 6 3 5 7 3 5
Uss of drugs . KA 11 12 4 10 13 1
Size of school/classes ....... . . NA NA NA 10 9 ' 6 10

Parents lacir of interest 7 3 4 6 4 6 2
Pupis' lack of interest 3 I* 2 NA 3 2 3

lick of proper facil:ties 22 11 13 5 4 3 3

me/yindahsm/stealing NA NA 2 NA NA NA 4

board policies NA 2 1 NA 4 4 I

s are no problems 4 5 4 2 4 3 5

Mi4ellansous
.

8 3 6 9 4 4 12

Don't know/no allsWer 13 13 12 12 13 17 10

1976 1977

22 2$
15 13,
14 12
11 11
14 10
11 7
5 5
5 5
3 3
2 2
2 2
3 1

3 4
3 5

12 16

NA: Not avaliabli.

' Lees than I pnrcant.
NOTE: Totats add to more than 100 percent because of multiple answers.

SOURCE: Phi DeNs Kaip4, Inc., Th GaAtc Pak, of Attitudes Timwd &WOO, Neil-Mend "Annual Gallup Poll of
the PutAic's Attitudes "void the Public Schoo4s," PN 0100 Neiman venous yeas.
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Table 2_2
Public school teachers' opinions a the' problems facing teaching: School year ending 1976

11,

"WhaNIn your present position as a teacher hinders you most in rendering the best

service Off which you are capable-

Reiponses to the question asked
of public school teachers

Percentage
scitoot

Total

distribution of ptiblit,
teachers

Elementary Secondary

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0

Discipline, student attitudes 17.1 11.11 20.8

inexperience 0.7 0.0 1.3

Preparation time 9.3 11.2 7.7

Extra responsibuities . / 10.1 7.2

tack of material, resources, and facilities 11 5.2 10.1

Laws end legal suits 0.7 0.4 1.0

tack of teacher cooperation / 2.0 2.3 1.8

Unprolissionalism of !cachou 0.9 ,, 1.1 0.8

lncompeterd administration 17,1 15.4 18.8

Heavy load 13.9 15,1 12.7

Negative attitude of public 5.7 1.3. 3.2

Interruptions ... . -0.6. 0.9 0.3

Position not what I prepared for 1.3 0.5 1.9

Poor salty . . ... 0.4 0.4 0.5

Funds. or lack of 7.1 6.7 . 73
Other 5.0 5.5 4.5

No response 13.4 15.8 11.1

Semple sire '1,374 670 702

'Maude* teachers not otherwise cies/Med.

NOTE: Oetsits may not add to Iota% because of rounding.

SOURCE Nations; Educat.on Anbcsabon. SIshis oi tho AM407011 Public Schog(
/975-76, 1977.
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Table 2.3
Opinions of pubHc secondary school principele on serious prObleme in the
schools: School yeu ending 1977

Iff

fr

Xe what degree is each of these matters
a problem in your school?

Percentage distribution of responses'

Vert Net
Total serious Serious Minor al all

,---

School too small .to offer a wide range of courses . . 100.0 1.4 11.7 41.5 32.4

School too large to give students enough personal attention 100.0 1.1 SA 31.7 58.4
Inadequate instructional materials 100.04 OA 9.4 56.8 32.8
Not enough guidance counselws 100.0 4.3 15.0 41.0 38.8

Teacher absenteeism 100.0 1.6 11.4 59.3 27.7

Teacher union specifications . . 100.0 1.1 10.3 44.5 43 3
Teachers lack of commitment 04 motivation 100.0 1.0 13.5 68 7 16 2

Teacher incompetence 100.0 0.0 4.0 74.9 20.5
Tegher turnover ... .. . 100.0 01 5.1 58.7 34.6

Student absenteeism (entire day) 100.0 4.1 30.4 57.2 71
Students' cutting classes 100.0 4.8 25.4 60 1 9.7

Student apathy . . . .
, 100.0 5.1 35.1 54.4 4.7

Student disruptiveons k < 100.0 0.3 1.7 77.2 15.8

Parents' lack of interest in students' progress 100.0 3.2 33.1 58.4 5.3
Parents' lack of involvement in school matters 100.0 5.3 35.1 52.3 7.3

District office interference with principal's leadership loo.ri 1.3 6.1 45.8 47.3
State-Imposed curriculum' restrictions 100.0 1.1 7.7 62.0 29.2
Implementing Federal or Staie requirements for equal opportunity

(e.g., desegrepton, eploymont) .
...

100.0 2.11 11.1 55.6 33.0

Too much paperwork in complying with:
DiAtrict requirements .. 100.0 4.7 ' 15.3 54.8 25.1
State requirements
federal requirements ,

100.0 ,

100.0
7.2

12.2

j.
28.5
30.2

50.9
44.8

13.4
12.7

Other 100.0 20.2 37.2 30.6 17.9

Sample W was 1,44e
SOURCE. U S Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Nabonal Institut of Educatton/Natioral

, Associshon of Seconder? School Pnncipeis, Surviry a Pubic Socondary School Rincrels, 1977.
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APPENDIX E

MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL TASK FORCE OF

LRESEARCH IN CHOOL CAREER COUNSELING ,

V
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THE NATIONAL TASK FORCE FOR RESEARCH
IN SCHOOL CAREER COUNSELING

Dr. James V. Wigtil
Co-chairman
Associate Professor of Education
The Ohio State University

Dr.sKeith D. Barnes
Co-fhairman
National Fellow -

The Advanced Study Center
National Center for Research
in Vocational Education \\

The Ohicl State University

Dr. Anthony Riccio
Professor of Education
The Ohio State University

Mr. 'Jerry Fry
School Counselor
Beechcraft High School
Columbus Public Schools
Columbus, Ohio

Dr. Mary'Claytor
Supervisor of Counselors
The Columbus Public Schools
Columbus, Ohio

Dr. Frank Burtnett
Administrative Assistant
The American Personnel and
Guidance Association

Washington, D.C.
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